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ABSTRACT 

Metal-metal and metal-ligand electron delocalization in organometallic 

complexes, such as biferrocene, bis(}i-fulvalenediyl)diiron, CpM(C0)4, (Cn*)RhMe3, and 

(P3)RhMe3, (Cn*=l,4,7-triinethyH,4,7-triazacyclononane and Pjs CH3C(CH2PMe2)3 are 

examined by gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopy. Theoretical studies at various 

computational levels are also carried out to understand the delocalization. 

The metal-metal electron delocalization is studied using biferrocene and bis(^-

fulvalenediyOdiiron molecules. Compared with monometallic molecules, these 

molecules show a different degree of electron delocalization through a bridging ligand 

depending on the energy match between each ferrocene fragment. The extended it system 

of the ligand has greater impact on the ligand-based ionizations than on the metal-based 

ionizations. Further splitting and broadening of the metal-based ionization band is 

observed for the ring-tilted fenocene. 

The metal-ligand electron delocalization is studied with two type of molecules. 

The first is (V-C5H4R)M(CO)4 (R=H, M==V, Nb, Ta; R=SiMe3, M=Nb, Ta; RsCOCHj, 

M=Nb) which is used to probe the metal-carbonyl interaction. In general, these 

molecules exhibit both extensive delocalization of metal electron density and geometric 

sensitivity to the electron configuration. Such strong delocalization dampens the 

substitutent effect introduced onto the Cp ring or at the metal center. A consistent 

splitting of 0.4 eV is observed for the Cp-based ionization band for all of the molecules 

due to a dynamic Jahn-Teller distortion of the positive ions. 
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The other type of molecule is (L)RhMe3 [L =Cn* and Pj]. The amine molecule 

exhibits a negligible backbonding from the metal to the ligand while the phosphine 

molecule shows a strong metal-phosphine interaction provided by the electron donation 

from the metal to the phosphines. As a comparison, spectra of ligands Cn*, Cn, and P3 

show a similar band profile for the Hrst ionization band. Theoretical studies demonstrate 

that the metal-phosphine backbonding accounts for the different band profiles in 

photoelectron spectra. 

A theoretical study of the relaxation energy of metal-based ionizations of 

CpM(CO)„ (M=V, Nb, Ta, n=4; M=Mn, Tc, Re, n=3; M=Co, Rh, Ir, n=2) in the Hartree-

Fock formalism has been carried out. The results show that the electron relaxation energy 

of these molecules can be well understood in terms of Slater's concepts of electron 

shielding and effective nuclear charge. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Electron delocalization plays an important role in the process of electron transfer 

in biological systems.' Studies of this phenomenon have resulted in potential applications 

in molecular electronics and sensors.^ Understanding the factors that control the electron 

delocalization in certain molecules is the focus of this examination. Three types of 

organometallic complexes are utilized as models in studying the electron delocalization 

between metal atoms, between metals and the carbonyl ligand, and between metals and 

amine and phosphine ligands. Gas-phase ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy and 

various computational methods (names in parenthesis are the software packages used 

accordingly), such as approximate methods (Fenske-Hall), Density Functional Theory 

(Amsterdam Density Functional), and ab initio (Gaussian 94), are used to probe the 

electronic structure of these systems. 

Many studies of electronic communication (metal-metal or metal-ligand) between 

two sites in a molecule have until now focused on simple bimetallic model complexes 

with a delocalized bridging ligand such as 4,4-bipyridine,^ a polyyne,"* and biphenyl^ or 

fulvalenediyl." Therefore, the first systems to be studied here are bis(iJ-

fiilvalenediyOdiiron, FvzFej, and biferrocene, Fv(CpFe)2, where Fv is fiilvalenediyl^ (n-

Fv(CpR!), FViFet 
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and Cp is cyciopentadienyl (ti^-CsHs"). These systems are composed of two 

ferrocene units that allow different degrees of metal-metal interaction as a result of the 

ligand connectivity. For the benefit of later discussion, it is necessary to examine the 

history and the electronic structure of this important organometallic system that is the 

building blocks for these molecules. 

Ferrocene 

Ferrocene was first synthesized by Kealy and Pauson' * in 1951. Its unique 

sandwich geometry structure' and electronic structure'" were proposed by Wilkinson, 

Rosenbium, Whiting and Woodward in 1952. Later it was found that ferrocene can adopt 

either Dj^ geometry (vapor phase) with an eclipsed conformation" or Djd geometry (solid 

phase) in which the Cp rings are staggered.'' The energy barrier for the rotation around 

the metal-Cp axis is small: about 0.9 ±0.3 kcal/mol.'^ There is also very little difference 

in electronic structure between the and symmetries. Most literature discussions 

employ the Dj^ conformation because the gerade and ungerade notation of the 0$^ point 

group allows for a more familiar symmetry matching between the metal and (Cp)^ 

ligands, which is not obvious in Djh point group with prime and double-prime notation. 

The electronic structure of ferrocene can be found in most organometallic 

chemistry textbooks as a fundamental example.''* The metal-Cp bond interactions are 

mainly due to the interaction between the metal d-orbitals and the gerade combinations of 

carbon-carbon ic orbitals of the two Cp ligands. Shown in Figure 1 are the 



2-node 

1 -node 

0-node 

Figure I. An illustration of the synunetric combinations of two Cp 
orbitals which have the appropriate symmetry to interact with 
corresponding metal d-oibitals. 
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combinations of 7c-based orbitais on the Cpj ligand set which have the appropriate 

symmetry to interact with metal d orbitais. The remaining combinations of ligand 

orbitais, which are with ungerade notation, do not have the appropriate symmetry to 

interact with the metal d-orbitals. The construction of these orbitais under the point 

group and the relative energies of these orbitais are determined by the number of the 

nodes each combination possesses as illustrated in Figure 1. On the right-side of Hgure 

are the synunetry labels of the metal d-orbitals with which the corresponding Cpj-based 

orbitais have the appropriate symmetry to interact. 

A qualitative MO diagram of ferrocene is shown in Figure 2. On the left side of 

the figure are the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of Cpj n-based orbitais with 

the symmetry label under each orbital, while on the right-side are the metal 3d, 4s, and 4p 

orbitais. The Cpj combinations are traditionally treated as a closed-shell ligand set and 

the metal d-orbitals are treated as degenerate in the absence of the Cpj ligands. hi order 

to have appreciable interaction between two orbitais, proper symmetry and close energy 

matching are essential. For example, the a,g combination of Cpj ligand can interact with 

the metal d^i-orbital according to their symmetry, the node of the d^, orbital passes through 

the Cp frame such that there is negligible overlap between these metal and ligand orbitais. 

As for the metal s orbital, the energy match between it and the a,g-combination of ligand 

orbitais is too poor for such an interaction to be appreciable. A similar large energy gap 

exists between the Cpj ejg-combination and metal d^^ and d^^yi orbitais. As a result, the 

highest occupied molecular orbitais (HOMO), ejg and a,g, are predominantly metal-based 
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orbitals. On the other hand, with the good overlap and energy match between the metal 

d„ and orbitals and the appropriate ligand orbital combinations, the e,g set is the 

strongest 7C-bonding interaction in ferrocene with the metal acting as a significant acceptor 

from Cp'. The e,u set is mainly Cp-based with only partial mixing with the empty p 

orbitals of the metal. 

Figure 3 shows the He I and He II spectra of ferrocene for the energy region from 

6.5 to 10.5 eV. The band assignment of the spectrum of ferrocene was Hrst proposed in 

1972.'^ '® The spectra shown in Figure 3 match well with the prediction made with the 

diagrams shown in Figure 2. Ionization band 1 is assigned to the ion state which 

occurs upon removal of an electron from the e^g (predominantly metal d^y and d^z-yz) 

orbitals; ionization band 2 corresponds to the ^A,g ion state, or removal of an electron 

from the a,g (predominantly metal d^) orbitals. Ionization band 3 is attributed to the ^E,u 

and ^Etg ion states, which correspond to ionizations from the two predominantly Cp-based 

etu and e,g orbitals. The features at higher ionization energy arise from primarily Cp-

based orbitals of which the combinations of the one-node Cp 7c-orbitals (a,g and aju) can 

interact with the metal d-orbitals as shown in Figure 2. These assignments are consistent 

with all of the photoelectron spectroscopic studies that have been performed, including 

variable photon energy studies and evaluation of the effect of substitution of different 

groups on the Cp ligand. The electronic structure of the ferrocenium cation investigated 

by EPR studies agree with the photoelectron spectroscopic work that is the ground 
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state configuration of the cation, and that the state is a higher excited state of the 

cation." 

Four observations are worthy of mention at this point: 

Firstly, the sharpness of the predominantly metal d^-based ionization band 2 

indicates a non-bonding nature of such an orbital. This is in line with previous discussion 

about the poor energy matching and symmetry overlap. 

Secondly, the relative intensity of bands 1 and 2 at their maximum amplitude are 

different which shows band 1 has a relatively higher amplitude than band 2 does. 

Thirdly, the MO diagram of ferrocene shows that the ionization from the a^^ 

orbital is at a lower ionization energy than from the ejg orbitals according to Koopmans' 

theorem." This observation contradicts the current assignment and other experimental 

results. It is believed that such discrepancy is a result of the larger electronic relaxation 

energy on the ejg orbitals than on the a,g orbital during the ionization process. Studies 

have found that the relaxation energy for metal-based orbitals in ferrocene are 6.14 eV 

(e2g) and 6.83 eV (a,g).^° Another study^' produced similar results. A further study of 

relaxation energy will be addressed in Appendix A. 

Fourthly, the relative intensity changes of these bands from He I to He n spectra 

are different from each other. As a useful tool for assigning photoelectron spectra, both 

the He I (21.2 eV) photon and He II (40.8 eV) photon are utilized in ionizing the 

molecule. Previous studies have shown that, when compared with spectra collected with 

a He I photon source, the corresponding ionizations that arise from orbitals containing a 
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greater amount of metal character than carbon character will increase in relative intensiQr 

when collected with a He n photon source.'^"^ Thus, an indication of the atomic 

character in molecular orbitals can be obtained by examining the relative intensity 

changes of ionization bands between He I and He II spectra and by assuming that atomic 

cross sections are additive in a molecule (the Gelius ModeP). 

In Table 1-1, a comparison of theoretical atomic photoionization cross sections of 

iron and carbon is provided. It should be pointed out that the important aspect in 

comparing the cross sections of different atoms is the He H/He I ratio since only relative 

intensities are measured and not the absolute value of a cross section of an individual 

atom for a given ionization source. According to the theoretical atomic photoionization 

cross sections, any ionization arising from predominantly iron-based orbitals will increase 

in intensity relative to those from carbon-based orbitals when collected with a He II 

photon source. (See experimental details in Chapter 2) This phenomenon is exactly what 

is observed in the ferrocene spectrum. Compared with band 3, both bands 1 and 2 

increase in intensity from the He I to He II spectrum because bands 1 and 2 arise from 

metal-based ionizations. 

Table I-l. Theoretical atomic photoionization cross sections of Fe and C.^ 

Photoionization Cross Section (Megabam) 

Atom (Orbital) 

Fe(3d) 

C(2p) 

He I (21.2 eV) He H (40.8 eV) Hen/He I 

4.833 8.751 1.81 

6.128 1.875 0.31 
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Furthermore, the two ionizations under band 3 show different relative intensity changes 

from the He I to the He H spectrum, which further conflrms the different character of 

these two ionizations. The higher ionization energy band is from an orbital that contains 

some metal d-character (e,g) and the other is from a Cp-based ionization (ei J. 

Metal-Metal Electron Delocalization 

Fe-Fe Interaction in Fv,Fe, and FvfCpFeU Bis(^-fulvalenediyl)diiron (Fv^Fei) and 

biferrocene (Fv(CpFe)2) have been selected here for study of the metal-metal interaction 

not only because they have discrete electron transfer properties that can easily be 

evaluated by a number of spectroscopic methods,""^' but also because they can provide 

insight into the factors of electron transfer by comparing two molecules that have similar 

metal centers but a different overall molecular geometry. 

Mossbauer spectroscopy^ has shown that both the neutral species Fv^Fej and 

Fv(CpFe)2 and the dioxidized species [FvjFeJ^* and [Fv(CpFe) have equivalent iron 

centers. However, only the Mossbauer spectmm of [FvjFej]* shows that the two iron 

centers in this system are equivalent, even at 77 K. The spectrum of [Fv(CpFe)2]^ at this 

temperature resembles a combination of the spectra of ferrocene and ferrocenium, 

indicating two iron centers with different charges. Solid-phase X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy also shows the equivalence of the two iron atoms in [FvjFeJ*.^ With these 

observations and according to the classiflcation system of Robin and Day,^° [FvCCpFe)^^ 

is classi^ed as a class D species, indicating some delocalization with the properties of the 
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components still discernible; while [FvjFeJ^ is a class ID species, indicating complete 

delocalization between the two metal centers.^^' 

A basic question that arises concerns the mechanism for electronic 

communication between the two metal centers in these molecules. While a through-space 

interaction between the two metal centers of Fv(CpFe)2 is not possible considering the 

transoid geometry of the molecule, a direct through-space Fe-Fe interaction is proposed 

by Hillman and Kvick^' in [Fv^FeJ with the evidence found that the Fe-Fe distance in 

[FvjFeJ* is 3.636 A. This bond length is 0.384 A shorter than the 3.984 A Fe-Fe distance 

in the neutral species. It should be pointed out that the longest known Fe-Fe bond length 

is 3.05 A found in [Fe(NO)2l]2.^ This point will be examined in Chapter 3. 

B6hm"has reported He I photoelectron spectra for FviFej andFvCCpFe), that 

were assigned based on computational results from semiempirical INDO molecular 

orbital calculations. Based on these computational results, Bohm concludes that no 

appreciable through-space interaction occurs between the metal centers of these 

complexes, and that hole exchange for both of these molecules is too fast to couple with a 

vibrational mode in the time-frame of photoelectron spectroscopy. He concludes that 

these molecules actually contain two inequivalent iron sites in trapped valences. 

bi Chapter 3, gas-phase He I and He H photoelectron spectra of Fv2Fe2 and 

Fv(CpFe)2 are reported. The data is of much higher precision and signal-to-noise than the 

He I data previously reported.^^ The photoelectron spectra of biphenyl, phenylferrocene 

(FcPh), and l.l'-diphenylferrocene (FcPhj), are also reported and used to further evaluate 
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the effect of extended delocalization of the ligand upon the observed spectra of the 

bimetallic complexes. The assignment of the spectra of the bimetallic complexes that we 

report is different from that of Bohm, and gives a measure of metal-metal communication 

similar to that found by other spectroscopic techniques in the solution or solid state. 

Evaluation of the electronic communication between the two metals joined by a 

delocalized ligand is presented. 

Rine-Tilt Effect on Electronic Structure of Ferrocene In addition to the electronic 

structure permrbation by the extended n-delocalization systems, in Chapter 4 a series of 

[njferrocenophanes (n = 1, X = PPh; n = 2, X = Si2Me4; n = 3, X = CjHg) has been studied 

by gas-phase photoeiectron spectroscopy to probe the ring-tilt effect on the electronic 

structure perturbation of ferrocene. Since the first silicon-bridged [l]ferrocenophane was 

prepared in 1975,^ the Cp ring-tilted metallocene molecules have been studied as surface 

derivatization agents^^ and ring-opening polymerization (ROP) reaction of these 

[n]ferrocenophanes under mild conditions.^'-^^ To date, the bridged elements that have 

been used to prepare the [Ijferrocenophane are as follows; group 3 group 4 (Ti, Zr, 

group 6 (S, Se),^-*' group 14 (Si, C3e, Sn),^^^ and group 15 (P, Most 

of these studies focused on determining bulk properties of these molecules, such as 

crystal structure, seeking new bridging elements, and determining ROP reaction 
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conditions.'^^''^ Only recently have attempts been made to study these molecules 

spectroscopicallyA few theoretical studies have been carried out at the extended 

Huckel level,^^ including a more detailed electronic structure study on the bent 

metallocene carried out by Lauher and Hoffinann where two Cp fragments were pushed 

back by the incoming ligand onto the metal center/" 

In Chapter 4, the photoelectron spectra of these [n]ferrocenophanes are presented. 

Generally, compared to ferrocene, the lower symmetry of these molecules results in 

orbital mixing in the metal-dominant ionization region. This mixing causes the change of 

band profile of the metal-based ionizations as revealed by the different energy splitting of 

the Hrst two ionization bands. The broadening of the metal-based ionizations indicates 

increasing interaction between the metal and tilted Cp ligands. The relationship between 

the ring-tilt angle a and the electronic structure on the metal center is studied. 

Metal-Ligand Electron Delocalization 

Metal-Carboml Interaction in Group VB Complexes (ti'-C5H4R)M(CO)4 [R=H, M-V, 

Nb, Ta; R=Acetyl, Trimethylsilyl, M=Nb, Ta] are studied to reveal the electron 

delocalization between metal and carbonyl ligands. The typical electronic structures of 

such transition metal carbonyl molecules are summarized below. 

The first transition metal carbonyl molecules were reported by Schutzenberger^' in 
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1868, however the electronic structures of such system were not revealed until 1951.^"^'* 

(For a more detailed review of this development, a textbook written by CoUman et. al. is 

reconunended^^) The bonding between the metal center and carbonyl ligands is described 

by the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson model/®-®' This model indicates that CO is not only aff-

donor ligand to the metal center, but also a good ic-acceptor from the metal. The empty 

2n orbital of the CO ligand can accept electron density from the filled metal d-orbital. 

The diagram shown below is the isosurface plot of one of backbonding in W(CO) 

fragment constructed from a Fenke-Hall calculation. With this it backbonding 

interaction, an electron-rich metal center can be relieved of some of its electron density. 

Ample experimental evidence shows that this type of interaction exists. For example, the 

M-C distance is shorter than the expected M-C single bond distance. In particular, IR 

spectroscopy can be used to monitor the u(CO) stretching frequency. For example, the 

stretching frequency of free CO is 2149 cm"', while u(CO) values for Mn(COV, Cr(C0)6, 

and V(COV are, 2090 cm"', 2000 cm"', 1860 cm"','* respectively. As can be seen from 

this data, the carbonyl stretching frequency is lower than the free CO due to backbonding 

from the metal and the magnitude of the decrease of v(CO) depends on the richness of the 

electron density on metal center, which is affected by the number of the d electrons, 

overall charge, and the type of other ligands. 

Li Chapter 5, a photoelectron spectroscopic study of (ii-CsH4R)M(CO)4 (M=V, 

Nb, Ta and R=H, SiMCj, acetyl) is presented to probe the metal-carbonyl interaction and 

the effect of substitution on the backbonding. This work has been made possible by the 
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recent publication of a new reagent Na[M2(CO)g(fi-I)3] and an efficient synthetic route to 

CpM(C0)4 and its derivatives.^'" A literature survey shows only a small amount of 

work^'"^ has been done on these molecules because previously reported syntheses either 

employed hash reaction conditions or produced such a low yield that made these 

molecules difflcult to study. In the studies conducted by the Dr. Bitterwolf group at the 

University of Idaho, they found that contrary to expectation, IR spectra showed®' ®" only a 

small shift in v(CO) upon perturbing the Cp ring or changing the metal center. These 

phenomenon will be explained in the electronic structure aspects by photoelectron 

spectroscopic studies. Theoretical studies are also carried out here on these systems. 

Comparison ofM-Nand M-P Interaction (Cn*)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3 [Cn*= 1,4,7-

trimethyl-l,4,7-triazacyclononane, ?,= l,l,l-tris((dimethylphosphino)methyl)ethane] are 

examined to reveal the bonding nature of chelated aim'ne-Rh and chelated phosphine-Rh 

complexes in the context of a hard-soft, acid-base formalism. The primary goal is to 

understand how the coordination environment of rhodium might be altered by the 

presence of either a predominantly "hard", non-]c-interacting ligand (such as a saturated 

amine) or a conventionally "soft" ligand (such as Cp, PRj, CO, 7t-arene, etc.). The 

chemistry of rhodium molecules has usually been associated with strong-field, 

polarizable, generally 7t-acidic ancillary Hgands.^ Less attention has been given to 

"hard", non-7c-interacting (neither donor or acceptor), saturated amine ligands. Recently, 

during the course of exploring new materials to be used potentially in C-H activation 

chemistry, these complexes were synthesized and studied to understand more about 
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rhodium chemistry.®"' 

A literature survey shows that besides (Cn*)RhMe3™ ®nd CnRhMej," the only 

reported syntheses of rhodium complexes with a saturated amine are [Rh(R)(NH3)s]^^ 

(R=H, Et, Pr, Bu) and [(NH3)4(H20)RhEt]-^" and/ac-(tmeda)(THT)RhMe3 and fac-

(tmeda)(CO)RhMe3 (tmeda = MejNCHiCHjNMcj, THT= c-SC4H8)7^ On the other hand, 

the counter tripodal poiyphosphine ligand has been of interest since the early 1980s. 

Recent interest in transition metal complexes with the tripodal poiyphosphine ligand was 

mainly a result of their potential as catalysts in homogeneous reactions.^^ This ligand has 

been found to possess a variety of advantages such as excellent bonding ability, strong 

trans influence, formation of stable complexes in many metal oxidation states, good 

control of the stereochemistry and stoichiometry, adaptability to many different 

coordination numbers, and high nucleophilicity of the metal centers.^'* Previous studies 

showed that the metal center and its three phosphorus donor atoms are approximately 

trigonal pyramidal with P-Rh-P angles slightly less than 90°, as usually found for the 

rigid (P3)Rh fragments." " '* The P3 ligand of the title molecule also occupies three fac 

positions of an octahedron with three P-Rh-P angles at 89°.®* 

In Chapter 6, the photoelectron spectra of Cn, Cn*, P3 ligands and (Cn*)RhMe3 

and (P3)RhMe3 are presented. This study reveals that the photoelectron spectrum of 

(Cn''')RhMe3 exhibits a narrow Hrst ionization band, which indicates the non-bonding 

nature of the metal d-orbitals, while that for (P3)RhMe3 has a broad ionization band due to 

the back-bonding from the metal center to the phosphine ligand. A variety of 
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computational methods, such as approximate (Fenske-Hall), density functional (ADF), 

and ab initio (Gaussian 94), are used to reveal the different electronic structures of these 

two complexes. A theoretical model is built to further explain the electronic structure 

changes from one molecule to another. 

Ab initio Study of Relaxation Energy in Transition Metal Molecules 

It has long been recognized that relaxation energy plays an important role in the 

interpretation of the photoelectron spectra of transition metal molecules.'®'^'"*® For 

example, a photoelectron spectroscopic study of (L)M(CO)2 (L=Cp, (Me)5Cp; M=Co, Rh 

and It)'® revealed that the band proHle changed dramatically from the first to second to 

third row transition metals. This observation was attributed to the greater electron 

relaxation energy associated with Hrst row transition metals than the second and third row 

transition metals, a phenomenon formally known as the "excited-state effect."'' "" 

However, almost at the same time, a study^' conducted by Green and coworkers on 

CpM(diene) suggested that such change was primarily due to different orbital energy of 

the neutral molecule according to Koopmans' theorem,'^ which is formally known as the 

"ground-state effect." Theoretical calculations on thermal stabilities'' and variable-

energy photoelectron spectroscopy and Xa-SW MO calculations'"'" were later carried out 

on various metal-carbonyl molecules in favor of the ground-state effect. Such arguments 

might be resolved if a relationship can be drawn between the different relaxation energies 

of different transition metal molecules. Therefore, in Appendix A, the relaxation energy 
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of CpM(CO)„ (M=V, Nb, Ta, n=4; M=Mn, Tc, Re, n=3; M=Co, Rh, Ir, n=2) is computed 

in the Hartree-Fock formalism. The results reveal the trend of relaxation in these 

transition metal carbonyl molecules follows the Slater shielding model.^ 
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Chapter 2 

EXPERIMENTAL 

This chapter summarizes details of synthesis, gas-phase photoelectron 

spectroscopy experiments (instrumentation and experimental conditions), PES data 

manipulation, and theoretical calculations performed on the various systems. More 

detailed information about the photoelectron spectroscopy instrumentation can be found 

in the dissertations of John L. Hubbard," Charles H. Blevins II,** Glen Kellogg," Mark 

Jatcko,'* Sharon Renshaw,'' and Nadine Gruhn.'* 

Synthesis of Compounds 

All of the compounds studied in this dissertation were either synthesized in this 

laboratory, donated from Dr. Bitterwolf s and Dr. Flood's group, or purchased from 

chemical companies without further purification. Detailed information, including 

references, are listed in Table 2-1. Because of the nature of the materials used in 

syntheses and the sensitivity to water and oxygen of the products, all the syntheses were 

carried out using standard Schlenk techniques and inert-gas (nitrogen) dry box and stored 

in the dry box. All solvents were scrupulously dried and degassed via published 

methods,^ and all glassware was dried in an oven overnight before using. 

While the rest of the compounds synthesized in this lab followed the references, 

compounds FcPh and FcPh2 were prepared and characterized by the following 
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Table 2-1. Compounds used in this dissertation are grouped in the order of the 
appearance including the references for the synthesis or the company firom which the 
compounds were purchased. (The photoelectron spectra data are stored in the file name 
speciHed in the last column) 

Chapter Compounds Source of Compounds File 
Name 

3 Bis(^-fulvalenediyl)diiron Synthesis in this lab^' fanOl 

Biferrocene Synthesis in this lab'°° fanOS 

Phenylferrocene Synthesis in this lab"" '"^ fan04 

M'-Diphenylferrocene Synthesis in this lab"" '"^ fan 14 

biphenyl Purchased from Aldrich fan 16 

Acetylferrocene Purchased from Aldrich fan02 

1,1 -DiacetyIferrocene Purchased from Aldrich fan03 

4 Fe(T]'-CsH4)2(PPh) Synthesis in this lab"°""" fan06 

Fe(ii^-C5H4)2(SiMe2)2 Synthesis in this lab"""'"^ fan20 

F e ( T i ' - C 5 H 4 ) 2 ( C H 2 ) 3  S y n t h e s i s  i n  t h i s  l a b f a n  1 2  

5 Phenyltrimethylsilane Purchased from Aldrich fan22 

(r|®-C5H5)V(CO)4 Provided by Bitterwolf group^' ®"** fan 10 

(Ti'-C5H5)Nb(CO)4 Provided by Bitterwolf group^' ®" " fanO? 

(Ti^-C5H5)Ta(CO)4 Provided by Bitterwolf group^' ®"®* fan08 

(Tl'-CsH4SiMe3)Nb(CO)4 Provided by Bitterwolf group^'"" fan 17 

(i]^-CjH4SiMe3)Ta(CO)4 Provided by Bitterwolf group®'®" ®* fan 18 

(V-C5H4COMe)Nb(CO)4 Provided by Bitterwolf group®'®"'®* fan21 
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modification of the procedure in the literature.20 nunol of BuLi in pentane as 

added dropwise into 18 mmol of ferrocene in THF which was cooled in ice-water during 

BO-min period. Color changed from reddish to orange. 21.36mmol of anhydrous ZnClj 

dissolved in THF was added and let it warm up to room temperature. At meantime, 

mixture was added with 0.6 mmol PdCl2(PPh3)2 and 18 nunol of bromobenzene. The 

color changed into tea color. Two hours later, the solution was then quenched with 12 ml 

2M HCl. The Hnal product was extracted and sublimed in vacuum. 'H-NMR and mass 

spectra were used to verify the compounds by comparison with previous published 

results. Crystalline phenylferrocene was obtained by slowly evaporating acetone solution 

of compounds overnight and the structure was solved using direct methods followed by 

Fourier synthesis in the Molecular Structure Laboratory of the Department of Chemistry, 

University of Arizona."" 

Gas«Phase Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Photoelectron spectra were collected using an instrument that features a 36 cm 

hemispherical analyzer (McPherson) and custom designed sample cells, excitation source, 

and  de tec t ion  and  cont ro l  e lec t ron ics  tha t  have  been  descr ibed  e l sewhere .The  

excitation source is a quartz capillary lamp that generates both He I and He n radiation, 

depending on the operating conditions.'""^ The He la (Is^ - ls2p, 21.128 eV) spectra 

were corrected for the He I p line (Is^ - ls3p, 23.085 eV; 3% of the intensity of the He I 

aline). TheHena(ls - 2p,40.814eV) spectra were corrected for the He Dp line (Is 
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3p, 48.372 eV; 12% of the intensity of the He Ha line). 

The argon ionization peak at 15.759 eV is used exclusively as an internal 

calibration lock of the absolute ionization energy. Periodically, the difference between 

the argon ^Pj^ ionization peak at 15.759 eV and the iodine lone-pair ionization of the ^E,;, 

ionization peak of methyl iodide at 9.538 eV is used to calibrate the ionization energy 

scale. The sublimation temperatures of each compound is then monitored by a "K" type 

thermocouple attached to the cell through a vacuum feed-through. The temperature that 

is lower than the room temperature is obtained by cooling the sample cell and compound 

in the refrigerator in the dry box flrst before attaching to the instrument. 

All solid samples are run from the inside of the instrument using an aluminum 

cell. The cell is thoroughly cleaned to avoid any contamination with the previous 

compounds run, coated with DAG (graphite and MoS^ suspension, made by Acheson 

Colliod company) to absorb the scattered electrons, and baked to a temperature higher 

than the sublimation temperature of the sample. Depending on the sensitivity of a 

compound to oxygen and water, the sample is loaded either inside or outside of the dry 

box and transported in a sealed plastic bag before reaching the sample compartment of 

the instrument. One liquid sample (phenyltrimethylsilane) is run from outside using a 

Young's tube and then attached to the instrument via a Swagelock connector with a 

Teflon ferrule. The vapor pressure was controlled by a needle valve. The color and 

sublimation temperature of each sample are recorded in Table 2-2. 
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Data collection and Analysis 

Both He I and He n valence spectra were collected for all of the transition metal 

molecules. Each individual data scan was collected by scanning a region for anywhere 

between O.OS - 2 sec per data point as determined by the stability of the instrument. Once 

the sublimation flow of the compound is steady, the scan for each data point can be 2 sec 

with the shift of the internal calibration energy less than 3 Mev. Total collection time for 

each data set varies from 15-30 sec per data point. During data collection, the 

instrument resolution (fiill-width-at-half-maximum of the Ar peak) is 16 - 18 Mev 

for He I and less than 25 Mev for He n spectra. Because discharge sources are not 

monochromatic,'" '" He n spectra are further corrected for the He IIP source excitation 

(at 48.4 eV, 7.568 eV higher in energy, and 12% intensity of He 11 a source). Sometimes, 

He I spectra require He IP correction which is 1.9 eV higher in energy and 3% the 

intensity of He I a spectrum. Occasionally, with the higher He partial pressures during 

the data collection, He I self-ionization correction is needed. 

The data are represented analytically in terms of asymmetric Gaussian peaks, 

which are defined by the position, half widths on the high and low binding energy, and 

the amplitude. The dashed lines in the figures thereafter are the actual data points with 

the length of the line representing the variance of each data point. In most cases, the solid 

line in the figures stands for the summation of the fitting peaks. The number of peaks 

used is solely based on the profile of a given band. The procedure is described elsewhere 

in more detail."^ The uncertainty in the relative band areas is higher for overlapping 



Table 2-2. The color and sublimation temperature of each compound studied. 

Chapter Compounds Color Sublimation T (°C) 

3 Bis(^-fulvalenediyl)diiron Brown 120 

Biferrocene Orange 135 

Phenylferrocene Orange 70 

1,1 -Dipheny Iferrocene Orange 175 

biphenyl White 20 

Acetylferrocene Orange 65 

1,1 -Diacetylfenocene Orange 110 

4 Fe(Ti®-C5H4)2(PPh) Orange 80 

Fe(V-C5H4)2(SiMe2)j Orange 65 

FeCV-CjHJiCCHj), Yellow/Orange 63 

5 Phenyltrimethylsilane Colorless 20 

(T1^CsH5)V(CO)4 Orange red 15 

(Tl^-C5H5)Nb(CO)4 Orange 25 

(ti5-C5H5)Ta(CO)4 Orange 45 

(il'-C5H4SiMe3)Nb(CO)4 Orange 30 

(T]^-CjH4SiMe3)Ta(CO)4 Orange 35 

(tl®-C5H4COMe)Nb(CO)4 Orange 45 

Note; all compounds are in solid phase except Phenyltrimethylphenyl 
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peaks than the well separated ionization bands. In most cases, the peak position and 

shape is generally reproducible to the uncertainty of ± 0.02 eV and relative area is 

reproducible to the uncertainty of ± S%. The confidence of the peak position is typically 

± 0.006 eV for sharp ionization bands, but lower for overlapping bands due to the inter

dependence of the fitting parameters. 

Computational Details 

Although computational methods are becoming increasingly sophisticated and 

some computational results are very promising, theoretical methods are only used as a 

tool to aid the interpretation of the bonding interactions derived from experiment. The 

most-used computational methods in this dissertation are; approximate (Fenske-Hall 

molecular orbital calculations"^), density functional (Amsterdam Density Functional 

2.3.0 (ADF)"®"'") with different frozen core levels and exchange and correlation 

correction, and ab initio (Gaussian 94'^°) with various basis sets at the restricted and 

unrestricted Hartree-Fock levels, depending on the number of unpaired electrons in a 

given system. 

Fenske-Hall"® calculations were performed on an IBM RS/6000 590 computer 

with 2S6MB of memory. The atomic basis functions were generated using the method of 

Bursten et al}^^ Contracted double-zeta fiinctions were used for the metal valence d 

atomic orbitals and for the carbon 2p atomic orbitals. Basis functions for the metal atoms 

were derived for the +1 oxidation state. Ground state atomic configurations were used 
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for the basis functions of all other atoms. Molecular geometries were taken either from 

published crystal structures or from ADF-optimized geometry if no such crystal structure 

data is available. 

Density functional theory calculations were performed on the IBM machine 

described above. Most ADF calculations used the LDA (Local Density Approximation) 

with a = 0.7 (LDA implies that the exchange-and-correlation (XC) functional in each 

point in space depends only on the spin density in that same point). In general, 

geometries optimized by ADF at the LDA level have better correlation with experimental 

values compared with Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) with or without the 

relativistic effect. However, in some cases calculations at the GGA level were carried out 

with the BLYP hybrid functional (Becke (exchange)'" '" + LYP (correlation)'^) only 

when high level calculations are needed. (In addition to LDA level, GGA also includes 

terms that depend on derivatives of the density) However, such calculations are more 

time-consuming. 

Calculations at the ab initio level were performed on SGI Origin 2000 computers 

with 12GB of memory and 48 processors (different multiple processor queues). Most of 

the ab initio calculations use the LANL2DZ basis set unless otherwise indicated, which is 

the Dunning/Huzinaga full double zeta basis for the first row atoms,and the Los 

Alamos effective core potentials with double-zeta valence functions on heavier 

atoms.'^'^* In addition to comparing ADF results with crystal data, geometry 

optimizations were also carried out with ab initio calculations on both the neutral and 
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cation species within the restricted Hartree-Foclc and unrestricted Hartree-Fock models. 

M0ller-Plesset correlation energy corrections, truncated at second-order (MP2), were also 

carried out in some cases when it is necessary. 

The molecular orbital isosurface plots were produced using M0PL0T2'^ in 

conjunction with VTK'^° developed by Dr. Uplinger"^ in this lab, as well as with 

Molden.'^^ Spartan™ 4.0.2'" was also used to visualize the optimized geometry from 

both ADF and Gaussian calculation results in some cases. 
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Chapter 3 

THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF Fv2Fe2 [Fv: ^-T^^:Tl'-C,oH8^-] 

AND Fv(CpFe)2 [Cp: ti^-CsHj] 

Introduction 

The electronic structure differences between bis(fi-fulvalenediyl)diiron, Fv^Fe,, 

[Fv: Ti^:Ti^;C,oHg^ ], and biferrocene, Fv(CpFe)2 [Cp: ti^-CjHs'] are addressed in this 

chapter. In addition, the photoeiectron spectra of biphenyl and two ferrocene derivative 

molecules, phenylferrocene [FcPh] and Ul'-diphenylferrocene [FcPhj], are presented to 

enhance the discussion. The primary questions addressed here concern the differences in 

electron delocalization between the two metal centers in these bimetallic molecules. The 

knowledge of the electronic structure and spectrum proHle of ferrocene provides a basis 

for understanding the electronic structure perturbation from monometallic molecules such 

as ferrocene, phenylferrocene, and 1,1-diphenylferrocene, to the bimetallic molecules 

such as bis(p-fulvalenediyl)diiron and biferrocene. Fenske-Hall calculations are also 

carried out on these molecules. 

The photoeiectron spectra of these molecules are reported. The changes in band 

structure and ionization potentials of the predominantly metal-based ionization band are 

examined for bimetallic molecules and compared to the analogous features in the 

spectrum of ferrocene. An extra ionization band between the predominantly metal- and 

Cp-based ionization envelopes is observed for the spectra of the bimetallic systems. 

Explanations for these changes from monometallic to bimetallic molecules, including the 



different band assignments of the bimetallic molecules, are provided. 
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Photoelectron Spectroscopy and General Band Assignments 

The general band features and assignments for the photoelectron spectra of the 

various metallocenes are briefly discussed in this section. The full He I valence region 

spectra (from 5 to 15 eV) of phenylferrocene (FcPh), and 1,1-diphenylferrocene (FcPh,) 

and the He I full specura of biferrocene (Fv(CpFe)2), and bis(fulvalenediyl)diiron (FvjFcj), 

are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. For comparison, the fiill He I spectrum of 

ferrocene (FeCpj) with the same energy window is also shown at the top of each Hgure. 

For the sake of discussion, the ionizations are grouped as shown. It can be seen that the 

general feamres of the spectra of FcPh, FcPhj, FvjFe,, and Fv(CpFe)2 resemble those of 

ferrocene. There are, however, two significant differences. One is the shape of each 

ionization band and the other is an extra band (30 near 8 eV that is not present in the 

spectrum of ferrocene. 

In each spectrum, the region from approximately 10.5 to 15.5 eV contains 

ionizations arising from C-C and C-H cr-bonding orbitals, as well as the completely 

symmetric 7C-based ionizations of Cp, Ph, and Fv. However, due to the large degree of 

overlap of these ionizations, this region cannot provide any interpretable information 

under current instrument conditions. However, the ionization bands located from 5.5 to 

10.5 eV exhibit better separated band features. By examining this region, the electronic 

structure of these molecules can be understood. A summary of the band assignments of 
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15 11 13 5 9 7 

Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 4. He I full spectra of ferrocene (a), phenylferrocene (FcPh) (b), 
and l.r-diphenylferroceneCFcPhj) (c). 
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Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 5. He I full spectra of ferrocene (a),biferrocene (Fv(CpFe)2) (d), 
and bis(fulvalenediyl)diiron (FvjFej) (e). 



the spectra of ferrocene, FcPh, FcPhi, Fv(CpFe)2, and FvjFej, along with the band fitting 

parameters, such as band position, band half-widths on the high and low binding energy 

sides, and the relative areas under these bands are provided in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. 

It should be pointed out that the band assignments represent only the predominant 

orbital character of that ionization, because the ionizations in photoelectron spectra 

generally involve the overlap between several valence orbitals in a molecule. For 

example, the two e,g ionizations of Cp in ferrocene include not only the one-node ic 

component from Cp, but also the character of d„ and d^^ orbitals from the iron center. 

Thus, it should be kept in mind that the mixing between metal and ligand plays an 

important role in understanding the electronic structure changes before and after 

structural perturbations are made. Furthermore, the photoelectron technique has the 

advantage of providing information for not only the ground state of the ion, but also for 

excited electronic states. Evaluation of this spectroscopic information gives additional 

insight into the factors that control the electronic communication between two metals in 

molecular systems. 

All of the molecules studied here have an extended delocalized ic-system. 

Examination of the effect of this system on the electronic structure of mono- and bi

metallic molecules is the Hrst task to be conducted. Both the crystal structure of 

phenylferrocene'"^ and other n-conjugated ligands on ferrocene'^ '^^ show that the angle 

between the plane containing Hve carbon atoms in Cp and the plane containing six carbon 

atoms in phenyl is around 10°. The deviation from planar 



Table 3-1. Fitting parameters for ferrocene, FcPh, and FcPhj. 

50 

and Position 

(eV) 

Half Width Relative Area Label and Position 

(eV) High Low He I Hen 

Label 

Ferrocene 

1 6.87 0.45 0.21 3.34 2.69 

2 7.25 0.12 0.10 1 1 

3 8.75-9.84 9.52 3.89 

FcPh 

1 6.72 0.50 0.24 3.55 3.17 

2 7.09 0.23 0.09 1 1 

3' 8.02 0.59 0.20 2.45 1.45 Cp, Ph 

3 8.73-10.05 12.6 6.16 Cp 

FcPhj 

1 6.67 0.50 0.28 3.04 2.90 

2 7.04 0.15 0.12 1 1 

3' 7.91 0.46 0.22 4.59 2.48 Cp,Ph 

8.25 0.73 0.25 

3 9.00-10.4 15.7 6.71 Cp, Ph 
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Table 3-2. Fitting parameters of He I spectra for ferrocene, Fv(CpFe)2, and Fv2Fe2. 

land Position 

(eV) 

Half Width Relative Area Label land Position 

(eV) High Low He I Hen  

Label 

Ferrocene 

1 6.87 0.45 0.21 3.34 2.69 

2 7.25 0.12 0.10 1 1 'K 

3 8.75-9.84 9.52 3.89 

FvfFeCp)2 

1 6.48 0.38 0.24 3.22 2.78 

6.69 0.38 0.24 

6.84 0.38 0.24 

2 6.99 0.29 0.17 1 1 dz. 

3' 7.90 0.56 0.17 0.94 0.52 Fv(ag) 

3 8.6-9.75 7.84 3.30 Fv.Cp 

FV;;F&, 

1 6.37 0.38 0.28 3.12 2.31 

6.62 0.38 0.28 

6.82 0.38 0.28 

2 7.00 0.30 0.14 1 1 djj 

3' 7.72 0.40 0.14 0.97 0.33 FvCbjJ 

8.53 0.45 0.15 6.74 3.32 Fv 

3 8-99-9.73 
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symmetry is most likely influenced by packing force in the solid state. The electronic 

interactions of the ic orbitals between the phenyl ring with the Cp ligand will be 

discussed. As a comparison, biphenyl is selected to illustrate how the electronic structure 

of an aromatic system is perturbed by the delocalized jc-system and lower symmetry. 

Biphenyl, Ph, 

Figure 6 shows the He I spectrum of biphenyl. For comparison, the spectrum of 

benzene is also shown. The ionizations of benzene in the 8 - 10.5 eV energy region is 

assigned to the degenerate e,g set with vibrational progressions.'^® However, the same 

energy region in the spectrum of biphenyl shows three bands. This result indicates a 

strong interaction between the two phenyl fragments in Phz. An MO diagram of the 

frontier orbitals of biphenyl constructed from the ic-type one-node orbitals (etg set) of a 

phenyl fragment is shown in Figure 7. This diagram clearly indicates that the orbitals 

with electron density at the bridging carbons (the carbon atom to which the other phenyl 

fragment is bonded) have the strongest interaction and the splitting between symmetric 

and anti-symmetric combinations is the largest, while the orbitals that do not contain the 

character from the bridging carbons are almost nonbonding due to minimal orbital 

overlap. These interactions of the HOMOs of two phenyl fragments give three sets of 

orbitals shown in Figure 7 and therefore to three separate ionization features in the 

spectrum of biphenyl: at 8.33 eV is the ionization from the HOMO of biphenyl, which is 

the antisynunetric combination of the phenyl b2g; at 9.12 eV are the ionizations from the 
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nearly degenerate orbitals derived from the a„ and bjg of phenyl orbitals. Due to the node 

of the phenyl n orbital, this set orbitals contains no bridging carbon character. These two 

orbitals are almost non-bonding in character compared with the other two orbitals. The 

last ionization, at 9.86 eV, is from the orbital formed from the symmetric combination of 

b,„ phenyl orbitals. Compared with the other two ionization bands, the relative sharpness 

of the ionization band at 9.12 eV also conHrms the non-bonding nature of these orbitals. 

Similar to the first ionization band in the spectrum of benzene, band at 9.12 eV contains 

vibrational progressions. Furthermore, the sum of the area under bands at 8.33 eV and 

9.86 eV is equal to the area under band 9.12 eV. This is consistent to the number of the 

orbitals under each ionization band. 

These results strongly support the choice of FcPh and FcPh; as the model 

molecules to study the extended 7c-system effect on the electronic strucmre of bimetallic 

molecules. As the photoelectron spectrum of biphenyl indicates, even at the dihedral 

angle of 40°,'^^ "^ a strong n-interaction occurs at the bridging carbons. 

Phenylferrocene, PhCp)FeCp 

The low energy band structure in the He I and He H photoelectron spectra of 

phenylferrocene with curve fitting analyses are shown in Figure 8. Band assignments of 

this molecule are made by comparing with the band positions and shapes used to fit the 

ferrocene spectrum, by comparing within the series of metallocenes, and by comparing 
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Figure 6. The low energy band structure in the He I spectra of benzene 
and biphenyl. 
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with the spectra collected using He I and Hen ionization sources. The peak parameters 

for this molecule are summarized in Table 3-1. 

It can be seen that the energy separation between bands 1 and 2 at their maxima is 

within experimental error the same as for ferrocene. From the spectra, it is also revealed 

that the band shape and relative intensity of bands 1 and 2 for the mono-substituted 

ferrocene resemble those of ferrocene. Plus, similar to the spectra of ferrocene, bands 1 

and 2 increase in intensity significantly from He I to He II relative to bands 3 and 3'. By 

comparing the shape of these metal-based ionization band with that of ferrocene, it is 

reasonable to assign band 1 to ionizations arising from iron d^/d^t.^) orbitals and band 2 to 

the ionization of the iron d,, orbital. Bands 3 and 3' are then assigned to ligand-based 

ionizations. However, these metal ionizations are shifted to a lower ionization energy 

than for ferrocene. With the increasing electron donation to the metal center upon 

substitution at the Cp ring of a H atom with a phenyl group, the metal ionizations are 

destabilized by 0.16 eV for FcPh. Otherwise, compared with ferrocene the band proflle 

of both bands 1 and 2 does not change upon the attachment of phenyl group. 

In contrast to these three metal-based orbitals, which are only affected by the 

charge shift caused by substitution of a hydrogen atom with a phenyl fragment and 

demonstrate little change of band profile, a great deal of band profile change is observed 

in the ligand-based ionization bands 3 and 3' in Figure 8. These are primarily from 

orbitals associated with the k systems from both cyclopentadienyl (e^g and e^ J and phenyl 

fragments (e,g). Such profile change in the Cp-based ionization region results from 
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Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 8. The low energy band structure in the He I and He II spectra of 
phenylferrocene. 
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the interactions between formerly degenerated Cp- and Ph-based orbitals. For example, 

Cp-fragment orbitals with a node across the carbon to which the phenyl group is bound 

have almost no net overlap effect, hence they are mostly non-bonding with the phenyl 

fragments. However, Cp-fragment based n orbitals contaim'ng character on the phenyl-

substituted carbon will form bonding and antibonding combinations with the 

corresponding phenyl n orbital. An ionization energy correlation diagram of FcPh of 

benzene, ferrocene, and FcPh is shown in Figure 9. This diagram helps to illustrate the 

primary character of the orbitals of FcPh from which the ionizations occur. On the left 

side of the diagram are the orbitals of ferrocene and on the right-side are the benzene 

ionizations. According to their relative energies, symmetries, and nodal properties, the 

orbitals most affected by the interaction with the e,g benzene-based orbitals are the e,g 

and e,„ Cp-based orbitals. Note that although Dj^ symmetry for the ferrocene fragment 

and Dgh symmetry for the benzene fragment are used, the actual molecule has only C, 

symmetry and the ferrocene fragment in FcPh adapts Djh symmetry."" 

Similar to biphenyl, orbitals with a node through the bridging carbons where 

phenyl bonded have almost no overlap and are have mostly non-bonding between the 

fragments. Conversely, orbitals with electron density at the bridging carbon atoms have 

the strongest interaction. As shown below, the highest occupied orbital of the 

phenylcyclopentadienyl fragment is the anti-symmetric combination across the bridging 

carbons. Band 3' of FcPh arises firom this fragment orbital with the combination of k 

orbital from the other Cp. The combination is in such way that only metal p-orbitai have 
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Figure 9. An energy correlation diagram constructed from the ionization 
energies of ferrocene, and FcPh. 
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the appropriate symmetry to interact with it. Due to the large energy gap between the 

metal p-orbital and this combination orbital, it is not stable as those under band 3. The 

energy spreading of this ligand bands 3 and 3'of FcPh and FcPhj are 1.32, and 1.86 eV, 

respectively. Compared with the spreading caused by similar ic interaction in biphenyl is 

1.53.'°^ It should be pointed out that the angle between two mean plane of phenyl 

fragments in the gas phase is about 40°.'" "* The slightly smaller splitting in FcPh 

probably result from the poorer energy match between phenyl and ferrocene fragment 

than in the biphenyl. 

l,l'*DiphenylfeiTocene, (PhCp)2Fe 

The He I and He H close-up spectra of 1,1 '-diphenylferrocene with curve fitting 

analyses are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the band profile resembles those of 

ferrocene and the mono-substituted ferrocene. However, further splitting of band 3' is 

observed and the area under this band is twice that of the analogous bond in the spectrum 

of FcPh. Ionizations arising from predominantly metal orbitals, bands 1 and 2, are 

destabilized further by 0.21 eV for FcPh2 from the corresponding ferrocene ionizations. 

This phenomenon is in agreement with more electron flow due to two electron donating 

phenyl fragments. 
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Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 10. The low energy band structure in the He I and He n spectra of 
(PhCp)2Fe. 
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The splitting of band 3' of FcPhj is measured to be 0.34 eV. With the traditional 

definition of the z-axis pointing from the metal center to the Cp centroid, the splitting is 

dependent on the rotational orientation of the two CpPh rings along the z-axis. If the 

CpPh fragments are rotated such that the phenyl rings are eclipsed (0° rotation angle 

along z-axis) or opposite (180° rotation alone z-axis), then one combination of the two 

CpPh orbitals contributing to 3' has the symmetry to be stabilized by interaction with a 

metal d orbital, and a splitting is expected. If the CpPh firagments are rotated to a 90° 

angle orientation, the Cp nodes are orthogonal and there should be little splitting. The 

Fenske-Hall calculation predicts that the splitting of band 3'would be 0.63,0.07, and 1.14 

eV when two CpPh fragments are at 0°, 90°, and 180° orientations, respectively. The 

observed splitting indicates that the preferred rotation of the CpPh fragments is not 90°, 

but the exact angle is uncertain at this stage. 

Biferrocene, Fv(CpFe)2 

The close-up He I and He II spectra of Fv(CpFe)2 with curve fitting analyses are 

shown in Figure 11. General assignments based on the previous background will be 

presented here with a more detailed analysis reserved for the discussion section. For the 

most part, each of the ionization peaks labeled for Fv(CpFe)2 and for Fv2Fe2 in the next 

section actually represent twice as many ionizations as ferrocene, because each half of the 

bimetallic molecule contributes one corresponding ionization. Comparison of the He II 

spectrum of Fv(CpFe)2 to that of He I shows that bands 3 and 3* decrease relative to bands 
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land 2. This trend is consistent with the assignment of bands 1 and 2 to predominantly 

metal-based ionizations and bands 3 and 3* to predominantly ligand-based ionizations 

(Cp and Fv). Furthermore, in contrast to a previous study," band 1 is assigned to the 

combinations of and d^y-based ionizations and 2 to the combinations of d^-based 

ionizations. 

Although bands 1 and 2 are assigned analogously to the corresponding 

monometallic molecules, compared with the spectra of FcPh and FcPhj, a band proHle 

change is revealed in the band First, the contour of this band has changed compared to 

that of ferrocene and the phenyl-substituted ferrocenes. While band 1 can be modeled 

well with one asymmetric Gaussian for the monometallic species, (see Figure 8) two 

asymmetric Gaussian peaks are needed to satisfactorily model die appearance of this band 

for Fv(CpFe)2. The exact splitting of band 1 is difHcult to determine due to the overlap of 

Gaussian bands, but the change in band proflle from monometallic to bimetallic molecule 

is clear. This splitting is due to the electronic interaction between the two halves of the 

molecule. This phenomenon is not revealed in band 2, as no apparent splitting of this 

band is observed in the spectrum. 

Ionization band 3 in Figure 11 is assigned to ionizations arising from orbitals that 

contain primarily Cp and Fv it character. Ionization 3' has previously been assigned to 

the fiilvalenediyl orbital of a^ synunetry." The nodal properties of this band are 

illustrated in Figure 12. This band possesses a large degree of contribution from the 

fiilvalene ligand orbital that contains the antisymmetric bridging-carbon character. A 
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Figure 11. The low energy band structure in the He I and He n spectra of 
biferrocene (Fv(CpFe)2). 



Figure 12. The nodal properties of band 3 for biferrocene. 
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detailed illustration of the construction of Fv ligand orbitals can be found elsewhere. 

By symmetry, this orbital is unable to interact with any metal d orbital. Therefore, it is 

not as tightly bound as those responsible for band 3. Although the metal center does 

possess p orbitals of the proper symmetry to interact with this ligand orbital, the energy 

match is so poor that this orbital that gives rise to band 3' is less stable and has a lower 

ionization energy than the other Cp-based orbitals in band 3. 

Bis(fulvalenediyl)diiron FviFC] 

The low energy band structure in the He I and He II spectra of FvjFcj with curve-

Rtting analyses are shown in Figure 13. The general features of the spectra are the same 

as those of the molecules previously described: bands 1 and 2 are assigned to ionizations 

from predominantly metal-based ionizations, and band 3 and 3' are assigned to 

ionizations from predonunantly fulvalenediyl Tc-based orbitals. 

The shape of metal-based ionization bands 1 and 2 have also changed firom that of 

ferrocene and even more so than observed for Fv(FeCp)2. For all of the other spectra 

shown previously, band 1 always had a greater intensity at its maximum than did band 2. 

However, the opposite is observed for Fv^Fej. As a result, three Gaussian curves are 

needed to model the shape of band 1 in a satisfactory manner. As noted for Fv(CpFe)2, 

the splitting of band 1 is caused by electronic conmiunication between the two halves of 

the molecule. From this band profile change, it is safe to say that strong metal-metal 

communication, electronic delocalization through the two metal centers exists in FvjFcj. 
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Figure 13. The low energy band structure in the He I and He H spectra of 
FvjFej (Fv: fiilvalenediyl). 
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Comparing the spectra of both bimetallic molecules with that of ferrocene, band 2, which 

contains the bonding and anti-bonding combinations of d^ ionizations, shows no visible 

change of band width unlike band 1. 

The He II spectrum shows that band 1 drops in intensity relative to band 2 as it did 

for Fv(CpFe)2. This change indicates more ligand character in the orbitals from which 

band 1 results than in the orbitals from which band 2 results. This find is in agreement 

with the assignment of band 1 to the ionization from the combination of orbitals 

associated with the empty 2-node ejg-type orbital of ferrocene which has the appropriate 

symmetry to interact with the ligand orbital. The intensity for band 1 of FvjFej decreases 

slightly more than it does for Fv(CpFe)2. This result probably indicates that band 1 has 

more ligand character for FvjFej than for Fv(CpFe)2. Although this conclusion is hard to 

justify due to the overiap between bands 1 and 2, this statement is supported by Fenske-

Hall calculation as it shows the di^erent amount of ligand character mixing into two 

bands. 

Ionization 3'has previously been assigned to the fulvalenediyl orbital of b3„ 

symmetry." The nodal properties of this orbital are similar to those responsible for band 

3' in Fv(FeCp)2, with another set of orbitals with tc* character across the carbon-carbon 

bridge (see figure (a) below). Similar to the orbital of Fv(FeCp)2, this orbital again has 

negligible interaction with the metal d-orbitals due to the nodal properties. Whereas the 

spectrum of FcPhj has two ionizations in band 3' with a separation of 0.33 eV, the 
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(a) (b) 

spectrum of Fv^Fe^ has only one as indicated by the ionization band profile and the 

integrated cross section listed in Table 1. The companion orbital to band 3'of Fv2Fe2 has 

nodal property as shown in figure (b). Orbital (b) is also antibonding across the carbon-

carbon bridge, but it has the correct symmetry to interact with the metal d„ orbital. As a 

consequence, it is stabilized by 0.81 eV in comparison to 3'. This separation is slightly 

greater than the splitting of the Cp e^ and e,g ionizations of ferrocene (0.69 eV) and 

almost double the splitting of band 3' for FcPhj, presumably due to the closer energy 

proximity and better donor ability of these fiilvalene orbitals to the metal d orbitals, which 

occurs because of the additional C-C antibonding character between the rings. 

Discussion 

The spectroscopic information for these bimetallic molecules shows that the 

general electronic structure of these molecules is very similar to that of ferrocene. The 

assignment of the metal-based ionizations of Fv(CpFe)2 and Fv2Fe2 obtained here is 

different than that given by Bohm," who first reported the photoelectron spectra of these 
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molecules. The assignment of band 1 to the d^-based ionizations was based primarily on 

calculations performed using the INDO method. However, the large amount of relaxation 

and correlation energy encountered in metallocenes has caused the calculation of 

experimental observable to be especially troublesome,™ *^ and interpretation of 

photoelectron spectroscopy results for systems like these solely with computational 

results must be approached with great caution. Theoretical studies on relaxation energy 

will be carried out in Appendix A in more detail. The assignment given here is the only 

one consistent with all of the photoelectron spectroscopic results described here and also 

is in much better agreement with other experimental results for these bimetallic 

molecules. For example, the EPR spectra of both [Fv(CpFe)J* and [FviFeJ^ are 

consistent with the ground state of the cation as given by our assignment.''^ 

While the metal-metal interaction can occur by several means, the conjugated it-

system like fulvalenediyl usually is the ideal pathway. The five molecules studied here 

show evidence of extensively delocalized 7C-systems in the ligands. For example, even 

though the gas-phase electron diffraction study showed that two phenyl ring are twisted 

by approximately 40°,'" '^* the photoelectron spectrum still shows a strong n interaction 

(a splitting of 1 .S3 eV). Crystal data in Appendix B also shows that the twist angle 

between phenyl and Cp planes is 11°. In contrast, no apparent splitting of the metal-

based ionizations of the phenyl-substituted ferrocenes is observed, indicating that the 

broadening of this ionization band in both bimetallic molecules must be caused by other 

factors than simple delocalization of the ligand n system and reduced symmetry of the 
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molecule. 

Table 3-3 shows the overall width of bands 1 and 2. It reveals that the width of 

band 1 increases from monometallic to bimetallic molecules and essentially doubles for 

the FvjFej molecule compared to die monometallic molecules. The width of band 1 

increases by 0.19 eV from ferrocene to Fv(FeCp)2, and increases another 0.21 eV from 

Fv(FeCp)2 to FvjFe,, indicating a greater degree of metal-metal communication for 

FvjFe, than for Fv(FeCp)2. This stepwise increase in the spread observed in the first 

ionization of these molecules provides the clue to the electronic connection between the 

two metal centers. In addition to giving a measure of the energy of metal-metal 

interaction that exists in these molecules, the results from this study also provide 

information about how this metal-metal communication occurs. 

One additional observation is pertinent. The ionizations in band 2, which arise 

from the bonding and anti-bonding combinations of the a,g orbital from each ferrocene 

fragment, do not show apparent splitting for either bimetallic molecule. Although Table 

I shows that the overall band width of bimetallic molecules is about twice of that of 

monometallic molecules, compared with band 1, this change is rather negligible, being on 

the order of the width of the narrow vibrational progression associated with ionization of 

the largely nonbonding electron. 

While it is difficult to obtain quantitatively and sometimes qualitatively accurate 

results at higher level calculations for this type of molecule at this stage, it is believed that 

the ionization trends in these systems are fundamentally consequences of orbital overlap 
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Table 3-3. Overall widths of bands 1 and 2. 

Bandl Band 2 

Ferrocene 0.33 O.Il 

Fv(FeCp)2 

FvjFei 

FcPh 

FcPh, 

0.52 0.24 

0.73 0.28 

0.37 0.16 

0.39 0.14 

and orbital energy matching. Approximate molecular orbital methods such as Fenske-

Hall method are built on these principles, and this method has long been used effectively 

to reveal the pertinent electronic structure and bonding features of organometailic 

molecules. 

As an example to show the importance of both orbital overlap and orbital energy 

matching for a meaningful bond, an energy correlation diagram of FcPh derived from the 

experimental ionization energies of ferrocene, benzene, and FcPh is previously shown in 

Figure 9. The orbitals on the bridging carbon atoms overlap well with each other and 

form symmetric and antisymmetric combinations which give rise to the large splitting 

observed for band 3 and 3' in the 8 to 10 eV energy region. A close energy gap between 

the Cp-based orbital from fenocene fragment and the k orbital of the phenyl fragment 

fiirther contribute to the splitting of these combinations. As a comparison, the ionizations 

arising from orbitals without bridging carbons essentially do not have good overlap to 

split the symmetric and anti-symmetric combinations, even with the close energy gap. On 
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the other side, although the overlap is comparable between the metal-based orbitals of 

ferrocene fragment and the it orbital of phenyl fragment with bridging carbon character, 

the energy gap is much larger than those of Cp-based orbital, therefore, metal-based 

ionization bands do not show appreciable profile changes. According to the Fenske-Hall 

calculation on FcPh molecule, the energy gap between the e,u and e,g Cp-based orbitals 

from the ferrocene fragment and the one-node n orbital from the phenyl fragment is about 

2.5 eV. A much larger energy gap, about 10 eV, is predicted by Fenske-Hall calculations 

to occur between the Cp-based orbitals (e,„ and e,g) from the ferrocene fragment and the 

two-node it orbital from the phenyl fragment. 

As a comparison, the energy gap and orbital overlap are greatly improved when 

two identical ferrocene fragments are present in close proximity. As shown in Figure 14, 

the energy gap between the metal d-orbitals and the empty two-node Fv^' and Cp' ligand 

is at least 3 eV closer in FviFej than in Fv(CpFe)2. This better energy match results in a 

stronger interaction in FvjFej than in Fv(CpFe)2, as evidenced by the spreading of band 1 

in both bimetallic molecules. This interaction can easily been seen by the orbital surface 

plots of FcPh (left-hand side) and FvjFej (right-hand side) produced firom Fenske-Hall 

calculation in Figure IS. The number below each contour plot is the percentage of total 

metal character in the molecule as predicted by Fenske-Hall calculations. Both d^-based 

orbital plots from two molecules show no ligand density present, while d^x.y>-based 

orbitals do show some electron density from the bridged carbons. More electron density 

from the bridging carbons is present in Fe2Fv2 than in FcPh. The greater metal-metal 
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Figure 14. The energy gap between metal d-orbitals and the empty 2-node 
orbitals of Fv*" and Cp" ligands in FviFei and FvCCpFe),, constructed from 
Fenske-Hall calculations. 
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interaction in Fe^Fvi than in Fv(FeCp)2 can be understood because of two bridging 

carbon-carbon bonds in former molecule. This is also supported by the He [ and He II 

spectra which shows more ligand character in FeiFvj than in Fv(FeCp)2. Therefore, if the 

contributions to the band 1 splitting from Fe-Fe interactions between through-space and 

through-ligand can be distinguished, the mechanism of metal-metal electron 

delocalization then can be understood. 

One demonstration is to use the Huckel analysis which utilizes the eigenvalue of 

d^Lyt and the overlap integrals between two metal center from Fenske-Hall calculation to 

compute the energy splitting using the following formula: 

H n - H n  H n ^  H x i  
— Eantibanding ~ Ebonding — i c ~ i o 

1 ^ 3  1 T  * 3  

H,, and H,2 are the diagonal and off-diagonal eigenvalues of the orbital of interest, and S 

is the overlap between the two orbitals. These results reveal the splitting (AE) from 

the through-space interaction. The results show that the splitting between the symmetric 

and the anti-symmetric combinations is 0.062 eV for d^^yi set and 0.021 eV for d^, set, 

which is the splitting deduced from the direct through-space metal-metal interaction. 

This calculated splitting is far less significant compared with the spreading observed in 

the spectra in both bimetallic molecules. Furthermore, the overlap integral of d^^y, from 

Fenske-Hall calculations is 0.00488 and 0.00179 ford^,. 

The second demonstration is to eliminate the interaction between the metal Cjg 

orbitals of the ferrocene fragment and ligand empty ej/ orbitals. More speciOcally, 



97.6% 80.3% 

Figure 15. Comparison of orbital surface plots of metal and d,„yi-based 
orbitals of FcPh and Fv(FeCp)2 calculated by Fenske-Hall calculations 
(with contour value of0.028 electron per A^). 
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the calculation is carried out in Fenske-Hall method by deliberately changing the overlap 

integral between the metal e,, orbitals of ferrocene fragment and ligand empty ejg* orbitals 

to zero in the input Hie. The results show that the splitting of metal-based d^>.y, 

combinations before and after eliminate the overlap changes from 0.77 eV before 

changing to 0.03 eV after changing. In another words, a 0.74 eV splitting is the direct 

result of interaction between these metal and ligand orbitals and only 0.03 eV is from 

direct through-space metal-metal interaction. These calculations implies that the direct 

through-space metal-metal interaction is negligible. 

The third demonstration is to reveal how the splitting of ejg set and a,g set 

combinations of the Fv2Fe2 molecules changes when two fiilvalene fragments moving 

apart from each other. The x-axis in Figure 16 is the increased distance between two 

parallel fiilvalene fragment from original crystal data which is 3.98 A, and the y-axis is 

the energy in eV. This figure indicates that with the increasing Fv-Fv distance from 3.98 

A to S.38 A, the splitting between the combinations of both the ejg set and a,g set 

decreases from 0.8 to its Hiickel analysis results. All of these three Fenske-Hall analyses 

conclude one thing, that is the direct metal-metal interaction is negligible in this system. 

In contrast to the broadening observed for band 1 in both bimetallic molecules, the 

relative sharpness of band 2 indicates that the d^ orbitals of the two metal centers do not 

have appreciable direct communication with each other. This observation is of interest 

for two reasons. First, the a|g orbital of ferrocene has essentially no ligand character in it. 

Second, from the results of penning ionization electron spectroscopic studies of 
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Figure 16. The change of the energy splitting of Czg and a,g combinations 
with the increasing Fv-Fv distance. 
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ferrocene,''*' it is known that the a,g orbital is as exposed out of the molecule, if not more 

so, than the e2g orbital. Therefore, any splitting of the metal ionizations firom through-

space interactions would be expected more pronounced for the d^i-containing orbitals. 

The absence of splitting of the d^-based orbitals indicates that through-space interactions 

are not the major contribution to the metal-metal interaction in these molecules. 

ADF calculations are able to reproduce the geometries of neutral and cationic 

species satisfactorily. The selected bond lengths from both calculated results and 

experimental values are listed in Table 3-4. The Fe-Fe distance changes from 3.93 to 

3.69 A from the neutral to the cationic (d^i.,.) state compared with the experimental 

values of 3.98 to 3.63 A, respectively. A shortening of the C-C distance by 0.02 A is 

predicted by the calculation. The most signiHcantly, it is the tilted Cp-nng in each Fv 

ligand that contributes to the shortened Fe-Fe distance. If flatten out the tilted two mean 

Cp planes with all other coordinates remaining the same, the Fe-Fe distance changes from 

3.69 A to 3.88 A. Such tilting is not observed for the ^Ag (d^), ^B,g (d,y), (^ky) 

cationic states. Fenske-Hall calculations with the geometries from both neutral and 

cationic "Bju (d^i,,!) states show no signiHcant increase of Fe-Fe or Fe-C overlap integral. 

However, a increased overall mixing among metal-based orbitals is observed. Therefore, 

it is believed that, with the ionization of bju orbital (anti-symmetric combination orbital), 

Fe-Fv interaction are enhanced by both the mixing among metal-based orbitals and tilting 

the Fv ring. The shortened bridging C-C bond length then can be easily interpreted since 

the ionization occurs on the orbital with antibonding character at the bridging C-C bond. 
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Table 3-4. Experimental and calculated structures of Fv2Fe2 and [Fv2FeJ+ 

FvjFe [Fv2Fe2]+ 

Obs. Calc. Obs. Calc. 

Fe-Fe'(A) 3.984(4) 3.928 3.636(1) 3.694 

Cl-Cl'(A) 1.476(9) 1.458 1.447(4) 1.443 

Fe-Cl(A) 2.056(6) 2.052 2.085(2) 2.092 

Fe-C2(A) 2.049(8) 2.044 2.065(2) 2.067 

Fe-C3(A) 2.054(8) 2.047 2.052(2) 2.068 

Angled") 178.7 179.8 175.2 175.8 

^ Angle from Cp(centroid)-Cl-Cr 

Fe Fe' 

Both the tilted Fv and shortened bridging C-C bond distance contribute to the shorter Fe-

Fe distance in [FvjFei]* species observed in the crystal structure.^' 

Conclusions 

Photoelectron spectroscopic study of Fv(FeCp)2 and Fv^Fei gives a measure of the 

amount of communication that exists between the two metais as well as an indication of 

the pathway by which this communication exists. Better energy matching results in better 

metal-metal communication and the appreciable amount of ligand character mixing in the 

primarily d^y- and d^.y2-based orbitals provides a ligand-mediated pathway for metal-

metal communication, which is greater in Fv^Fej than in Fv(FeCp)2. The metal-metal 

electron interaction through ligand-mediated is large compared to the vibrational energy 

spread for excitation to the ground positive ion state of bis(^-fulvalenediyl)diiron and less 
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the vibrational energy spreading for excitation to the ground positive ion state of 

biferrocene. However, the direct metal-metal electron interaction has far less contribution 

to the ground and excited positive ion states of both bimetallic molecules. Since both 

bimetallic molecules show the communication between two metal centers, on the 

photoelectron spectroscopy timescale, both FvjFej and Fv(FeCp)2 would be described as 

class m species in the gas phase. This is in contrast to Mossbauer data which only show 

FvjFej is class III species. Furthermore, the enhanced metal-ligand interaction with both 

the removal of electron from anti-symmetrical orbital and tilting the Fv ligand results in 

shortened Fe-Fe distance in cation species. 
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THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF [nJFERROCENOPHANES 

Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the electronic structure changes in ferrocene induced by 

ring-tilt when the two Cp rings are constrained by bridging atoms. The bonding nature of 

ferrocene has been well-studied and summarized in Chapter 1. By comparing the 

photoelectron spectra of ring-tilted ferrocene with that of undistorted ferrocene, the ring-

tilt effect on the electrom'c structure perturbation on the metal center and metal-ligand 

interactions can be studied. The nomenclature of ring-tUted ferrocenes designates these 

molecules as [n]Ferrocenophanes, where n is the number of atoms used in constraining 

the two Cp rings. In this chapter, bent-ferrocene is used when the tilt of Cp ring is caused 

by the incoming ligand to the metal center and [n]ferrocenophane is used when the tilt of 

Cp ring is caused by the constraint of bridging atoms between the two rings. 

Previous work has found that it is easier to protonate the metal center of a tilted 

ferrocene than of an undistorted ferrocene."*^ This implies increased electron density at 

the metal center with more electron flow from ligands onto the metal center, thus 

enhancing the Lewis basicity at the metal center. The first photoelectron spectroscopic 

smdy on a bridged ferrocene molecule was for the [3]ferrocenophane, Fe(C5H4)2(CH2)3.'" 

Due to limitations of the instrumentation, some ionization band structures were not able 

to be further studied. This molecule also has a small ring-tilt angle and therefore no 
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splitting of the metal ejg-based ionizations was observed. A more comprehensive study 

was subsequently carried out by Green et. al. on silicon- and sulfiir-bridged 

[1]ferrocenophanes and carbon-bridged [2]ferrocenophane." Their study indicated no 

direct iron-bridging atom interaction occurred, bi this chapter, a comparison of the 

electronic structure of phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophane, silicon-bridged 

[2]fenocenophane and carbon-bridged [3]ferrocenophane is presented. The results are 

compared with previous studies. The degree of the constraint induced by the bridging 

atoms is normally measured by the angle a between the two mean planes of Cp rings. 

(See diagram) The same deHnition of the angle a is also used for bent-ferrocene in this 

study. Values of angle a for the molecules studied in this chapter are listed in Table 4-1. 

In general, these ring-tilt angles depend on the number of atoms linking between the two 

Cp rings and the size of the bridging atom itself. For example, one atom phosphine-

bridged [Ijferrocenophane has the largest tilted angle, while two- and three-atom 

[njferrocenophanes have smaller tilted angles. Since a carbon atom is smaller than a 

silicon atom, the silicon-bridged actually [2]ferrocenophane has a smaller ring-tilt angle a 

than carbon-bridged [3]ferrocenophane. The role of the bridging atom and the different 

tilt angles in perturbing the electronic structure of [n]ferrocenophanes are studied in this 

context. 
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Table 4-1. Comparison of ring-tilt angle a of molecules studied in this chapter; 

(a: [Fe(Ti5-C5H4)jPPh], b: [Fe(V-C5H4)iSiiMe4l, and c: [Fe(ii'-C5H4)AH6]) 

Molecules a b c 

Angle a 26.9^^-''' 4.19"''(4.3'^) 7.4'"^ 

Photoelectron Spectra and General Ionization assignments 

The full He I spectra from 6.5 to 15.5 eV energy region of phosphine-bridged 

[I]ferrocenophane, silicon-bridged [2]ferrocenophanes, and carbon-bridged 

[3]ferrocenophanes are shown in Figure 17. Compared with the spectrum of ferrocene 

shown in Chapter 1, these spectra generally resemble that of ferrocene except for that of 

the phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophane below 10 eV region. The smaller the ring-tilt 

angle a, the more similar the spectra are. By comparing with spectra collected on 

ferrocene and its derivatives and with the aid of theoretical studies, the general band 

features can be described as follows. In the ionization energy region above 11.5 eV a 

large degree of overlap occurs from ionizations such as the Cp a and the completely 

symmetric 7c-based ionizations and certain silicon-carbon, silicon-silicon, and 

phosphorus-carbon a-based ionizations. The overlap of these ionizations in this region 

precludes further study undercurrent instrumental conditions. However, a few well-

defined ionization bands are observed for these molecules in the ionization energy region 

below 11.5 eV. By further comparing with He H spectra, ionization bands located from 

approximately 6 to 8 eV can be assigned to metal-based ionizations and bands located. 
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Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 17. Full He I spectra of a. [FeOl^-CsHJiPPhl b. [Fe(Ti^-

d. [Fe(ii'-C5H4)2C3Hs]. 
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from approximately 8 to 10 eV to Cp-based ionizations, similar to the ferrocene case. 

Both meal- and Cp-based bands have di^erent behavior in the presence of different 

bonding atoms and the tilt angle. They will be detailed in the spectroscopic section. Li 

silicon-bridged [2]ferrocenophane, a band located from approximately 10 to 11.S eV 

results ftom ionizations of Si-C based orbitals. A similar band position is observed in 

other silyl-substituted cyclopentadienyl transition metal molecules. The spectrum of 

phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophane is a bit more complicated than other 

[njferrocenophanes. Not only does the lowest ionization band of phosphine-bridged 

[IJferrocenophane show more broadening, but an extra band is also present in the 

photoelectron spectrum around 8 eV. Since this molecule has the largest ring-tilt angle 

compared with other ring-tilted ferrocene molecules, studying its band features can 

provide an understanding of the electrom'c structure changes resulting from constraining 

of Cp rings. In the following sections, attentions are given to the close-up photoelectron 

spectra collected in the energy region from 6 to 10.5 eV. 

Phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophane (FeCCsHJjCPPh)) 

The He I and He H close-up spectra of FeCCsHJ^CPPh) from 6.5 to 10.5 eV are 

shown in Figure 18. The ionization bands are grouped for easy interpretation and 

reference. Because of the scattered electrons during the photoelectron spectra data 

collection, the slope of the baseline increases on the high ionization energy side. 

Although all of the bands are examined using curve fitting analysis with different 
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Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 18. The low energy band structure in the He I and He II spectra of 
phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophane. 



Table 4-2. Fitting parameters of photoelectron spectra. 
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Band Position Half Width Relative Area Hell/I Label 

(eV) High Low He I He II ratio 

Ferrocene 

1 6.87 0.45 0.21 1 1 1 

2 7.25 0.25 O.IO 

3 8.75 0.15 0.11 2.19 1.06 0.48 

8.89 0.21 0.13 

9.08 0.19 0.19 

9.24 0.25 0.20 

9.44 0.27 0.21 

9.65 0.27 0.23 

9.84 0.44 0.24 

Phosphine-•brideed rilferrocenophane 

1 6.89 0.22 0.23 1 I I 

7.03 0.29 0.23 

2 7.34 0.30 0.19 0.47 0.45 0.96 dz. 

3' 8.09 0.44 0.34 0.72 0.32 0.44 PPh 

3 9.10 0.41 0.30 4.93 2.50 0.51 Cp, Ph 

9.45 0.57 0.36 

9.86 0.37 0.28 
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Table 4-2 —cont'd 

Silicon-bridged r21ferrocenophane 

1 6.71 0.14 0.13 1 1 1 

6.87 0.17 0.17 

6.99 0.17 0.15 

2 7.16 0.33 0.22 d^ 

3 8.72 0.70 0.26 2.04 1.09 0.53 Cp 

9.38 0.55 0.54 

4 10.39 0.53 0.40 1.67 0.50 0.30 Cp-Si 

10.76 0.66 0.41 

Carbon-bridged r31ferrocenophane 

1 6J5 0.39 0.29 1 1 1 

2 7.07 0.16 0.14 

7.20 0.44 0.38 dz. 

3 8.45 0.08 0.07 2.11 1.14 0.54 Cp 

8.57 0.31 0.25 

8.91 0.30 0.30 

9.20 0.56 0.28 
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baselines, only the metal-based ionization bands are shown with the curve Htting analysis. 

This procedure is used throughout this chapter in order to obtain more precise band 

proxies. The band fitting parameters of these molecules are listed in Table 4-2. As 

mentioned in previous chapters, by studying spectra collected by the variable photon 

energy (in this case He I and He II), the origin of each ionization band in a photoelectron 

spectrum can be revealed. For example, according to theoretical atomic photoionization 

cross-sections,^ an increase of relative intensity is expected with the ionization bands 

arising from the iron-based orbitals, and a decrease of relative intensity from He I to He H 

is expected with ionization bands arising from carbon- and phosphine-based orbitals. 

However, it is difHcult to distinguish between carbon- and phosphine-based ionization 

bands under current instrument conditions due to their similar intensity changes from He I 

to He n spectra. Nevertheless, from the close-up spectrum shown in Figure 18 and the 

fitting parameters in Table 4-2, it is clear to see that bands 1 and 2 almost double in 

relative intensity from He I to He H, while both bands 3 and 3' decrease in intensity. 

These Hndings confirm the general assignment in the previous section. As will be 

discussed shortly, the electron density mixing between Ph fragment and P lone pair is 

great with this large ring-tilt angle. Therefore, assigning 3' to P lone pair would be rather 

misleading. The assignment of PPh might be more appropriate. This assignment is also 

in line with a previous study.'''^ Compared with the 8.09 eV measured in this study, the 

lone pair ionization in PMe^Ph is 8.29 eV, PMePhi is 8.00 eV, and PPh, is 7.83 eV. The 

band 3' is between PMejPh and PMePh^. 
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Four changes in band features are worth mentioning. First, compared with the 

spectrum of ferrocene, both metal-based ionizations are stabilized; second, although the 

energy separation between the maximum of bands 1 and 2 is the same as for ferrocene 

within experimental error, band 2 is relatively broader than the corresponding band in 

ferrocene; third, an extra band around 8 eV appears that is not present in the spectrum of 

ferrocene and it is believed that it is a result of the phosphine tone pair, and the last the 

Cp-based ionization band is stabilized about 0.3S eV, compared with undistorted 

ferrocene. The He I/He 11 ratio analysis also suggests that band 2 now have more ligand 

character than band 1 and that band 3' has more carbon character than band 3. All of 

these ionization energy changes and band area change from He I to He n indicate a strong 

interaction of the ionization under this band profile. These changes from the spectrum of 

ferrocene will be further smdied with Fenske-Hall calculation results in the discussion 

section. 

Silicon-bridged [2]feiTocenopiiane (Fe(C5H4)2(SiMe2)2) 

The He I and He H spectra of Fe(CsH4)2(SiMe2)2 with curve fitting analysis only 

shown on the metal-based ionization bands are shown in Figure 19. Unlike in the 

spectmm of ferrocene, the previously well-deHned separation between the metal-based 

ionization bands 1 and 2 has disappeared. The overlap between these bands is the most 

severe among the molecules studied. 
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Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 19. The low energy band structure in the He I and He n spectra of 
silicon-bridged [2]ferrocenophane. 
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Band 3 is assigned to the ionizations arising from Cp-based ionizations due to the 

similarity of these ionizations with those of ferrocene and its derivatives. These 

ionizations are almost at the same ionization energy of fenocene. The remaining 

ionizations under band 4 are assigned to the ionizations arising from Si-C based 

ionizations. Similar ionizations have been observed at 10.7 eV and 11.0 eV in the 

spectrum of trimethylsilane.''*^ ''*^ In comparison, the Si-C a iom'zations of silicon-bridged 

[2]ferrocenophane are destabilized by 0.3 eV from the corresponding ionizations of the 

trimethylsilane. These band assignments are conflrmed by the relative intensity changes 

from He I to He Q spectra. It should be pointed out that attempts to model the band with 

less than three functions under band 1 gave a poor fit. Furthermore, the relative intensity 

change of the two ionization peaks under band 3 resembles that observed for ferrocene. 

The peak at 8.72 eV decreases and the peak at 9.38 eV increases its relative intensity from 

He I to He D, which indicates the former ionization origin arises from the ei„ orbitals and 

the later from the Ctg orbitals of the ferrocene fragment (symmetry label as for easy 

interpretation). 

Carbon-bridged [3]ferrocenophane (FeCCsHJiCCH]),) 

The He I and He H spectra of the carbon-bridged [3]ferrocenophane is shown in 

Figure 20. As with the previous systems, only the metal-based ionization bands 1 and 2 

are shown with asymmetric Gaussian peaks. The spectra of this bridged system 

resembles that of ferrocene with bands 1 and 2 destabilized about 
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Figure 20. The low energy band structure in the He I and He II spectra of 
carbon-bridged [3]ferrocenophane. 
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0.12 eV from that of ferrocene. Similar to the previously reported photoelectron 

spectrum'*' of Fe(C5H4)2(Ciy3, the current spectrum shows a well separated a^' and 

(note a Dj,, symmetry of ferrocene fragment measured from crystal structure) The energy 

splitting of bands 1 and 2 at their maxima is the same as for ferrocene within the 

experimental error. Furthermore, the relatively sharp band shape of band 2 and 

comparable band width of both metal-based bands is similar to that of ferrocene. In 

contrast, both the phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophane and the silicon-bridged 

[2]ferrocenophane show a nearly 2.5 times wider band width of band 2, which indicates a 

change of bonding nature of this d^i-based ionization (z-axis points to Cp centroid). The 

ionization band located between 8 and 10 eV is assigned to the ionizations arising from 

Cp-based orbitals. The relative intensity change from He I to He II spectra shows a 54% 

decrease for [3]ferrocenophane molecule, which is similar to that of ferrocene (48%). 

These Cp-based ionizations are destabilized for about 0.3 eV from that of ferrocene. 

Discussion 

To study the ring-tilt perturbation on the electronic structure of ferrocene, it is 

impossible not to mention the theoretical study carried out by Lauher and Hoffmann^** on 

the electronic structure of the bent metallocenes. A few other theoretical studies have 

also been discussed previously." '"'*'^" As a starting point, a summary of these 

discussions on the electronic structure of the bent metallocene molecule is presented here. 
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Figure 21. The molecular orbital energy correlation diagram of metal-
based orbitals at ring-tilt angle of 0° (0,^) and 30° (C^v) ferrocene 
deduced from Fenske-Hall calculations. 
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Figure 21 shows the energy correlation diagram of the top three metal-based 

orbitals in ferrocene from two Cp rings parallel to each other (Dj^ symmetry) to two Cp 

rings tilted at 30° (Cjy symmetry). On the left-side of the Hgure are the highest occupied 

orbitals of ferrocene as calculated by the Fenske-Hall method and on the right side are the 

corresponding orbitals of the bent-ferrocene with an angle of 30°. It should be pointed 

out that although the a,' orbital (d^) is calculated by this method to be at a higher energy 

than the e^'orbitals (d,y and dx>.y>) according to Koopmans' theorem,it was shown in 

chapter 1 that the opposite ionization order is true. Nevertheless, the orbital mixing, 

energy trend, and splitting among these orbitals are studied with regard to die perturbation 

of the electronic structure. When two Cp rings are parallel to each other, a degenerate 

set of orbitals (d^y and d^,;.^,) is observed. However, this degeneracy is removed upon 

tilting the rings and all of these metal-based orbitals are destabilized, with a|' (d^) being 

destabilized the most. Furthermore, the lower symmetry of the bent ferrocene molecule 

also introduces extra mixing between the d^t and d,t.y> orbitals, which acts as to destabilize 

further the 2ai^ (d^ orbital). Due to this mixing, a larger splitting between 2a, and bj is 

predicted for the 30° ring-tilted ferrocene by the Fenske-Hall calculation than for the 

unpermrbed ferrocene. Another feature is the increasing mixing with the Cp-ligand. As 

can be seen from the isosurface plot, the previously non-bonding a, (d^) orbital now 

contains a considerable amount of Cp character. The results of the Fenske-Hall 

calculation shown in Table 4-3 reveal that from undistorted ferrocene to the bent 

ferrocene, the amount of 
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Table 4-3. Comparison of electron distribution of top three metal-based orbitals in 

ferrocene (asO°) and tilted ferrocene (as30°) calculated from Fenske-Hall methods. 

Djh Ferrocene (a=0°) Qv Bent ferrocene (a=30°) 

Orbital % Cp % metal Orbital % Cp % metal 

a/ I 94z^ + 5 s 2aj 14 38z^ + 40 yz + 5s + 5 Py 

12 88 la i  18 81 yz 

12 88 bi 14 38z- + 48x^-y^ 

d^i-character in the a,'orbital decreases from 94% to 58%, while the amount of metal-

character in 62 set decreases from 88% to 49%. A mixing of d«-, dy^-orbitals, and ligand 

character is observed in these metal-based orbitals for the bent ferrocene. These results 

are consistent with previous theoretical results.^" It is traditional to redefine the z-axis in 

the ring-tilted ferrocene along the two-fold rotation axis and x-axis pointing from metal to 

Cp. The isosurface plot of these three metal-based orbitals in Figure 21 verifies an 

extensive amount of electron density in the yz-plane with this new defined coordination 

system.^**-^' In the following discussion, such a coordination system will be employed so 

the results can be comparable. 

The close-up spectra of the metal-based ionization bands are shown in Figures 22 

and 23. From the photoelectron spectra collected in this study, it can be seen that the 

band features of these metal-based ionizations vary with respect to the ring-tilt angle and 

nature of the bridging atoms. Although one asymmetrical Gaussian peak might be 



7.5 7 6.5 

Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 12. He I ptiotoeiectron spectra of metal-based ionization band of a. 
ferrocene b. [Fe(Ti^-CjH4)2PPh] c. [Fe(ii'-CjH4)2Si2Me4]. 
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6.75 7.5 7.25 7 6.5 

Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 23. He I photoelectrdn spectra of metai-based ionization band of a. 
ferrocene d. [Fe(n^-C5H4)2C3H6]. 
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enough to model the lowest ionization band 1 in some cases, two asymmetrical Gaussian 

peaks have been used instead to model band 1 for better fitting and consistency. 

Generally, when compared with the spectrum of ferrocene, the band width of band 2 in 

phosphine- and silicon-bridged ferrocene are broader than the carbon-bridged ferrocene. 

Also, the separation between bands 1 and 2 at their maxima are smaller in PPh-bridged 

[l]ferrocenophane with a larger tilt angle than in silicon-bridged [2]ferrocenophane with 

a smaller tilt angle. 

In Figure 22, bands 1 and 2 of the phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophanes are 

stabilized by 0.08 eV compared with those of ferrocene. In contrast, while band 1 of the 

silicon-bridged [2]ferrocenophane is stabilized by nearly the same amount, band 2 is 

destabilized by O.IO eV. The clear separation of bands 1 and 2 nearly disappears in the 

case of the silicon-bridged [2]ferrocenophane due to this opposite shift in ionization 

energy of these bands. Another band feature revealed is the relative band width of both 

molecules compared with that of ferrocene. While little change of band width is 

observed for band 1 in both molecules, band 2 shows a larger broadening. In contrast, the 

spectrum of the carbon-bridged [3]ferrocenophane reveals a relatively sharp band 2 as 

shown in Figure 23. Band fitting parameters in Table 4-2 indicate that the broadening of 

band 2 of this carbon-bridged molecule is intermediate between that of the undistorted 

ferrocene and of die phosphine- and silicon-bridged [n]ferrocenophanes. The most 

profound change in the spectrum of the carbon-bridged [n]ferrocenophane is the 

destabilization of both bands 1 and 2 of 0.12 and 0.18 eV, respectively. 
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To be consistent, band 2 is used as the reference band. The ionization energy shift 

of band 2 for carbon-bridged [21ferrocenophane^ is similar to that for [3]ferrocenophane. 

The destabilization of band 2 for the carbon-bridged [3]ferrocenophane is the same 

amount as the shift seen for l.l'-dimethylferrocene^' with similar separation between 

bands 1 and 2. This indicates that the ring-tilt angle is not large enough to introduce any 

electronic structure perturbation on the metal-based ionizations. This result is similar to 

what was found in Chapter 3. 

To summarize these spectroscopic studies, both bands 1 and 2 of the phosphine-

bridged [l]ferrocenophane are stabilized in the same direction and of the carbon-bridged 

[3]ferrocenophane are destabilized in the same direction, bands 1 and 2 of the silicon-

bridged [2]ferrocenophane actually shift in opposite directions. Although the removal of 

the degeneracy of band 1 (ej-based) is not clearly observed for all of the molecules, the 

broadening of both bands 1 and 2 is observed where band 2 broadens more. The 

following calculations are carried out to study the factors that control these behavior. 

Fenske-Hall Calculation Results Three model molecules, Fe(CsH5)2, Fe(C5H4)2(SiH2), 

and Fe(C5H4)2(PPh), have been studied by the Fenske-Hall method. The Fe(CsH4)2(SiH2) 

molecule is selected because it has the similar ring-tilt angle as PPh-bridged ferrocene but 

no lone pair on the Si atom. Attempt to reproduce the geometry of Fe(CsH4)2(SiH2)2 are 

not successful. The geometries of these molecules have been optinuzed using density 

functional method at LDA level. Selected geometric parameters of these model 

molecules from the ADF calculation results are listed in Table 4-4, with comparison of 
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experimental values. The optimized geometries of these molecules are reasonablely 

reproduced. Such geometries were then used in the following Fenske-Hall calculations. 

A few words must be said about the geometry of PPh-bridged [l]ferrocenophane. Both 

crystal structure and ADF result show a pyramidal phosphorus atom. Such a geometry is 

particularly important since at this geometry the lone pair of the phosphorus atom can 

have access to the electron density of both Cp and phenyl rings. 

Figure 24 shows an energy correlation diagram of the top three metal-based 

orbitals of ferrocene with the ring-tilt angle changing from 0 to 30°. The x-axis in the 

figure is the ring-tilt angle and the y-axis is the orbital energy in eV obtained from 

Fenske-Hall calculations. It can be seen that with the increasing ring-tilt angle, all of the 

top three metal-based orbitals are destabilized, and the ai' (d^-based, the HOMO in the 

diagram) orbital is destabilized more (1.14 eV more) than the Cj' (d,y and d^^yj-based, 0.66 

and 0.41 eV) orbital. Further removal of degeneracy of ej' is also observed. The mixing 

between the d^ and d^t.yi orbitals increases dramatically (See Table 4-3) which repels each 

other at this low symmetry. This contributes to the less destabilization of d^^yt-based 

orbital than d^-based orbital. Similar results were also found in ADF calculations. 
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Table 4-4. A selected geometry parameters of three model molecules, Fe(C5Hs)2, 

Fe(C5H4)2(SiH2), and FeCCsHJjCPPh), using X-o model in density fiinctional method. 

Ferrocene FeCCjHJjCSiHj) Fe(C5H4)2(PPh) 

Exp. ADF Exp.^+ ADF Exp. ADF 

Fe-C (A) 2.064 2.045 1.99- 2.014- 1.98-2.07 1.99-2.09 

2.06 2.08 

C-C (A) 1.44 1.44 1.43- 1.43-1.45 - 1.44-1.45 

1.46 

Fe-X+ (A) - - 2.69 2.80 2.774(1) 2.878 

Cipso-x (A) - - 1.86 1.93 - 1.927 

Angle a (°) - - 20.8 21.6 26.9 26.8 

- - 95.7 92.1 90.7(2) 86.8 

Cp-Fe-Cp* (°) - - 164.7 154.6 159.8 -

f :  X =  S iorP  

tf: The experimental values are from Fe(C5H4)2(SiMe2)2 

The angle from Cp(centroid)-Fe-Cp(centroid) 
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JILQZ 

Figure 24. The energy correlation diagram of top three metal-based 
orbitals of ferrocene with ring-tilt angle changing from 0 to 30°. 
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Although the calculated tilt angles of both PPh- and silicon-bridged 

[llferrocenophanes are the same, Fenske-Hall calculations show a di^erent mixing in 

metal-based orbitals,(See Table 4-5) especially for the la( and bj orbitals which have 

more than 20% of PPh character. This is not surprising since the metal d-orbitals and 

PPh fragment orbitals (lone pair) are not only close in energy, but also in the right 

symmetry to have a sufficient overlap. Therefore, besides of the mixing between two a, 

orbitals (d^ and dx,.y,) due to the low symmetry of the molecule, interaction between the 

lone pair of PPh and la, and b; orbitals of ferrocene fragments should also be considered. 

This scenario can be best illustrated by the isosurface plots from Fenske-Hall calculations 

on these two molecules in Figure 25. On the left side of this Hgure are three metal-based 

orbitals followed by a PPh-based orbital viewed from top which is easy to see the lone 

pair at P atom. On the right side is the side view which can be used to compare the top-

view. The lone pair electron density at the phosphorous atom is clearly shown, compared 

to that of bent-ferrocene in Figure 21. Closely examining the electron density on the 

carbon of the phenyl ring where P atom binds reveals the inverted phase of ic orbital at 

this carbon, compared with that on the PPh fragment. It also should be pointed out that 

the percentage character mixing of these two molecules listed in Table 4-5 is somewhat 

different from bent-ferrocene (no bridging atom) with a ring-tilt angle of 30° as listed in 

Table 4-3. These differences suggest that the presence of bridging atoms plays a role in 

changing the electronic structure of [njferrocenophane rather than simply mixing with the 

existing metal-based orbitals. 
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Figure 25. The iso-surface plot of top four orbitals in PPh-bridged 
ferrocene (viewed from side and top) from Fenske-Hall calculations. 
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Table 4-S. Comparison of percentage character of top three metal-based orbitals from 

Fenske-Hall calculation results of model molecules Fe(CsIi,)2(SiH2) and FeCCjHJjCPPb). 

Fe(C5H4)2(SiH2) Fe(C5H4)2(PPh) 

Angle a (°) 21.6 25.7 

2a, 35 z' + 53 37 + 45 - y^ 

bj 84 yz 47 yz + 24 (PPh) 

la, 48z2 + 37x2-y2 20 x» - y»-i-32 yz-i-24 (PPh) 

Further study the mixing between these metal-based orbitals can also be justified 

by the electron populations on the metal d-orbitals. The total net d-orbital populations 

increases about 0.6 electrons from undistorted ferrocene to bent- or bridged-ferrocene. 

While the total d-electron populations are the same for bent- or bridged-ferrocene, the 

total electron population of la,, bj, and 23, orbitals (d^, d^..^,, and d^y-based) are different 

between the bent- and bridged-ferrocene. For the bridged-ferrocene, an extra 0.4 

electrons are moved from other two metal d-orbitals (d„ and d^^) into these three d-

orbitals (d^,, dx>.y>, and d^y-based) which have the right symmetry to interact with the lone 

pair on PPh fragment. This is consistent with previous study which shows the increased 

basicity at the metal center with carbon-bridged [21ferrocenophane''*^ compared with 

ferrocene. The most significant changes are the direct M-lone pair overlap of the PPh 

orbital shown as the fourth orbital at the bottom in the contour plot. This direct overlap is 
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not observed on other bridged-ferrocenes. The crystal structure shows that the Fe-P 

distance (2.774 A) is comparable to the sum of covalent radii of Fe and P, which are 1.17 

A and 1.10 A. Fenske-Hall calculations with a polarization function included in P atom 

reveal about O.l eV stabilization of these metal-based ionizations. Similar calculations in 

ADF reveal a less stabilization than Fenske-Hall calculations. All of these theoretical 

results indicate not only the electronic structure perturbation from the bridging atoms as a 

result of the interaction between the orbitals of bridging atoms and Cp ring, but also the 

possible metal-to-P backbonding in phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophane. While the 

effect of the ring tilt on these three metal-based orbitals is to destabilize them, the 

electron flow into the bridging atom actually shifts these metal-based orbitals in the 

opposite direction. 

The interaction between the bridging atoms and Cp depends largely on the ring-tilt 

angle. The larger a is, the more mixing/interactions between the bridging atoms and Cp 

ring, and the closer the M-bridging atom distance. Therefore, less stabilization occurs in 

large ring-tilt angle molecules. This is observed in phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophane 

Table 4-6. The comparison of the electron population of metal d-orbitals of ferrocene, 

bent-ferrocene, Fe(C5H4)2(SiH2), Fe(CsH4)i(PH) and FeCCjHJjCPPh). (unit: eV) 

Fe(C5H5)2 Fe(CsH5)i(bent) Fe(C5H4WSiHj) Fe(C5H4)2(PH) Fe(C5H4)j(PPH) 

angle a 0 30 21.6 25.7 26.8 

Total d 6.09 6.73 6.72 6.72 6.72 

laj+b2+2ai 5.48 5.05 5.45 5.46 5.45 
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and somewhat in carbon-bridged [3]ferrocenophane. The separation between bands 1 and 

2 at their maxima is largest for the phosphine-bridged [l]ferrocenophane and undistorted 

ferrocene and smallest for the silicon-bridged [2]ferrocenophane. The broadening of 

phosphine-bridged [llferrocenophane is largely due to the mixing induced by such a large 

ring-tilt angle. 

Conclusions 

In sununary, the photoelectron spectra of phosphine-, silicon- and carbon-bridged 

[n]ferrocenophanes demonstrate the effect of ring-tilt angle on the electronic structure of 

the systems. Although the removal of degeneracy of band 1 (e^-based) is not clearly 

observed for all molecules, the broadening of band 2 is clearly observed and becomes 

more when the ring-tilt angle a is greater. The separation between the two metal-based 

ionizations a,' and ej' at their maxima is the smallest of when the ring-tilt angle a is the 

smallest in the presence of the bridging atoms. A Fenske-Hall calculation does not show 

direct metal-Si through-space interactions in silicon-bridged [llferrocenophane, however, 

about 7% phosphorous character is mixed into bj (dyj-based orbital) in phosphine-bridged 

[llferrocenophane. This result could arise from the larger ring-tilt angle. The mixing 

among metal-based orbitals is also justified by the net orbital population results ftom 

Fenske-Hall calculations. In conclusion, this study shows that not only the right 

synunetry and comparable energy match is essential to have a good interaction, but 

appropriate geometry is also needed in order to perturb the electronic structure. 
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Chapter 5 

THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF (ti'-CsH4R)M(CO)4 

Introduction 

In this chapter, the electronic structures of (ii^-CsH5)M(CO)4 molecules and their 

derivatives are addressed. The primary goal is to understand the insensitivity of CO 

stretching frequencies upon functional group substitution at the Cp ring and replacement 

of the metal center. Shown in Table S-1 are the carbonyl stretching frequencies of these 

molecules which do not change either with the metal center replacement or attachment of 

a trimethylsilyl group onto the Cp ring. Such phenomena demand examination of the 

electronic structure changes upon perturbation of these systems. The photoelectron 

spectra of (ti'-C5H4R)M(C0)4 [R=H, M=V, Nb, Ta; R=Acetyl, Trimethylsilyl, M=Nb, Ta] 

are presented. For comparison, the electronic structures of (ii^-C5H4COMe)(T]^-C5H5)Fe 

and (Ti^-CsH4COMe)2Fe will also be presented to study the substitution eflfect on the 

metal-based orbitals. 

In general, the spectra of group V molecules show a remarkable similarity 

regardless of the nature of the metal atoms or the fiinctionalization of the Cp ring. No 

appreciable shift of metal-based ionizations is revealed, while the ligand-based 

ionizations are perturbed from those of the unsubstituted analogues. Furthermore, in 

contrast to the published theoretical cross-sections, the metal-based ionizations of the 

niobium and tantalum molecules show an increased relative intensity when changing 



Table 5-1. Carbonyl stretch frequency of (ti'-C5H4R)M(CO)/'®' 
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(Unit: cm') 

(V-C5H5)M(C0)4 

(Ti^-CsH4SiMe3)M(CO)4 

V+ 

2031, 1931" 

2031,1917 2029,1917 

2034,1919 2031,1910 

Nb» Ta* 

t: in n-hexane; 1890 and 1982 cm ' for V, 1901, 2000 cm"' for Mb, and 1900 and 2020 cm ' 
for Ta in CS2.®' 

t: in CH2CI2; 2029 and 1933 cm ' for Mb and 2031 and 1929 cm"' for Ta in Pentane." 

photon source from He I to He n. These phenomena are addressed in the following 

discussion. A variety of computational methods, such as approximate (Fenske-Hall), 

density functional (ADF), and ab initio (Gaussian 94), are also carried out. 

Photoelectron Spectra and General Ionization assignments 

The He I spectra from 6 to 16 eV of (ii'-C5H5)M(CO)4 (M = V, Nb, and Ta) are 

presented in Figure 26. The He I spectra of (ti'-C5H4R)M(CO)4 (M = Nb, and Ta, R = 

trimethylsilyl and acetyl) are presented in Figure 27. The bands are grouped and labeled 

as shown in the Hgures. Comparing the spectra in both figures, it is clear that these He I 

spectra are very similar to each other with the relative intensity of band I increasing from 

V to Ta. All of these spectra show three clearly separated bands. By comparing with 

spectra collected on other cyclopentadienyl transition metal carbonyl molecules and with 

the aid of theoretical studies, the general band feature can be concluded as follows. Di 

band m, above an ionization potential of II.S eV, is the ionization forest region where 

there is a large degree of overly of the ionizations from carbon-carbon and carbon-

hydrogen a bonds of the Cp ring, the symmetric it orbital of the Cp ligand (a^" in 
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ionization Energy (eV) 

Figure 26. The full He I spectra of (ii®-CsH5)M(CO)4: a. M=V; b. M=Nb; 
and c. M = Ta. 
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Ionization Energy (eV) 

Figure 27. The fiill He I spectra of (t]^-CsH4R)M(CO)4: 
d. M=Nb, R=triinethylsilyl; e. M=Ta, R=triinethylsilyl; and f. M at Nb, 
R=acetyl. 
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symmetry), the 5a and In orbitals of the carbonyl ligands, and certain carbon-silyl o-bond 

ionization. Due to the large number of ionizations in this region, it is impossible to 

provide assignments for specific features in this region. Instead, bands I and II, located 

between 6 and 11.5 eV, is the ionizations of interest. This energy region contains Cp-

based and predominantly metal-based ionizations. In the case of the trimethylsilyl-

substituted molecules as shown in Figures 27d and 27e, there also contains the Si-C a-

based ionizations. The assignments summarized in Tables 5-2 and 5-3 are made by 

comparing He H spectra with cross section analysis, comparing among spectra, and with 

theoretical studies. These tables also show the Ht parameters of each asymmetric 

Gaussian peak used for bands I and II. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the assignments of 

the ionizations represent only the predominant orbital character of that ionization. 

A comparison of theoretical atomic photoionization cross-sections of vanadium, 

niobium, tantalum, carbon, and oxygen^ is provided in Table 5-4 with the He D/He I ratio 

listed in the last column. According to these data, when the photon source is changed 

from He I to He Q, the bands corresponding to ionizations that are predominandy 

vanadium in character will increase its relative intensity relative to those that contain 

more carbon and oxygen character. However, ionizations from orbitals containing 

niobium and tantalum character are expected to decrease. Furthermore, considering only 

carbon and oxygen, any ionization containing more oxygen character than carbon 

character will increase in relative intensity^ from He I and He IL 
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Table 5-2. Ionization Energy of each band of R-CpM(C0)4 (R=H, M^V, Nb, Ta). 
and Wi are the half-width of the high and low binding energy sides of the peak. 

assign
ment 

position 
(eV) 

Wh 

(eV) 
W, He I 

(eV) Peak area 
Hen  

Peak area 
HeM 
Ratio 

CpV(C0)4 

M-^A, 7.41 0.44 0.27 0.59 1.19 2.03 

M-^Bj 7.71 0.27 0.23 

Cp 9.47 0.42 0.22 1 I 1 

Cp 9.87 0.49 0.49 

CpNb(C0)4 

M-^A, 7.41 0.29 0.26 0.59 2.24 3.79 

M-^Bj 7.67 0.26 0.22 

Cp 9.47 0.43 0.23 1 1 I 

Cp 9.88 0.43 0.38 

CpTa(C0)4 

M--Ai 7.40 0.27 0.26 0.75 1.81 2.41 

M-^Bj 7.65 0.22 0.20 

Cp 9.62 0.58 0.21 I I I 

Cp 10.09 0.41 0.29 
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Table 5-3. Ionization Energy of each band of R-CpM(C0)4 (RsSiCCHj),, M=:Nb, Ta; 
RsCOCHj, M= Nb). Wh and W, are the half-width of the high and low binding energy 
sides of the peak. 

assign position WK w, He I Hen  Hen/I 
ment (eV) (eV) (eV) Peak area Peak area Ratio 

(COCH3Cp)Nb(CO)4 

M--Ai 7.44 0.26 0.24 0.45 1.03 2.31 

M-'B, 7.75 0.31 0.29 

Cp 9.50 0.48 0.31 1 1 1 

Cp 9.91 0.50 0.45 

(SiMe3)CpNb(CO)4 

M-^A, 7.27 0.29 0.27 0.71 2.12 2.98 

M-% 7.52 0.29 0.22 

Cp 9.16 0.40 0.30 I 1 I 

Cp 9.56 0.39 0.37 

Si-C 10.50 0.67 0.40 1.88 1.07 0.57 

Si-C 11.04 0.70 0.70 

(SiMe3)CpTa(CO)4 

M-^Ai 7.27 0.35 0.25 0.76 2.03 2.67 

M-'Bj 7.51 0.23 0.20 

Cp 9.29 0.37 0.23 1 1 1 

Cp 9.69 0.42 0.40 

Si-C 10.55 0.60 0.35 1.68 1.32 0.78 

Si-C 11.05 0.71 0.60 
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Table S-4. Comparison of theoretical atomic photoionization cross-sections^ of 
vanadium, niobium, tantalum, carbon, and oxygen. 

Atom (Orbital) Photoionization Cross Section (Megabar) He II / He I 

He I (21.2 eV) Hen (40.8 eV) 

V(3d) 4.833 8.751 1.81 

Nb(4d) 22.10 4.657 0.21 

Ta(5d) 18.44 4.898 0.27 

C (2p) 6.128 1.875 0.31 

0(2p) 10.64 6.816 0.64 

Si (3P) 0.3259 0.3285 l.Ol 

In the following sections, spectroscopic results are presented for each molecule. 

However, due to the similahty of spectroscopic properties, the discussion section 

followed after spectroscopic studies is organized by each band (I through IV) for 

comparison among the various system. 

CpV(CO)4 

The low energy band structure in the He I and He H spectra of CpV(C0)4 with 

curve ntting analyses are shown in Figure 28. The fitting parameters can be found in 

Table 5-2. By analogy with other transition metal carbonyl molecules and theoretical 

studies, band I is assigned to the ionizations arising from metal d^- and d^^-based orbitals, 

while band n is assigned to the ionizations arising from Cp-based one-node K orbitals 

with partial character of metal d„ and d^^ (assuming that the coordinate system is set up 
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He I 

He II 

7 9 8 10 11 

Ionization Enerqy (eV) 
Figure 28. The low energy band structure in the He I and He n 
photoelectron spectra of CpV(C0)4. 
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such that the z-axis points from the metal center to the Cp centroid and xz and yz planes 

contain carbonyls). 

Two immediate features on metal-based band I need to be addressed. One is the 

presence of what appears to be vibrational fine structure on the higher binding energy side 

of this band. This fine structure is revealed to be a carbonyl vibrational progression, 

which has also been observed for other transition metal carbonyl molecules.'^' The 

measured vibrational progression on this band is 0.22 ±0.04 eV, which falls into the 

carbonyl stretching frequency observed in the IR study. This vibrational progression is an 

indication of the strong n backbonding firom the metal center to carbonyl ligand. The 

other one is the relatively broad ionization feature on the low energy side of this band. 

The cause of the change in appearance of this band for the different metal systems will be 

one focal point of the discussion. 

The Cp-based ionization band II possesses a shoulder on the high binding energy 

side. Table 5-2 indicates that the energy separation between these two features is similar 

for the substituted and unsubstituted molecules. A splitting of 0.40 eV is observed for 

CpV(C0)4. This Cp band profile is different from the theoretical studies performed on 

these molecules, which show two nearly degenerate Cp orbitals. Published data show 

that this shoulder has been observed in the photoelectron spectra of a large number of 

cyclopentadienyl-containing molecules."" For example, for CpMCCO), (M=Mn, Re) and 

its methylated analogues, the Cp-based ionization band possesses a shoulder on its high 

binding energy side separated by 0.4 ± 0.05 eV from the main peak. The Lichtenberger 
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group has studied a variety of causes of this phenomenon and has suggested the 

possibility of a ground state distortion of the Cp ligand. The cause of this splitting will be 

examined shortly in the discussion. 

The relative intensity changes of each band support the band assignment proposed 

above. The metal-based ionization of band I increases in intensity relative to the carbon-

based ionization of band II from He I to He Q spectra as shown in Figure 28. 

CpNb(CO)4 and CpTa(CO)4 

The He I and He II spectra of CpNb(C0)4 and CpTa(C0)4 with curve fitting 

analyses are shown in Figures 29 and 30 and the band assignments and peak Htting 

parameters are listed in Table 5-2. The band proflles of both spectra in this close-up 

energy region are similar to those observed for the vanadium molecule. The band 

assignments are also similar to the vanadium system: band I is assigned to metal-based 

ionizations and the observed carbonyl stretching vibrational progression on this band is 

0.25 ±0.02 cm '; band II is assigned to Cp-based ionizations that are also split. The 

splitting is about 0.47 eV and 0.41 eV for the Nb and Ta molecules, respectively. 

However, the relative intensity changes of band I and II from He I to He II for the 

Nb and Ta systems are different from the theoretical cross section predictions. As the 

cross-section data suggests, if the ionization under band I are from predominantly Nb-

and Ta-based orbitals, they should decrease in intensi^ relative to the Cp-based 

ionizations of band 11 on switching form He I to He D. However, the opposite is 
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11 10 8 

Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 29. The low energy band structure in the He I and He D 
photoelectron spectra of CpNb(C0)4 
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Ionization Energy (eV) 

Figure 30. The low energy band structure in the He I and He n PE spectra 
ofCpTa(CO)4. 
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observed in the spectra shown in Figure 29. The clue lies in the strong electron 

delocalization between the metal center and carbonyl ligands as is evidenced by the 

carbonyl vibrational progression on the high energy side of band I. 

(Cp-SiMe3)Nb(CO)4 

The low energy band structure in the He I and He II spectra of (Cp-

SiMe3)Nb(CO)4 with curve Htting analyses are shown in Figure 31. The band 

assignments and Htting parameters are summarized in Table 5-3. Bands I and II 

resemble those of (Cp)Nb(C0)4, and band I is assigned to metal-based ionizations and 

band 11 to Cp-based ionizations. The vibrational progression observed on the high energy 

side of band I is 0.20 ± 0.02 eV. One immediately noticeable difference from the close-

up spectrum of the unsubstituted Nb molecule is the extra band IV located from 10 to 12 

eV. This band is assigned to a ionizations from Si-C based orbitals. These same 

ionizations are found at 10.7 eV and I l.O eV in the spectrum of HSiMej.'"*' '^* In 

comparison, the Si-C a ionizations of (Cp-SiMe3)Nb(CO)4 are destabilized by 0.19 eV 

from the corresponding ionizations of the free h'gand. Further shown in Table 5-3, the 

characteristic ionization regions of the substituted niobium molecule are all shifted to 

lower ionization energy from the corresponding ionizations of the unsubstituted niobium 

molecule. However, metal-based ionizations only shift about 0.17 eV from CpNb(CO)4 

which is one third of the shift found for the Cp-based ionizations (about 0.46 eV). 

In variable photon experiments, the He D spectra reveal the increase in intensity of 
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the metal-based ionization band I compared with the Cp- and Si-based ionization bands 

n and IV. This observation is the same as for the unsubstituted molecule and is also in 

contrast to the theoretically determined cross sections. 

(Cp-SiMe,)Ta(CO)4 

The low energy band structure in the He I and He Q spectra of (Cp-

SiMe3)Ta(CO)4 with curve fitting analyses are shown in Figure 32 and the band 

assignments and the peak Htting parameters are summarized in Table 5-3. The spectra of 

(Cp-SiMe3)Ta(CO)4 shown in Figure 32 are very similar to the spectra of (Cp-

SiMe3)Nb(CO)4 in Figure 31. The band assignment of bands 1,11 and IV resemble those 

of the analogous Nb system. The vibrational progression on the high energy side of band 

I is 0.22 ± 0.03 eV and the shoulder splitting of the Cp ionization is 0.43 eV. With the 

addition of the silyl group onto the Cp ligand, bands I and II are shifted to lower binding 

energy. However, band I is destabilized by 0.15 eV while the Cp-based ionizations 

destabilized by about 0.32 eV. The same discrepancy between predicted cross section 

and change in relative intensity of the presumably metal-based bands is observed. 

(CpCOCH3)Nb(CO)4 

The low energy band structure in the He I and He H spectra of 

(CpCC)CH3)Nb(CO)4 with curve Htting analyses are shown in Figure 33. The band 

assignments and the peak Htting parameters are summarized in Table 5-3. Unlike for 
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Figure 31. The low energy band structure in the He I and He II spectra of 
(Cp-SiMe3)Nb(CO)4. 
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Figure 32. The low energy band structure in the He I and He D spectra of 
(Cp-SiMe3)Ta(CO)4. 
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FigUre 33. The low energy band structure in the He I and He H spectra of 
(Cp-C0Me)Nb(C0)4. 
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the substituted Nb and Ta molecules, the spectrum of this substituted molecule resembles 

that of CpNb(C0)4. Only two bands are found in the same energy window: band I arises 

from the metal-based ionizations and band II from Cp-based ionizations. The oxygen 

lone pair is buried under the ioiuzation forest region. A band profile similar to that of 

CpNb(CO)4 is observed. The vibrational progression on the high energy side of band I is 

0.21 ±0.01 eV. The splitting observed in the Cp-based ionization band II is 0.39 eV. 

Upon the addition of the acetyl group on the Cp ring, bands I and II are stabilized by 0.05 

and 0.03 eV, respectively. To compare the shift of metal-based ionization upon 

substitution on Cp ring, the photoeiectron spectra of acetylferrocene and diacetylferrocene 

are collected. 

(i|'.C5H4COMe)(ij'-C5H5)Fe and (n'-C5H4COMe),Fe 

Figure 34 shows the low energy band structure in the spectra of both 

acetylferrocene and diacetylferrocene. The spectrum of ferrocene is also shown on top of 

this Hgure as a comparison. These molecules are studied to compare the effect of acetyl 

substituent of Cp ring on the metal-based ionization of a different system. The spectral 

assignments of these substituted ferrocene are generally the same and are easily made by 

comparing with the spectrum of ferrocene and by comparing spectra collected with He I 

and He II photon sources. Ionization band I is assigned to the ionization to the ion 

state, ionization band II corresponds to the ^A|g ion state, and ionization band m is 

attributed to the ^E,„ and ^E,g ion states. As shown in Table S-S, both metal-based 
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ionizations shift to higher ionization energies as does the Cp-based band. Such a 

difference is believed to be caused by electron flow decrease with the substituted acetyl 

group. The mono-aceQrl substitution caused about 0.24 eV stabilization and 0.4S eV for 

disubstituted ferrocene. 

Discussion 

With all of the spectra of (ti'-CjH5)M(CO)4 (M=V, Nb, and Ta) presented, it is 

clear that the ionizations of all of these molecules are largely similar to each other. There 

are, however, several subtle differences. As can be seen from Figure 26, the primary 

difference among these He I spectra is the increasing relative intensity of the Hrst band 

from V to Ta. While the ionization forest region at energy higher than 11.5 eV will not 

be able to provide any useful information undercurrent instrumental conditions, the 

ionization bands located below 11.5 eV show clearly separated bands. The close-up 

spectra previously shown reveal that band I is composed of two intense peaks with a 

carbonyl vibrational progression on the high binding energy side, and a consistent 

splitting is observed on the high binding energy side of the ionization band II. With the 

current instrumental conditions that are superior to those of previous studies, it is possible 

to observe the Hne structure in the metal-based ionizations and an assignment of this band 

is now possible. Although compared with the substituted ferrocene, the shift of the 

ionization bands is small with the addition of acetyl group onto the Cp ring, a shift in the 

opposite direction is indicated where the addition of trimethylsilyl destabilizes bands I 

and n and the addition of acetyl does the opposite. 
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Table S-S. The fitting parameter of ferrocene, acetylferrocene, and diacetylferrocene. 

assignment 

'E.» 

position 
(eV) 

6.87 

7.2S 

8.7S-9.85 

Wh 

(eV) 

0.4S 

0.2S 

W, 
(eV) 

He I 
Peak area 

ferrocene 

0.21 2100 

0.10 

4600 

HeU HeD/I 
Peak area Ratio 

626 

661 0.48 

7.10 

7.44 

8.94-9.63 

0.29 

0.26 

0.26 

0.22 

3726 

9493 

1961 

3127 0.63 

7.31 

7.80 

9.10-9.80 

(afiCjH^QMslzFe 

0.2S 

0.19 

0.29 

0.12 

2516 

8301 

424 

1257 0.90 
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Figure 34. The low energy band structure in the spectra of a. ferrocene, b. 
acetylferrocene, and c. diacetylferrocene. 
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Before discussing the spectra further, it is helpful to consider the general 

electronic structure of CpM(CO)4 molecules. To illustrate. Figure 36 shows a molecular 

orbital diagram of CpNb(C0)4 constructed from a Fenske-Hall calculation. The 

molecular orbital diagrams of V and Ta can be constructed in the same fashion and are 

similar to the one shown. The coordinates are set up in such a way that the Z-axis points 

from the metai center to the centroid of the Cp ring, and the XZ- and YZ-planes contain 

the carbonyls. It should be pointed out that, for sake of discussion, the labels of these 

molecular orbitals are retained from the symmetry labels within each fragment. That is, 

the top two occupied orbitals of the Cp' fragment are the e," tc orbitals in Dj^ symmetry. 

Similarly, the top two occupied orbitals of the M(CO)/ fragment are the a, and b2 in C4y 

symmetry. Although the whole molecule only has C, symmetry and the top two orbitals 

of each fragment are simply a' and a", the experiments indicate that the electronic 

separation and local symmetries of these fragments provide a useful model. 

The Fenske-Hall molecular orbital diagram agrees with the ionizations observed 

in the spectra. For instance, band I from 6.5 to 8.5 eV is assigned to ionizations arising 

from the predominantly metal-carbonyl based a, and bj orbitals, and band II from 9 to 11 

eV is assigned to ionizations arising from the predominantly Cp e," 7C-based orbitals. 

Orbital energies are related to the ionization energies via Koopmans' theorem," which 

ignores the electron relaxation energy and change in correlation energy upon ionization. 

It is interesting to note that the first four calculated orbital energies scale to the 

experimental ionization energies with a factor of 0.80 ± 0.02. This scaling factor is 
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typical of the factors that have been found in a number of studies relating the orbital 

energies from approximate and semi-empirical calculations to ionization energies.'" 

The top two filled orbitals of the molecule, the ai and bj, correlate by symmetry 

with the metal d^ and d^y orbitals, respectively. These orbitals will occasionally be 

referred to as the a, (d^) and the bj (d,y) orbitals as a reminder of their origin. The d^ and 

djy are the two metal d orbitals expected to be filled for the d*^ configuration in a simple 

crystal field analysis, in which the d^j, and d^^^t orbitals are most directed toward the 

carbonyls. However, the Fenske-Hall calculation predicts that only about 50% of the 

character of the first two filled orbitals is from the metal d^ and d,y orbitals, while the 

other half comes from the carbonyl ligands. Strong donation to the four carbonyls is 

favored by the angular overlaps of the orbitals in the structure of these molecules. 

According to the crystallographic data,®' ® the Cp(centroid)-M-CO angle of CpM(C0)4 

and other derivative molecules are all close to 120°; for example, (r|^-CsHs)Ta(CO)4 is 

121.3°(2),(ii'-C5H4CH=CH2)Nb(CO)4is 121.7°, and (n'-CjH5)V(CO)4 is 120°(2).'" At 

this particular angle both of the filled metal orbitals, the d^ and d^y, can backbond to the 

carbonyls. Notice that the node of the d^ orbital is at 125°, so the structure is very close 

to the angle that minimizes the d^. orbital overlap with carbonyl a bonding orbitals and 

maximizes the overlap with the carbonyl it orbitals. A series of Fenske-Hall calculations 

shows that the carbonyls have a maximum ic-backbonding from the d^ orbital at 125° of 

Cp centroid-M-CO angle, as indicated by 
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Figure 35. The change of the overlap integral between d,y, d,, and 
carbonyl when Cp(centroid)-M-CO angle a varies. 
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the overlap matrix between metal and carbonyls as shown in Figure 35. The x-axis of 

this diagram is the Cp(centroid)-M-CO angle a changes from 95 to 145°. The y-axis is 

the energy in eV. It is clear from this Hgure that the overlap integral between metal d^ 

orbital and carbonyls has a maxima around 125" while the overlap between metal dxy 

and carbonyls decrease continues when angle a increases. This is also the reason why all 

of these molecules adopt this type of particular geometry. 

Additional factors that favor backbonding to the carbonyls in these molecules will 

be discussed later. The surface plots of the top two orbitals of these molecules from the 

Fenske-Hall calculations are shown in Figure 37. The extensive overlap and 

delocalization of the electron density in these orbitals to all four carbonyls is apparent. 

For this reason, in the following discussion the ionizations in band I will be referred to as 

the metal-carbonyl based ionizations instead of the metal-based ionizations as has been 

common in previous studies of organometallic molecules. 

These metal-carbonyl orbitals show little interaction with the cyclopentadienyl 

orbitals, and this is expected even if the metal-carbonyl orbitals were high in metal 

character. The metal d^i orbital, as in ferrocene,^ has the correct symmetry for interaction 

with the symmetric cyclopentadienyl it orbital ^sh)> actually has little 

interaction because the d^ orbital node is directed toward the Cp it orbital lobes. In 

addition, the metal d^ orbital and the Cp aj" n-orbital are well-separated in energy, which 

is also unfavorable for interaction. Likewise, the d^y orbital has only a weak §-type 

overlap with one of the empty Cp e^" n orbitals and a large energy gap exists between 
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these orbitals, so no strong interaction is expected. On the other hand, the 

cyclopentadienyl e," K ionizations from 9 to 11 eV, which correspond to the third and 

fourth highest occupied orbitals in Figure 36, are expected to contain some metal 

character because donation from these Cp orbitals into the empty metal d„ and dy^ orbitals 

is important in forming the M-Cp bond. The stabilization of these orbital energies by 

mixing with the metal is evident in the energy diagram in Figure 36. 

Metal-carbon\l Ionizations Although the assignment of band I to the metal d^i and d^y 

ionizations is confirmed by a Fenske-Hall calculation, the exact assignment of each 

orbital to the two intense peaks under band I is unclear. The tail profile on the high 

energy side of this band might provide some hints by indicating the coupling of carbonyl 

vibrational progressions to the metal ionizations. The Fenske-Hall calculation predicts 

that both metal-based orbitals should have a very similar amount of carbonyl character 

which probably implies the similar ability of backbonding of these two orbitals. This is 

supported by the appropriate geometry these molecules possess in order to have a strong 

backbonding from metal to carbonyls. 

As described in the results section, there are three major features of band I as 

shown in all of the close-up spectra: the increasing relative intensity from V to Nb to Ta, 

the broadening of the lower ionization peak under the first band, and the shoulder on the 

high energy side of ionization band. Five main points should be addressed with regard to 

the metal bands; the constancy of the ionization band positions, the shoulder on the high 

energy side of the ionization band, the broad ionization on the lower energy side of 
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Figure 36. An MO diagram of CpNb(C0)4 constructed from a Fenske-
Hall calculation. Percent characters are shown in parentheses. 
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Figure 37. An illustration of carbonyl backbonding from two Hlled metal 
orbitals d,. and d^y. 
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the flrst band, the similar relative area of band I in the He I spectra as the metal center is 

changed from V to Nb to Ta, and the increasing relative intensity of ionizations band I in 

the He D spectra. These features will be discussed in turn as follows. 

First, the position of the ionizations in band I are the same within experimental 

error from V to Nb to Ta compounds. This result suggests that the orbitals from which 

this ionizations occur are not predominantly metal-based like in fenrocene. 

Delocalization of the d^ and d^y metal orbitals to the carbonyls e^ectively suppresses any 

shift that might be caused by the di^erent stabilities of the valence d orbitals of V, Nb, 

and Ta. It is believed that the exceptionally strong metal-to-carbonyl backbonding acts as 

the damping factor here. Previous studies showed that the difference in the positions of 

the metal-based ionizations between bi(mesityl)V and bi(mesityl)Nb is about 0.40 eV," 

while the difference of metal-carbonyl based bands between CpV(C0)4 and CpNb(CO)4 

here is only 0.01 eV. 

The second feature of the band proHIe is the shoulder on the high energy side of 

this ionization. This shoulder corresponds to the metal-carbonyl stretching vibrational 

progressions, which has also been observed for other metal carbonyl complexes.'^' The 

measured vibrational progression on this band is 2000 ± 75 cm ', which agrees with the 

symmetric carbonyl stretching frequency of2031 cm ' observed in the IR spectrum of 

CpTa(CO)4. This vibrational progression on the high binding energy side of the Hrst band 

adds more support to the detemunation of strong it backbonding between the metal center 

and carbonyl ligands. 
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The third point is that the ionization at 7.4 eV under first band is consistently 

broader than the next following ionization. This broadening is a measure of a large 

geometric distortion of the positive ion. This geometric distortion results from the 

dynamic balance of the c and «interactions of the (d^)' state in the positive ion, which 

will be further discussed from the results of the theoretical calculations. The higher 

ionization energy peak under band I is then assigned to the d^y ionization. This band 

assignment is also in line of the results from the Fenske-Hall calculation presented in 

Figure 36. 

The fourth feature is that the relative intensity of band I increases from V to Ta in 

the He I spectra (see Figure 26). This phenomenon is commonly observed in first- to 

third-row transition metal comparisons and is a natural consequence of a narrowing of the 

ionization bands which is caused by the smaller vibrational progressions with increased 

mass of the metal atom. The areas under this metal-carbonyl based band I relative to Cp-

based ionization band II are almost the same from V to Nb to Ta compounds. The 

relatively constant area is in contrast to the large change in cross section between 

ionization of vanadium d electrons in comparison to ionization of niobium and tantalum d 

electrons. This is another indication that the formally d*^ metal electron density is 

extensively delocalized to the carbonyls. 

The fifth point is the inconsistency of relative intensity change of band I in Nb 

and Ta molecules firom He I and He II spectra. Theoretically,^ predominantly metal-

carbonyl based ionization bands for Nb andTa molecules should decrease in relative 
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intensity from He I to He II spectra. However, Tables 5-2 and 5-3 shows an intensity 

increase of the metal-carbonyl based ionizations relative to Cp-based ionization band. 

This can be explained by the mixing of oxygen character into the predominantly metal 

orbitals due to the CO backbonding. Since band n is a result of Cp-based ionizations, it 

contains mainly C and H character. According to the theoretical prediction in Table 5-4, 

oxygen will increase in relative intensity to almost double that of carbon. With strong 

mixing between the metal and the carbonyls, a large amount of oxygen character in the 

band ultimately pushes its relative intensity higher than in band II. The similar increase 

caused by mixing of oxygen character to the metal-carbonyl bonding orbital for the 

vanadium compound is not so obvious because the vanadium character itself will 

contribute to the increase in intensity. 

Cp Ionizations Although it is expected based on symmetry and the Fenske-Hall 

calculations that the two Cp e," n orbitals are degenerate, a shoulder on the high binding 

energy side of band 11 is clearly evident. Such a phenomenon"® has previously been 

observed for CpMCCO), (M^Mn, Re) and its methylated molecules. A few proposals 

were considered to explain the consistent splitting observed. First, the possibility that a 

carbon-hydrogen stretching vibrational progression was the cause was eliminated by the 

spectra of Cp*M(C0)3 (Cp* sCjMej) where the same splitting was observed. The 

possibility of auto-iom'zation of the molecule at excited state can be eliminated because 

the He II spectrum contains the same splitting pattern. Another possibility is a static 

Jahn-Tell distortion. However, previous studies have shown that, with a static Jahn-Tell 
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distortion, the intensities of the bands involved are the same,'^ while the spectra of 

CpM(CO)4 and its derivatives do not match this point. A ground state distortion of the 

coordinated Cp ring is a possibility for lower symmetry molecules, but the large splitting 

of 0.4 eV would not be possible with the high electronic symmetry indicated from the 

calculations on these molecules. 

IDepending on the energy of the vibrational mode and the electronic stabilization 

p r ovided by geometric distortion, the Jahn-Teller effect can be static or dynamic.If the 

energy of the vibrational mode is comparable to the stabilization energy provided by Cp 

ring distortion, strong vibronic coupling can occur.To further examine the 

reasonableness of a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect from the Cp e," 7c-based orbitals in these 

systems, the stabilization energy provided by Cp ring distortion in the positive ion was 

estimated by a series of ab initio Hartree-Fock calculations on CpNb(C0)4. The 

geometry of the Cp ligand in the CpNb(C0)4 molecule was varied incrementally along a 

distortion coordinate that is defined as the distortion from the optimized Dj^ symmetry of 

free Cp' with filled e," re orbitals to the optimized Cjy geometry of free Cp in the ^A" state 

that has one electron removed from the e," tc orbitals. This distortion is shown amplified 

by a factor of 10 in Figure 38. The geometry of the Nb(C0)4 portion of the molecule was 

held constant, so the stabilization energy that is obtained is a lower bound to what would 

be obtained if full optimization of the excited state could be obtained. Unfortunately, the 

^A' and ^A" positive ion states of CpNb(CO)4 that correspond to removal of an electron 

from a Cp-based orbital are excited states, and SCF calculations that start with these 
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states collapse to lower states of these symmetries. Therefore, the energies of the Cp-

based positive ions were estimated by the ftozen-orbital Koopmans' approximation^^ 

using the eigenvalues firom the neutral-molecule calculations along the distortion 

coordinate. 

The are illustrated in Figure 38. The potential wells of the positive ion states 

obtained from Cp e/' ionization of CpNb(C0)4 are shown at the top of the figure. The 

calculations show that distortion of the Cp ring to local Qy symmetry provides a 

stabilization energy of about 0.3 eV for the ^A' (Cp e,") positive ion state and about O.l 

eV for the ^A" (Cp e,") positive ion state. The Jahn-Teller active, doubly-degenerate C-C 

stretching vibrational modes that correspond to this distortion have energies near 0.2 eV 

(1600 cm '). The similarity of the vibrational energy spacing to the stabilization of the 

positive ion states by distortion indicates the presence of a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect. 

The observation that the splitting in the Cp e," ionization is about 0.4 eV is 

suggested by the relationships between the potential wells and the vibrational levels in 

Figure 38. The potential energy of the ground state of the neutral molecule along the Cp 

distortion coordinate is shown at the bottom of Figure 38. Placed on the v=0 vibrational 

level of the neutral molecule is the probability distribution for distortion Q from Dj,, 

symmetry by a doubly-degenerate, Jahn-Teller active vibrational mode. Remember that 

because this vibration is doubly degenerate, the probability for ionization from a molecule 

with perfect Dj^ symmetry vanishes.'^* For the positive ions, the vibrational levels before 

vibronic coupling are approximated by the dashed lines. These levels will be shifted and 
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split by the vibronic coupling. A full evaluation of the vibronic effects is beyond the 

scope of this study.'^" Also not included in Figure 6 are interactions between the ^A' and 

^A" potential wells in the vicinity of their crossing at D5. symmetry, which may also serve 

to diminish ionization intensity in the region of 0.2 eV above the initial Cp-based 

ionization. The classical description of ionization intensity is depicted by the vertical 

arrows in the diagram, which show that ionizations to the classical turning points of the 

potential wells will be split by about 0.4 eV. The splitting indicated by the calculations 

matches the observed 0.4 eV separation of the shoulder on this Cp-based ionization band. 

Ionization from the e^g tc molecular orbitals of benzene shows a similar effect for 

similar reasons. The primary ionization is at 9.24 eV, and "Rather obscure structure" 

beyond 9.6 eV is observed which is attributed to Jahn-Teller splitting of the doubly-

degenerate electronic ground state of the cation.^The Jahn-Teller active vibrational 

mode of benzene has an energy of 0.196 eV, so the ionization intensity that is observed 

approximately 0.4 eV higher in energy than the lowest energy ionization is consistent 

with the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect. 

Effect of substitution of the Cp Rine The substitution of the hydrogen atom on the Cp 

ligand with acetyl and trimethylsilyl groups is carried out to study the perturbation of the 

electronic structure changes of the molecules. The photoelectron spectrum of 

trimethylsilyl-substituted (Cp)Nb(C0)4 shows a shift of metal ionizations to lower 

binding energy of about 0.15 eV while the Cp ionizations show a greater shift of 0.32 eV. 

The same results are found for the tantalum system. Because of the different electronic 
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Figure 38. Potential well description of the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect in 
the Cp e," re ionization of CpNb(C0)4. The potential wells for the neutral 
ground state and the ̂ A' and ̂ A" (Cp e,") positive ion states are firom ab 
initio calculations along the distortion coordinate. The distortion 
coordinate, is shown amplified by ±10 relative to a Dj^ Cp ring. 
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properties of the acetyl group, the shift of metal and Cp iom'zations is in the opposite 

direction of the trimethylsilyl substituent. Nevertheless, this small shift of metal 

ionizations upon perturbation of the Cp ring contrasts to the systems like ferrocene and 

bis(l,3,S-trimethylphenyl) molecules that do not have strong metai-to-CO backbonding. 

For example, the di^erence of the predominantly metal ionizations between ferrocene and 

acetylferrocene is found to be 0.30 eV, while the metal ionization di^erence between 

CpNb(C0)4 and acetyl-CpNb(C0)4, is only 0.05 eV. It is believed that the larger metal-

to-CO backbonding dampens other perturbations and effectively dominates the electronic 

structure. A previous study shows that the metal ionization difference between bis( 1,3,5-

trimethylphenyl)V and bis(l,3,5-trimethylphenyl)Nb is about 0.40 eV," while the 

difference between CpV(C0)4 and CpNb(CO)4 is 0.01 eV. This strong backbonding also 

accounts for the similarity of the spectra from vanadium to tantalum. 

Thus, the small magnitude of the shift of the predominantly metal ionizations to 

the addition of SiCCH,)} and acetyl can be largely attributed to the strong backbonding 

between the carbonyl ligand and the metal center. This conclusion is consistent with the 

Fenske-Hall calculations, which showed the reduced metal character of these metal 

orbitals. This also can be explained from an electron flow point of view: because of the 

strong backbonding with four carbonyl groups in these molecules, the perturbation at the 

Cp ligand is evenly distributed into the four CO moieties, thereby dampening the effect of 

the substitution. In either proposal, greater delocalization and strong backbonding 

between metal and carbonyls are the causes of the similarity and lesser sensitivity to 
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perturbation. This explains why the CO vibrational frequencies are not affected 

dramatically by the perturbation of the Cp ring or by changing the metal center. 

Theoretical Results Geometry optimizations of the neutral molecule and the low lying 

cation states using both DFT and ab initio methods have been performed on the 

CpNb(C0)4 molecule. Only a small total energy difference (- 0.02 eV) is calculated upon 

rotation of the Cp ring around the Cp(centroid)-M axis. Figure 39 shows the difference of 

the total energy between the two different conformations of Cp as the Cp(centroid)-Nb-

CO angle a is varied from 90 to 140°. This indicates that the absolute Cp ring 

conformation has little effect on the total energy of the molecule. In contrast, the total 

energy varies greatly upon changing the Cp(centroid)-Nb-CO angle a and has a minimum 

at 120°, which indicates the greater influence of carbonyl conformation and its 

backbonding ability. Computational resuhs ftom both ADF and Gaussian 94 on neutral 

molecules show good agreement with the experimental results, particularly with the 

observed Cp(centroid)-M-CO angle a. The ADF results will be outlined below. 

In Table S-6, a few selected geometric parameters from ADF calculations of the 

neutral (d^)^(dj,)^ and cationic (d,y)^(d^)' and (d,y)'(dj.)^ configurations are listed. As 

discussed before, both metal-based ionizations have similarly strong backbonding to 

carbonyl ligands and the decreased backbonding into the CO n* orbital upon removal of 

an electron firom these orbitals would be expected. Both cation state calculations reveal 

an increase of the metal-carbonyl distance (~0.1 k) and a shortened carbon-oxygen 

distance (-0.02 A). These results are expected upon ionization with the decreasing 
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electron density at the metal center. However, a 6° decrease of the Cp(centroid)-M-CO 

angle is found upon ionization from the d^ orbital, while a similar change is not found 

upon removal of an electron from the d,y orbital. As pointed out earlier, the broadening 

of the first metal ionization in the photoelectron spectra is probably due to a substantial 

geometry change upon ionization. This is better understood by picturing the o and it-

bonding between the metal center and carbonyl ligands. The d^ orbital cannot only have 

K backbonding at this particular a angle, the torus of d,, can also serve for metal-carbonyl 

a-bonding. However, the d^ orbital can ic bond with the carbonyls due to its nodal 

properties. Therefore, change in the Cp centroid-M-CO angle by 6° could enhance die 

metal-carbonyl o-bonding, while the same enhancement would not be favorable for the 

d^y orbital. Overall, the metal-Ugand bond is strengthened from such geometry relaxation 

A series of Fenske-Hall calculations in which Cp centroid-M-CO angle is varied from 

95° to 150° reveals that the M-CO o-type overlap consistently decreases while M-CO it-

type overlap has a maximum at 125°. This ic-backbonding plays a major role in deciding 

the geometry of this molecule in both the neutral and cation ground states. Furthermore, 

this angle change would only occur when the metal center has less electron density upon 

the ionization. 

For comparison, the ionization energies (IE) predicted by the various 

computational methods with the experimental value for CpNb(CO)4 are listed in Table 5-

7. Both Fenske-Hall and ADF results show that the Cp ionizations are expected to be 

nearly degenerate. Since Koopmans' Theorem no longer holds because the relaxation 
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Figure 39. ADF results show the total energy changes vs the Cp position 
relative to carbonyl when Cp(centroid)-Nb-CO angle a varies. 
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Table 5-6. Selected geometric parameters of the neutral and cation of CpM(C0)4 (M=V, 
Mb, Ta) determined by Density Functional Theory Calculations 

Experimental Neutral 'A" (4c,) 'A' (d^) 

CpV(CO), 

M-Ccp(A) 2.281(13) 2.251 2.255 2.249 

M-CO (A) 1.963(7) 1.911 1.965 1.965 

c-0 (A) 1.135(4) 1.178 1.161 1.160 

c-c (A) 1.405(6) 1.424 1.426 1.430 

Cp-M-CO C) 120.1(2.2) 118.9 118.9 112.0 

CpNbfCO), 

M-CO (A) N/A 2.161 2.285 2.265 

c-0 (A) N/A 1.146 1.129 1.130 

Cp-M-Co C) N/A 119.0° 119.6° 113.3° 

CpTafCO^^ 

M-Ccp(A) 2.357(10) 2.4931 2.480 2.458 

M-CO (A) 2.081(10) 2.1079 2.161 2.162 

c-0 (A) N/A 1.1620 1.160 1.160 

c-c (A) N/A 1.4274 1.428 1.430 

Cp-M-Co C )  121.3(3) 121.9 122.1 113.3 
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Table 5-7 Comparison of IP by various methods with experimental IP of CpNb(CO)4. 

Exp. IP Fenske-Hall DPT UHF MP2 

7.39 9.01 7.58 6.14 6.81 

7.67 9.68 8.13 6.46 7.74 

9.46 12.10 9.27 

9.93 12.11 9.28 

process is so different for electrons from the metal and Iigands, Fenske-Hall results do not 

compare well with experimental lEs. Nevertheless, all of the methods predict the 

splitting of two metal ionizations. Furthermore, with MP2 corrections, predicted IPs are a 

bit closer to the experimental values. 

Conclusions 

These molecules show interesting geometry changes with ionization. A 

substantial geometry change is found upon ionization of the orbital containing d^i 

character, as shown by the broadening of the lowest ionization energy band in the 

photoelectron spectra. Both density functional and ab initio calculations not only 

reproduce the neutral geometries satisfactorily, compared with crystallographic data, but 

also support a geometry change upon the ionization with metal d^ character. This change 

may be important to the reaction chemistry of these molecules, as it opens the site 

synunetrically between the four carbonyls as the molecules are oxidized. The 

photoelectron spectra also reveal the consistent splitting of the Cp-based ionizations. 
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which follows from a Jahn-Teller distortion coupled dynamically with a degenerate Cp C-

C vibrational stretching mode. 

These photoelectron spectroscopic studies on CpM(CO)4 (M= V, Mb, Ta) reveal 

that the strong delocalization of electron density from the metal to the carbonyl ligands 

dominates the electronic structure of this class of molecules. Several observations are 

found in support of the strong interactions: the lack of shift with metal substitution of the 

ionizations that arise from the formal d** conHguration; the strong C-0 vibrational 

progressions on the high binding energy side of the predominantly metal-carbonyl based 

iom'zation band; the similarity of the ionization intensities from vanadium to tantalum; 

and the small perturbation effect upon fiinctionalization of the Cp ring. The Fenske-Hall 

calculations predict 50% of carbonyl ligand character is mixed into the Hrst two metal 

orbitals. The experiments suggest even greater carbonyl character associated with these 

ionizations. 

The delocalization of the metal electron density to the carbonyls appears to be 

exceptionally strong in these molecules in comparison to that in other metal-carbonyl 

molecules. Several factors likely contribute to this observation. First, the d orbitals of 

the early transition metals are inherently less stable and more spatially diffuse than those 

of later transition metals, favoring good energy match and overlap with the carbonyl it* 

orbitals for electron donation from the metal. Second, the carbonyls are not competing 

with other strong n acceptor ligands which may withdraw electron density and stabilize 

the metal. The cyclopentadienyl ligand bonds primarily as a donor to the empty metal d 
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Figure 40. Molecular orbital diagram of (Ti^-C5Hs)Nb(CO)4 constructed 
from a Fenske-Hall calculation in terms of the a, and bj group orbitals of 
the four carbonyls. The a, and bj group orbitals of (C0)4 are viewed down 
the four-fold symmetry axis from the location of the metal to the center of 
the carbonyls. 
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orbitals and is only a weak acceptor that does not compete well for electron density from 

the d^y orbital and not at all from the d^* orbitals. Third, each occupied metal d orbital 

donates to four carbonyls. Furthermore, the symmetry combinations of the four carbonyl 

7C acceptor orbitals that overlap with the metal d orbitals are bonding between the 

carbonyls, and this interligand bonding character provides additional stabilization to these 

group orbitals and greater propensity for these orbitals to accept electron density. 

The importance of this latter point is illustrated in the molecular orbital diagram 

of CpNb(C0)4 in Figure 40. This diagram focuses on the interaction of the metal d 

orbitals with the appropriate (CO)4 group orbitals. The nodal properties of the orbitals 

make the overlap interactions clear. Pictured in the diagram are the a, and bj 

combinations of the 2it orbitals of the fourcarbonyls with the carbonyls oriented as in the 

molecular geometry. It can be seen that the a, combination of the (CO)4 2K orbitals is 

bonding between the carbonyls and is substantially stabilized in comparison to a single 

carbonyl 2ic orbital, which has the energy shown on the left of the diagram. The same 

occurs for the b^ combination of the carbonyl 27c orbitals. This interligand interaction is 

especially significant in this class of molecules because the near 120° angle of the 

carbonyls from the four-fold axis moves the four carbonyls closer to each other. The 

bonding stabilization of carbonyl empty ai and bj orbitals moves these orbitals to 

energies that are comparable with the metal d orbitals. The (C0)4 a, group orbital 

overlaps well with the metal d^ orbital and the small energy gap between these orbitals 

leads to a molecular orbital that is almost evenly distributed between the metal and the 
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carbonyis in these calculations. The (CO)^ group orbital overlaps well with the metal 

orbital, and this interaction leads to a similar result It is interesting that the electron 

donation from the metal to the carbonyis that strengthens the M-CO bonding also leads to 

interligand bonding between the carbonyis. The general conclusion is that although these 

molecules are formally considered to have d^ metal configurations, the spectroscopy and 

the calculations show that this electron density is substantially distributed to the 

carbonyis. 
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Chapter 6 

THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF 

(Cn»)RhMe3 AND (P3)RhMe3 

Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the theoretical comparison of the bonding in chelated 

tertiary amine and phosphine rhodium molecules in the context of the hard-soft, acid-

base formalism. The primary goal is to understand how the coordination environment of 

rhodium can be altered by a predominantly "hard", non-n-interacting (neither donor or 

acceptor) ligand, such as a saturated amine, or a conventionally "soft" n-interacting 

ligand, such as Cp, PR3, CO, or 7c-arene, of which the organometallic chemistry of 

rhodium compounds has usually been associated.^ Less attention has been given to 

"hard", non-7c-interacting, saturated amine ligands. During the course of exploring new 

materials to be used in C-H activation chemistry, the compounds (L)RhMe] with either 

"hard" facial chelate ligand L= l,4,7-trimethyl-l,4,7-triazacyclononane (abbreviated as 

Cn*)^ or the "soft" facial chelate ligand Ls CH3C(CH2PMe2)3 (abbreviated as Pj) were 

synthesized to compare the electronic structure change that each ligand might introduce. 

Photoelectron spectra'" ''* reveal that the spectrum of (Cn*)RhMe3 has a rather 

narrow Hrst ionization band, which indicates the non-bonding nature of this orbital, while 

f 

The cyclic tertiary amine ligand is abbreviated analogous to cyclopentadienyl and its 
pentamethylcyclopentadienyl analogues, which is different from the nomenclature used 
by the Flo^ group.""™ 
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that of (P3)RhMe3 has a broad first ionization band. A variety of computational methods, 

such as approximate (Fenske-Hall), density functional (ADF), and ab initio (Gaussian 94) 

are used to elucidate the different bonding nature between these two ligands. The core 

equivalent model is then applied to the model molecules to illustrate the electronic 

structure changes from one to the other. 

Photoeiectron Spectra and General Ionization Band Profile 

The full He I spectra of both ligands Cn* and P3 are shown in Figure 41. 

According to the cross section data," no distinguishable intensity changes for C, N, or P 

from He I to He II photoionization are expected, so no He n data have been collected for 

these ligands. As shown in Table 6-1, ionizations from orbitals with predominantly 

rhodium character will increase in relative intensity over those with predominantly C, N, 

or P character when the photon source is changed from He I to He IL Therefore, both the 

He I and He H spectra of (Cn*)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3 have been collected and are shown 

in Figure 42 and Figure 45, respectively. symmetry is 
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Table 6-1. Atomic Subsheil Photoionization Cross Section of C, N, P, and Rh. (unit: Mb) 

C2p N2p P3p Rh4d 

He I 5.128 9.688 1.232 22.75 

He II 1.875 4.351 0.509 27.83 

Hen/He I 0.36 0.45 0.41 1.22 

employed here for the ligands and molecules. The band feature in the energy region from 

7 to 9 eV for the ligands and from 6 to 7 eV for the full molecules are closely exarm'ned 

in this study for two reasons. First, the chemistry of a molecule depends largely on the 

properties of Its frontier orbitals, such as the LUMO and HOMO. Of course, of these two 

orbitals, only the HOMO is electronically occupied and can therefore be studied by 

photoelectron spectroscopy. Second, the ionizations located above 9 eV in both ligand 

spectra are hardly distinguishable from each other due to the large number of ionizations 

in this energy region. However, a clearly separated band at approximately 8 eV does 

emerge. 

According to Cj^ symmetry, both ligands have a degenerate e set (tc symmetry 

with respect to the metal center with one node) and an a| orbital (o symmetry with no 

node) derived from the combination of lone pairs at the P or N atoms of each molecule. 

Diagrams of these orbitals are shown on the right side of Figure 44 for Cn. The spectra of 

both ligands shown in Figure 41 indicate a shoulder on the high energy side of the first 

ionization band. The band Htting parameters of the frontier orbitals of both ligands are 
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Figure 41. The full He I spectra of Cn* and P, ligands. 
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Table 6-2. The Htting parameters of frontier ionization band for ligands Cn* and P, and 
molecules (Cn*)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3. 

IE(eV) 

7.69 

8.28 

8.05 

8.53 

Width 
High 

0.74 

0.74 

0.61 

0.50 

Width 
Low 

0.74 

0.74 

0.53 

0.39 

He I Hen 

Cn* lipand 

P^ ligand 

fCn*)RhMe, 

Hen/He I 
ratio 

Assignment 

N lone pairs 

P lone pairs 

6.18 0.24 0.15 0.24 0.43 1.79 

6.44 0.25 0.18 0.43 0.81 1.88 d,l.yj, d,y 

6.61 0.40 0.12 0.11 0.18 1.63 Vibration 

7.89 0.93 0.73 1.00 1.00 1.00 Rh-N 

fP3)RnMe3 

6.86 0.50 0.42 0.59 0.40 0.68 dz. 

7.21 0.50 0.42 0.64 0.43 0.67 

7.52 0.48 0.41 0.52 0.59 1.13 Rh-C? 

7.82 0.67 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.00 Rh-P? 
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summarized in Table 6-2, along with those for (Cn*)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3 molecules. 

Compared with the first ionization of the Cn* ligand, the lowest ionization band of the P3 

ligand is at a higher energy. The similar results are found in XPS experiments,^" which 

show that the RhCSdj/j) core binding energy of (Cn*)RhMe3 is 0.6 eV lower than that of 

(Pj)RhMe3, and even 1.5 eV lower than^c-(PMe3)3RhMe3. The results of both XPS and 

this study indicate that the P3 ligand is less electron-donating than Cn*. The greater 

electronegativity of N compared to P implies that the Cn* ligand should pull more 

electron density from the Rh center than P3 ligand. However, the opposite is observed in 

the XPS experiment. The discrepancy indicates that the P3 ligand must have some 

bonding which Cn* ligand does not possess to overcome the lower electronegativity 

effect. Furthermore, the XPS study also found a smaller charge of the Rh(3dj/2) core 

binding energy for (P3)RhMe3 than for (Cn*)RhMe3 when the Me on Rh center is 

replaced by triflate groups (OTf = 0S(0)2CF3). This indicates that there is better "buffer 

area" in (P3)RhMe3 compound to accommodate the extra electron density induced by 

triflate ligand than in (Cn*)RhMe3. This phenomenon could be attributed to the softer 

chelating phosphine Ugand. 

By reviewing the relative intensity changes in the He I and He n spectra of 

(Cn*)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3, it is reasonable to assign the first ionization band of both 

molecules to rhodiimi-based orbitals. This band actually is composed of two features, 

which have been labeled as Ml and M2. The relative intensity change of these two peaks 

is indistinguishable undercurrent experimental conditions, which probably indicates a 



M-C 
M2 

M-N 
M1 

Me 

Ionization Energy (eV) 
Figure 42. The full He I and He II spectra of (Cn*)RhMe3. 
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Figure 43. The vibrational progression of the first ionization band of 
(Cn*)RhMe3. 
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Figure 44. An MO diagram constructed from a Fenske-Hall calculation on 
Cn*RhMe3. 
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similar amount of metal character in the e and a, orbitals. (See Table 6-2) Although the 

splitting of this first ionization band in (Cn*)RhMe3 is about 0.26 eV, which is close to 

the predicted Rh spin-orbit coupling constant (0.22 eV), the splitting of 0.35 eV observed 

for (P3)RhMe3 is larger than expected from spin-orbit coupling (0.22 x 1.5 = 0.33 eV).'^' 

An interesting band feature in the spectrum of (Cn*)RhMe3 is the relative 

sharpness of the first ionization band compared to that of the free ligand Cn*. The close-

up spectrum collected of ionization band Ml indicates that there might be excitations to 

M-C vibrational modes at 0.12 eV intervals. (See Figure 43) However, under the current 

experimental conditions, this feature cannot be judged with conHdence. The band in the 

7 to 9 eV energy region is tentatively assigned as M-N ionizations according to the 

theoretical prediction followed at higher ionization energy by M-C ionizations. This 

assignment is tentative because the difference of theoretical cross section^ ratio between 

N and C from He I to He D ionization is approximately the error of the experiment. 

Furthermore, the mixing that occurs between the M-N o bonds to Cn* and the M-C bonds 

to the methyl groups makes the distinction between the two fairly meaningless. 

The photoelectron spectrum of (P3)RhMe3, however, has a different band 

structure, especially in the frontier orbital region. As shown in Figure 45, the band at the 

lowest ionization energy is more broad than that for (Cn*)RhMe3. According to the 

predicted relative band intensity changes from He I to He D spectra, this band is assigned 
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Figure 45. The full He I and He H spectra of (P3)RhMe] molecule. 
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as metal-based ionizations. One might argue that the vibrational progressions contribute 

to the broadening mote than the in Cn* analogue as suggested in Figure 43. However, a 

similar attempt to fit the first IP band with similar vibrational progressions was not 

satisfactory. As previously implied, backbonding from the metal center to the "soft" P, 

ligand may be justified. This possibility will be studied in the following section. 

Unlike in the spectrum of (Cn*)RhMe3, the M-P ionization band is not separate 

from the ionizations of the forest ionization region. This observation is consistent with 

the poor net electron-donating ability of the P, ligand compared to Cn* as shown by both 

UPS and XPS.^ A broad band at higher ionization energy in the spectrum of (P3)RhMe3 

makes the assignment of ionizations from metal-ligand bonding orbitals more difficult 

than for (Cn*)RhMe3 molecule. For example, the assignment of individual M-P and M-C 

ionizations located from 10 to 12 eV is hard to make due to both a large degree of overlap 

of multiple ionization features and the similarity of cross section changes of N, C, and P 

atoms from He I to He E. As a result, a question mark is placed next to the assignment in 

Table 6-2. One might assign the ionizations similar to those for (Cn*)RhMe3 solely 

depending on the theoretical results. However, this kind of assignment is rather naive and 

needs further justiHcation. For example, photoelectron spectra from the analogous Ir 

molecules would certainly be useful to clarify the assignment. Nevertheless, the 

broadening of the Hrst ionization band in (P3)RhMe3 compared with that of (Cn*)RhMe3 

is quite clear. 

A molecular orbital diagram constructed from a Fenske-Hall calculation of 
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Cn^RhMe, is shown in Figure 44. The calculation supports the general band assignment 

made above. The highest occupied molecular orbital is calculated to contain 95% metal 

character followed by mainly M-M and M-C o bonds, which contain approximately 50% 

metal character. 

Attempts at collecting (PMe3)3RhMe3 and (Cn)RhR3 (R= Me and Et) and 

synthesizing corresponding Ir compounds were unsuccessful. With such uncertainty for 

the band assignment, a theoretical smdy is sought in the hope of Hnding supportive 

results. In the following theoretical studies, various computational methods at different 

levels are utilized on the (P])RhMe] and (Cn*)RhMe3 and related molecules. Two model 

molecules, (PH3)3RhMe3 and (NH3)3RhMe3, and the core equivalent model are also 

applied to understand the difference of electronic structure between Rh-N and Rh-P 

bonded systems. 

Theoretical Considerations 

fP,)RhMej and (Cn*)RhMe, and related molecules Geometry optimizations have been 

performed on (Cn)RhMe3, (Cn*)RhMe3, (P3)RhMe3, (PMe3)3RhMe3 and the model 

molecules (NH3)3RhMe3, (PH3)3RhMe3, (NH3)3pdMe3, (PH3)3PdMe3 using the ADF 

2.3.0"®""' and Gaussian 94 packages.'" The simplified model molecules (PH3)3RhMe3 

and (NH3)3RhMe3 and the core equivalent model molecules (PH3)3PdMe] and 

(NH3)3PdMe3 are applied to study what kind of M-P interaction is present for the sake of 

the computer time while still conserve the structure of original molecules. In the 
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following sections, the geometries and the best basis sets to be used in the calculation on 

the original molecules and these model molecules will have to be decided first. The 

results of these model molecules (PH3)3RhMe3 and (NH3)3RhMe3 are then compared with 

the results from the core equivalent model molecules (PH3)3PdMe3 and (NH3)3PdMe3. 

The specifics of the machine, methods, and basis set have been described in 

Chapter 2. In summary, the LanL2DZ basis set was used for all atoms in the Gaussian 94 

calculations at the Hartree-Fock level and frozen cores were used for Rh(4p) and Pd(4p) 

(type-IV) and for P(3p), N(2p), and C(2p) (type-II) in the ADF calculations at the Xa 

(a=0.7) level. Improved basis sets and higher level calculations have also been performed 

on the P-containing molecules. For example, the 6-31IG** and 6-31 l+G* basis sets on 

P and M0ller-Plesset correlation energy corrections, truncated at second-order (MP2) 

were used in the Gaussian 94 calculations. Type-QI and IV basis sets on P and the 

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with exchange-correlation correction at the 

BLYP level with relativistic effects were employed on the P-containing molecules in the 

ADF calculations. 

As listed in Table 6-3, selected geometric parameters determined in the geometry 

optimization of these molecules are sununarized with those of the X-ray crystal structures 

of these systems. In general, ADF at X-a level (type-H on P atom) calculations can 

reproduce the geometry parameters better than the Gaussian 94 (LANL2DZ basis set for 

all atoms) calculations and the computational results of the amine-containing molecules 

are in better agreement with the experimental parameters than are those of the phosphine-
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containing systems. For example, the calculated Rh-N and Rh-C bond lengths of 

(Cn)RhMe3 and (Cn*)RhMe3 molecules are calculated by ADF to within 0.04 A of the 

experimental values, but are only within 0.18 A using Gaussian 94. The calculated N-Rh-

N and C-Rh-C bond angles deviate by less than 1° from the experimental values using 

ADF but are approximately 3° off using Gaussian 94. However, for (P3)RhMe3 and 

(PMe3)RhMe3, both the bond lengths and bond angles are found to deviate by more than 

those of the analogous amine molecule using both methods. Although it is well argued 

that most available computational packages do not handle phosphines well in electronic 

and structural calculations and that the diffuse functions such as empty d-orbitals on the P 

atom are usually needed to improve the calculation results, attempts in Gaussian 94 of 

using both diffuse and polar function on P atom and in ADF of using double-^ and triple-

^ basis sets with a polarization function at the P atom have been earned out and the 

results for the phosphine-containing molecules are shown in Table 6-4. The basis sets 

used for all of other atoms are kept the same as the ones used in Table 6-3. 

Basis Set Effect As the modifications are made on the basis set for P atom in phosphine-

containing molecules: ab initio using 6-31IG** and 6-31 l+G* basis sets on P atom and 

the LANL2DZ basis set on all other atoms in Gaussian 94, ADF using LDA with type-m 

and type-IV basis set for P atom at the Xa level, and GGA with type-IV P atom using the 

BLYP method with relativistic effect on C, P, Rh, and Pd. Fenske-Hall calculations using 

d-orbital of P atom in calculation have also been performed on these molecules. 
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Table 6-3. Selected geometric parameters for Cn^RhMcj,®® CnRhMej,®' (P3)RhMe3,® and 
(PMe,), RhMCj'^' as determined by ADF and Gaussian 94. 

Parameters Experiment^ ADF Gaussian 94 

Cn*RhMe, 

M-N (A) 2.222(6) 2.26 2.40 

M-C (A) 2.057(10) 2.06 2.08 

N-M-N C) 80.1(2) 80.3 77.0 

C-M-C C) 87.4(4) 88.3 88.0 

CnRhMe,* 

M-N (A) 2.200(8) 2.218 2.30 

M-C (A) 2.050(8) 2.058 2.08 

N-M-N C) 79.0(2) 80.0 77.1 

C-M-C C) 87.2(4) 87.7 89.8 

(P3)RhMe3: 

M-P (A) 2.286(2) 2.412 2.6608 

M-C (A) 2.168(7) 2.097 2.0768 

P-M-P(°) 88.8(1) 86.7 81.0 

C-M-C C) 85.7(3) 87.4 88.4 

{EMSals W»Me3 

M-P (A) 2.322(3) 2.4435 2.7242 

M-C (A) 2.148(15) 2.1098 2.0889 

P-M-P C) 97.2(2) 97.1 93.7 

C-M-C C) 84.6(5) 85.4 87.4 

f; All of the values in the table are average results. 
t: The experimental results are for CnRhEt3 while the theoretical results are for CnRhMej. 
»: Model used is (MeC[CH2(PH2)]3)RhMe3. 
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The results are shown in Table 6-4 with different basis sets and methods used on 

P-containing molecules. Both the 6-31IG** and 6-31 l+G* basis sets used on P atom of 

(P3)RhMe3 and (PMe3)3RhMe3 show a slight better reproduced M-P bond length than the 

LANL2DZ basis set. For example, M-P bond length of (P3)RhMe3 is calculated as 

2.5124 A using the 6-31IG** basis set and 2.5142 A using the 6-31 l+G* basis set, 

compared with 2.6608 A using the LANL2DZ basis set. Similarly, 2.5999A is predicted 

with 6-31IG** basis set and 2.5771 A using the 6-311+G* basis set for M-P bond length 

of (PMe3)3RhMe3,0.12 to 0.14 A shorter than prediction made with the LANL2DZ basis 

set. However, the results from the Gaussian 94 calculations are still worse than those 

determined by the corresponding ADF calculations. Generally, 0.13 to 0.17 A shorter M-

P distance is predicted by ADF calculations than Gaussian 94 calculations. The LDA 

approximation in ADF using type-QI and IV basis sets on P atom shows 2.3439 and 

2.3433 A M-P bond lengths compared with 2.286 A in crystal structure in (P3)RhMe3, a 

0.05 A longer than the experimental result. The similar results are obtained for 

(PMe3)3RhMe3 molecule. It seems that using LAD with type-m basis set on P-atom has 

the best results than using other basis set or using Gaussian 94 method. 

Although there is no structural data for the model molecules (PH3)3RhMe3 and 

[(PH3)3PdMe3]% from the original molecular calculations, one can easily find out that 

both 6-31IG** and 6-31 l+G* in Gaussian 94 and GGA using type-IV basis set on P 

atom with relativistic effect consideration have much longer M-P bond length prediction. 

However, by comparing the M-P bond length between model molecule and core 
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equivalent model molecule the trend in bond length changes from Rh molecules to Pd 

molecules is the same as when lower basis sets and methods are used. For example, 

using 6-31IG** and 6-311+G* basis sets in Gaussian 94 calculation, the M-P bond 

length increase 0.11 A from (PH3)3RhMe3 to [(PH3)3PdMe3]^, 0.09 A using LDA with 

type-IV basis et on P atom, and 0.31 A using GGA approximation with BLYP correction 

and type-IV basis set on P atom with relativistic effect consideration on C, P, Rh, and Pd. 

I shall return to this bond length increase more in "core equivalent model" section. 

At meanwhile, it is worth saying a few words here about the X-ray crystal 

structures of these molecules. As pointed out in Chapter 1, all three of the bulky ligands 

Pj, Cn, and Cn* have been found to have a rather fixed L-Rh-L (L= N and P) angle. For 

example, the average N-Rh-N bond angle in (Cn)RhMe3 and (Cn*)RhMe3 is 79.0° and 

80.1 °, respectively, while the average P-Rh-P bond angle (90°) is similar to the 

previously reported (P3)Rh fragment.'^-'®*" Such a large P-Rh-P bond angle could result 

from the steric crowding of the PMC} ligand. The rigidity and similarity of the Cn frame 

in (Cn)RhMe3 are also reproduced in the calculations shown in Table 6-3. The deviation 

of geometric parameters between (Cn)RhMe3 and (Cn*)RhMe3 molecules is rather 

negligible. Presumably, they are caused by repulsion effect between the methyl groups 

bonded to N at Cn* and the methyl group bonded to Rh. The difference in steric bulk 

between secondary and tertiary amines might also contribute to the difference. 

The other feature of interest is the difference in Rh-N and Rh-P bond length in 
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Table 6-4. Comparison of structural parameters of phosphine-containing molecules with 

different basis set and methods using Gaussian 94 and ADF. 

G946-311G»* G946-3ll+G» LDA/type-ffl 

IPjMMe, 

M-P 2.5124 2.5142 2.3439 

M-C 2.0978 2.0979 2.1256 

P-M-P 87.8 87.8 86.6 

C-M-C 84.1 84.0 87.1 

fPMe^)^RhM&T 

M-P 2.5999 2.5771 2.3763 

M-C 2.1100 2.1171 2.1408 

P-M-P 95.6 94.3 97.8 

C-M-C 86.5 87.6 84.5 

LDA/ type-IV 

2.3433 

2.1272 

86.3 

86.5 

2.3817 

2.1410 

97.8 

83.9 

G946-311G** G94 6-311+G* LDA/type-IV 

(PH^)^RhMe, 

M-P 2.5716 2.5771 2.3429 

M-C 2.1178 2.1171 2.1525 

P-M-P 94.4 84.3 97.7 

C-M-C 87.6 87.6 85.0 

rfPH^),PdMe,r 

M-P 2.6771 2.6844 2.4310 

M-C 2.0631 2.0770 2.0962 

P-M-P 90.1 81.7 95.5 

C-M-C 85.6 85.3 85.2 

GGA/type-IV/relev 

2.4526 

2.1902 

96.1 

85.4 

2.7670 

2.0851 

91.6 

86.3 
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(Cn)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3. The covalent radii for N and P are 0.77 and 1.10 A. The 

difference between these two radii is 0.33 A while the difference between the Rh-N bond 

lengths in (Cn)RhMe3 and Rh-P bond lengths in (P3)RhMe3 is only 0.086 A and 0.064 A 

between (Cn*)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3. (See Table 6-2) The smaller-than-expected 

differences between Rh-N and Rh-P bond lengths might be explained by the different 

bonding abilities of these two types of ligand with a metal center. One hypothesis is the 

potential backbonding from Rh to phosphines. With metal-to-phosphine backbonding, 

the M-P bond is strengthened and shorter M-P bond length is expected if this hypothesis 

is correct. Attempts to evaluate the ionization potentials of both molecules using ASCF 

methods have been unsuccessful because the calculations do not converge to higher 

cationic states due to the low symmetry of the molecule. 

Both the XPS in previous study,®* UV-PES experiments in this context, and the 

preliminary theoretical studies imply that metal-to-phosphine backbonding exists in 

(P3)RhMe3. However, there is still much debate whether or not alkyl-phosphines can ic-

bond to metal centers.'® '®®"'" Studies have shown that these ligands can be moderate 7t-

acceptors,'®''®'"'® 7i-neutral or even net rc-donors.'"*'®*"'®^ Furthermore, even if the 

phosphine can be considered as a a-donor and ic-acceptor ligand, the orbitals that act as :c-

acceptor are still unknown.'®' '®* 

The cause of the difference in the shape of the first ionization band between the 

spectra of (Cn*)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3 is a result of geometry changes that occur upon 

ionization. To be more specific, if metal-to-phosphine backdonding does exist, then 
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increased M-P bond lengths upon ionization would be observed due to the weakened 

metai-to-phosphines backbonding. A previous study,''' however, argued that a decreased 

M-P bond lengths upon ionization shall observed due to deshielding of the metal nucleus 

which strengthens the M-P o bond and therefore shortens M-P bond. Therefore, the 

competition between these two forces (a and n) decides the outcome of M-L bond length 

changes upon removal of an electron. In a o bonding only scenario, the M-L bonding 

length would decrease with contraction of metal acceptor orbitals as well as metal 

covalent radius. However, if ic bonding is the donunant force, then M-L bonding would 

increase for the reason stated above. 

(PHj) jRhMej  and (NHf) j  RhMej  Shown in Table 6-5 are selected bond lengths and angles 

of the neutral and cationic states of the model molecules (PH3)3RhMe3 and (NH3)3RhMe3 

using ADF and Gaussian 94 with basis sets selected in previous section. The results 

show that ADF better calculates the geometry of (PH3)3RhMe3 than Gaussian 94. Small 

differences in bond lengths and angles between the calculated geometry of (PH3)3RhMe3 

and the crystal structure of (PMe3)3RhMe3 are revealed. 

Most profoundly, the geometry optimizations of both model molecules show a 

different trend of the changes in Rh-P and Rh-N bond lengths from neutral to ^A^ cation 

states. For example, shown in Table 6-5, the ADF calculation suggests essential no 

change in the Rh-N bond length (-0.005 A) in (NH3)3RhMe3, compared with a 
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Table 6-S. The selected geometric parameters of (PH3)3RhMe3 and (NH])3RhMe3 from 
ADF and Gaussian 94 calculations. 

Parameters Optimized parameter for Optimized parameter for 
neutral system ^A, cation 

ADF 

(NH,>,RhMe, 

Rh-N (A) 2.233 2.228 

Rh-C (A) 2.067 2.106 

N-Rh-N C) 96.2 103.8 

C-Rh-C n 89.1 83.2 

(PHjljRhMe, 

Rh-P (A) 2A31 2.496 

Rh-C (A) 2.118 2.126 

P-Rh-P C) 95.6 93.8 

C-Rh-C n 85.0 96.8 

Gaussian 94 

{NHjljRhMej 

Rh-N (A) 2.352 2.444 

Rh-C (A) imi 2.186 

N-Rh-N C) 90.8 89.1 

C-Rh-C (°) 90.4 88.7 

Rh-P (A) 2.747 2.939 

Rh-C (A) 2.090 2.195 

P-Rh-P (°) 91.4 89.1 

C-Rh-C C) 88.2 87.9 
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lengthening of the Rh-P bond by 0.049 A in (PH3)3RhMe3. The results of Gaussian 94 

geometry optimizations show an increased Rh-N bond length of0.092 A and even larger 

increasing Rh-P bond length of 0.192 A. These bond length changes from neutral to 

cationic states indicate that backbonding between metal and phosphine ligand might exist 

similar to carbonyl molecules discussed in Chapter 5. However, the trend of the bond-

angle changes in both molecules are not that obvious and consistent. For example, the N-

Rh-N angle changes from 96.2° to 103.8° in ADF calculation while Gaussian 94 predicts 

L7° decrease for this angle. Still, both ADF and Gaussian 94 calculations predict 5.9° 

and 1.7° decrease for C-Rh-C angle (NH3)3RhMe3, respectively. On the contrary, while 

the P-Rh-P angle is predicted with comparable decrease by both ADF (1.8°) and by 

Gaussian 94 (2.3°), the ADF calculation predicts an 11.8° increase of the C-Rh-C angle 

while the Gaussian 94 calculations predicts 0.3° decrease in (PH3)3RhMe3. These bond 

angle changes from neutral to cationic states question the credibility of the model 

molecules chosen because both Cn* and P3 ligand have rather a rigid frame in the original 

molecules. Therefore, calculations have been carried out in order to find out the effect of 

these bond angle changes on both model molecules (NH3)3RhMe3 and (PH3)3RhMe3. 

Results show that the difference of total energies of the neutral species between using the 

neutral and ^A( optimized geometries is less than 0.5 eV and the difference of total 

energies of the ^Ai state using the neutral and ^Ai optimized geometries is less than 0.4 

eV. Geometry optimizations with constrained both C-Rh-C, P-Rh-P, and N-Rh-N bond 

angle reveals a less than 0.25 eV total energy difference from the calculations without 
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constraining any bond angles. (See Table 6-6) In fact, it is believed that the bond angle 

change is solely due to the different steric factor between PH3, NH3, and chelated ligands. 

Furthermore, there is no crystal structure available to compare with calculation results for 

both molecules. Based on the above reasons, no constraint of bond angles on 

(PH3)3Rh(CH3)3 and (NH3)3Rh(CH3)3 and core equivalent model molecules 

(PH3)3Pd(CH3)3 and (NH3)3Pd(CH3)3 are considered. 

Core Equivalent Model According to the core equivalent model proposed by Agren and 

Jolly, et. aL and refined by Bancroft, et aL, "the properties of a molecular ion with a core 

hole are approximated by the molecule with the Z+1 atom."'®'""' Figure 46 qualitatively 

demonstrates how a core ionization affects the M-L n interaction. Upon ionization of a 

core electron, the metal valence orbitals will contract. There is therefore an increased 

energy gap between the filled metal orbital and empty ligand acceptor orbital. This 

undermines the energy match between the metal and ligand orbitals and weakens the M-

to-L backbonding. 

In the following section, the bond length changes of the corresponding core 

equivalent species [(PH3)3Pd(CH3)3]* and [(NH3)3Pd(CH3)3]* are compared with 

(PH3)3Rh(CH3)3 and (NH3)3Rh(CH3)3, respectively. In Table 6-6, the geometric 

parameters as determined by ADF optimizations on these two Rh and two Pd molecules 

are compared. The table also shows the results of a geometry optimization on the ̂ A^ 

state of Rh molecules with constrained bond angles. At this computational level, the 

bond length change between the neutral and cationic species of (PH3)3Rh(CH3)3 is 0.022 
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k and (NH3)3Rh(CH3)3 is 0.039 A, which are comparable. However, the differences in 

bond lengths between (PH3)3Rh(CH3)3 and [(PH3)3Pd(CH3)3]* are nearly twice those 

found between (NH3)3Rh(CH3)3 and [(NH3)3Pd(CH3)3]^ Such difference strongly support 

the metal-to-phosphine backbonding. Because only the weakened metal-to-phosphine 

backbonding will result in an increased M-P bond lengths, which is caused by the 

increased energy gap between the filled metal orbital and the empty phosphine orbital 

when a core ionization occurs. The same bond length changes are also revealed in the 

Gaussian 94 calculations. In another words, the TC bonding is the dominant force which 

decides the bond length changes. This phenomenon is equivalent to that seen in carbonyl-

containing systems in Chapter S and is in contrast to Bancroft's proposalwhich states 

that the bond length should decrease due to the deshielding effect. 

Furthermore, without metal-to-phosphine backbonding, a similar degree of M-N 

and M-P bond length changes between Rh and Pd molecules would be expected. 

Additionally, o bond orbital contraction due to core electron ionization would act on the 

opposite direction on changing M-L bond lengths due to the decreased energy gap 

between M-L orbitals. 

As a summary, the metal-to-phosphine backbonding in (P3)3RhMe3 is supported 

by both XPS and UPS experiments and calculational results. These M-P bond length 

changes are comparable to the phenomenon in carbonyl species from neutral to cation 

states. Such bond length changes are not observed in the calculations of (NH3)3RhMe3 

and [(NH3)3PdMe3]^ species. This different bond structure between M-P and M-N are 
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Core Equivalent Model 

Metal energy level 
before core ionization 

\ n 

Metal energy level 
after core ionization 

M M-L 

Figure 46. The qualitative diagram illustrates how the core equivalent 
model affects metal-ligand interactions. 
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Table 6-6. Comparison of calculated geometric parameters for (NH3)3Rh(CH])3, 

[(NH3)3Pd(CH3)3]\ (PH3)3Rh(CH3)3, and [(PH3)3Pd(CH3)3]^ 

ADF 

(NH,)3Rh(CH,)j [(NHj)jRh(CHj)3]* Difference [(NHjjjPdCCHj),]* Difference 

M-N 2.233 2.272* 0.039 2.279 0.046 

M-C 2.067 2.075 0.008 2.070 0.003 

N-M-N 96.2 96.2 0.00 94.4 -1.8 

C-M-C 89.1 89J OOO 86  ̂ -3.1 

(PHj)jRh(CH,), [(PH3),Rh(CH,)3r Difference [(PH3)3Pd(CH,)3]'̂  Difference 

M-P 2.437 2.459 0.022 2.535 0.098 

M-C 2.118 2.133 0.015 2.079 -0.039 

P-M-P 95.6 95.6 0.00 94.3 -1.3 

C-M-C 85.0 85^0 MO 84  ̂ -0.1 

Gaussian 94 

(NH3)jRh(CH3), t(NH3)3Rh(CH3)3r Difference [(NH,)jPd(CHj),r Difference 

M-N 2.352 ~ - 2.3722 0.02 

M-C 2.087 ~ - 2.0427 -0.045 

N-M-N 90.8 ~ - 89.8 -L.O 

C-M-C 90.4 -- -- 86  ̂ -3.5 

(PH3),Rh(CH3)j [(PH3)3Rh(CH3)jJ* Difference [(PH3)3pd(CH,)3r Difference 

M-P 2.747 2.742 -0.005 2.7884 0.041 

M-C 2.090 2.046 -0.044 2.0631 -0.027 

P-M-P 91.4 91.4 0.00 90.1 -1.3 

C-M-C 88.2 M OOO 85^6 -2.6 
* This column is obtained with constraint on bond angle to be the same as the neutral 
molecules. 
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responsible for the different band structure of metal-based ionizations shown in 

photoelectron spectra of (Cn*)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3. 

Conclusions 

Photoelectron spectra reveal a nanow first ionization band for the Cn^RhMe, 

molecule and a rather broadened first ionization band for the (P])RhMe3 molecule. 

Calculations using Gaussian 94 and ADF at different levels and different basis sets are 

carried out to illustrate the source of band shape differences between these two 

molecules. In general, ADF has reproduced the geometry with better agreement than 

Gaussian 94. A trans influence induced by phosphine ligands is clearly shown from 

crystal structure data as a longer M-C bond length with (P3)RhMe3 than with 

(Cn*)RhMe}. This lengthening is also reproduced with calculations where the M-C bond 

length of the model molecule (PH3)3Rh(CH3)3 is O.OSl A longer than that of 

(NH3)3Rh(CH3)3. Calculations using the core equivalent model reveal longer M-P and M-

N bond lengths in cation species with both ADF and Gaussian 94. However, the distance 

increases are the largest for the M-P model molecule. Similar to the carbonyl molecules, 

backbonding from the metal center to phosphine is proposed to explain the difference of 

photoelectron spectra between (Cn*)RhMe3 and (P3)RhMe3 molecules. This is indirectly 

supported by application of the core equivalent model, as well as from the calculations 

conducted with ADF, Gaussian, and Fenske-Hall methods. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Conclusions 

This work shows that metal-metal and metal-ligand electron delocalization is 

controlled by various factors, such as molecular geometry and the symmetries and relative 

energy levels of individual molecular orbitals. Although electron delocalization is similar 

to the concept of covalent bond between two atoms, this work focus on a more general 

term where such delocalization can happen involving more than two atoms, even 

throughout the whole molecule. When orbitals of the same symmetry are close enough in 

energy, strong electron delocalization will occur. Furthermore, the lower the symmetry of 

a molecule, the greater the possibility of orbital mixing and electronic delocalization. 

Metal-metal electron delocaliTation Different metal-metal interactions were observed 

here for bis(|j-fulvalenediyl)dirron and biferrocene. While the extended n-system ligand 

acts as a medium for the electron delocalization between these metal centers, the close 

energy match between metal-based orbitals from two ferrocene fragments controls the 

degree of the delocalization. Direct through-space interaction between two metal centers 

is negligible in bis(^-fulvalenediyl)diiron. Rather, the metal-metal interaction is ligand-

mediated. Unlike in the solid and liquid phase both bimetallic molecules can be 

classified as class III mixed-valence compounds in the gas phase, which means the metal-

metal interaction is fully delocalized according Robin and Day's classification.^ 
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Further study the molecular geometry alteration effect on the electronic structure 

of the ferrocene fragment was carried out. Results show that the energy levels of the 

metal-based orbitals can be altered with lower molecular symmetry, which introduces 

extra mixing among the metal-based orbitals. The electronic structure of ring-tilted 

ferrocene shows the top three metal-based orbitals change their band profile firom those of 

undistorted ferrocene with further splitting and mixing. 

Metal-lieand electron delocalization Two types of M-L interaction are studied. First, 

CpM(C0)4 molecules illustrate the effect of symmetry on electron delocalization between 

metal and carbonyl iigands. Only with appropriate molecular symmetry can strong metal-

to-carbonyl backbonding be obtained. It is such strong electron delocalization that allows 

the photoelectron spectra of these systems to be so similar, even with the change of the 

metal center or with substituents upon the Cp ring. Such similarity is not observed in 

systems without strong delocalization between the metal and the Iigands. 

Second, the interaction between the metal center and bulky and chelated 

phosphine ligand in (P3)RhMe] is relatively weak, compared with CpM(C0)4 system, due 

to not only the geometric constraint of the ligand, but also the energy gap between metal 

and ligand orbitals. Nevertheless, metal-to-phosphine backbonding facilitates electron 

delocalization to the chelated phosphine more than to the chelated amine molecule. 

Relaxation enerev ofd electrons in transition metal molecules Theoretical evaluation of 

the relaxation energies associated with metal-based ionization of CpM(CO)„ in the 

Hartree-Fock formalism is carried out. The results show that relaxation effects with d 
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electron ionization are interpreted according Slater's shielding model, fostead of 

including ns and np electrons as part of the nd electron shell which is used for relaxation 

energy calculations, the formal d electron counting [/td(n-hy)s] is found to be more 

suitable in calculating the relaxation energy of these transition metal molecules. The 

reduced shielding factor of remaining d-electrons due to the ejection of a d electron in 

these systems are calculated to be 0.84 ± O.OS. This screening factor is greater than the 

value proposed in Slater's model, which is 0.35 (0.30 if n = I) for the remaining 

electrons. 

Future Directions 

With advances in synthetic techniques and scientiHc instrumentation, there is no 

so-called "done deal" in scientific research. As this work shows, a number of 

opportunities are available for future study. For example, studying the analogous iridium 

systems will certainly provide a nice comparison with the Rh-N and Rh-P systems studied 

here. Given that Ir is a softer metal than its Hrst row transition metal rhodium, a stronger 

interaction is predicted between an Ir center and a phosphine ligand. 

It is also important to explore the electron delocalization between other metals and 

unsaturated ligands, such as a comparison with the metal-to-ligand backbonding observed 

for the CpM(CO)4 systems. For example, a recently published study'^ on HgL^ (L=H, a 

saturated alkyl, or an unsaturated alkenyl) found that the Hg-C distance changes from 

2.163 A where L is saturated to 2.133 A where L is unsaturated. Interestingly, the bond 
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angle of C-Hg-C is almost linear for these compounds, regardless of the degree of 

saturation of ligand L. Calculations suggest metal (5d)-to-unsaturated ligand (n*) 

backbonding accounts for this shortened bond length. Comparing various systems with 

different metal-to-ligand backbonding can provide a Hrm understanding for the metal-

unsaturated ligand interaction. 

Future study on the metal-metal interaction in bis-sandwich compound should be 

extended into second- and third-row transition metal compounds, such as biruthenocene 

and biosmocene, which can provide a comparison with the electronic structure of 

biferrocene. These second- and third-row transition metals have a large atomic (covalent) 

radii than iron. This probably will allow the possible through-space interaction to 

happen, if there is any. Also study of the different n-bridging system between ferrocene 

fragments, such as 1,1-diferrocenyl-ethylenes,"'^ 1,2- 1,3-, and 1,4-

diferrocenylbenzenes,'^^ would help to understand more about the electron delocalization 

between two metal centers. A resonance structure is proposed on the cationic species of 

ethylene compound. However, little work has been done on these molecules yet because 

of the trivial preparation of these molecules. Due to the crowds around the bonding site, 

two ferrocene fragments are expected to be non-coplanar for 1,1-diferrocenyl-ethylenes 

and 1,2-diferrocenyibenzenes molecules. 

Further studies on the relaxation energies of other transition metal systems should 

be directed toward systems without backbonding, such CpjM, (M=Fe, Ru, Os), 

MCHjO)''^ Li the current study, the relaxation energies of the extensive delocalization 



system are carried out. A comparison between the systems with and without extensive 

delocalization will further provide information on the relationship between d-electron 

counting and relaxation energy of transition metal systems. A correlation energy 

calculations would also be worth looking into, which is the opposite of the relaxation 

energy. 
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Appendix A 

THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF THE ELECTRON RELAXATION ENERGY 

ASSOCIATED WITH METAL-BASED IONIZATIONS OF CpM(CO)„ 

Introduction 

This appendix focuses on the energy of electron relaxation in transition-metal 

systems. With improvements in computers and computational methods, more 

sophisticated theoretical methods are now available to facilitate the understanding of a 

wide range of the chemical systems. Among these systems, the contribution of the 

ground or excited states to the photoelectron spectroscopic results of CpM(CO)„ systems 

will be studied here. 

Since the publication of the Hrst photoelectron spectrum of a noble gas'^^ and 

transition metal molecules,'^^ many studies have attempted to correlate the experimental 

ionization energy obtained from a photoelectron spectrum with the molecular orbital 

energies from Hartree-Fock type molecular orbital calculations.'® *^-^ The most widely 

used method is Koopmans' theorem,which states that the energy needed to remove an 

electron from the tth molecule orbital is equal to the negative of the energy of that orbital; 

(IE)j = -8,. 

On one side, Koopmans' theorem provides an easy and direct relationship between the 

experimental ionization energy and the calculated molecular orbital energy. Study has 

shown that the calculated ionization energies of molecules containing only main group 
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atoms are in 1 - 2 eV difference with experimental values.'^^ However, the problem lies 

in that it completely ignores the electron relaxation that occurs during an ionization 

process. Koopmans' theorem implies that the electron distribution of an atom or 

molecule is unchanged after the ionization and that electron-electron repulsion in the 

ionic state of the molecule is the same as that of the initial molecular state. Of course, 

this assumption is not true because the reduced electron-electron repulsion after the 

ionization will result in the contraction of the remaining charge distribution.'^ Such a 

breakdown of Koopmans' theorem is now widely recognized and electronic relaxation is 

known to play an important role in interpretation of the photoelectron spectra of systems 

such as ferrocene.For example, the calculated relaxation energy for metal-based 

orbital in ferrocene is 6.14 eV (ejg) and 6.83 eV (aig).^"-^' Therefore extreme caution must 

be taken when using theoretical results to assign the photoelectron spectrum of a 

transition metal system."^ " Some typical errors when interpreting a photoelectron 

spectrum using Koopmans' theorem and the results of a molecular orbital calculation are 

either that the predicted ionization energy is far away from the experimental ionization 

energy or that the ordering of the excited states of a molecule is incorrectly predicted.^" 

Although Koopmans' theorem implies that the ionization energy is the energy 

needed to remove an electron from a particular molecular orbital, photoelectron 

spectroscopy actually probes the energy between the ground and final excited electronic 

states of the molecule. However, that does not mean one cannot use molecular orbital 

labels in any of the spectral interpretations because such a simplification does bridge the 
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gap between molecular orbital theory and photoelectron spectroscopy. One also should 

keep in mind that the instantaneous changes in the configurations of an atom upon 

removal of an electron. Such conHguration interaction is studied by post-SCF methods. 

However, configuration interaction which examines the correlation energy will not be 

studied here since it is out of the scope of this study. 

In the current context, relaxation energy in transition metal systems, which is a 

purely theoretical effect of the Hartree-Fock formalism, will be examined. According to 

its definition, the relaxation energy is the energy difference between the positive ion with 

"frozen" orbitals (Koopmans' ion) and the positive ion with relaxed orbitals (SCF ion) in 

the Hartree-Fock model. This energy is the result of the changes in electron distribution 

after the ejection of an electron.'^" There are studies that use the semiempirical INDO 

method with Green's function^' or Xa-SW molecular orbital calculations to assign the 

spectra^ '' '^' of compounds with strongly localized MOs with a large metal d component. 

As was seen for ferrocene in Chapter 1 and biferrocene and bis(p-fulvalenediyI)diiron in 

Chapter 3, the predicted orbital order did not match well with other spectroscopic studies. 

Using Slater's model and the definition of the electron relaxation energy, the effect of the 

relaxation energy on transition metal d electrons in CpM(CO)n (M=V, Nb, Ta, n=4; 

MsMn, Tc, Re, n=3; M=Co, Rh, Ir, n=2) is presented in the Hartree-Fock formalism. 

Slater's Model 

A well-recognized method for obtaining electron relaxation is the ASCF 
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method.'™ "" The ionization energy is fint predicted by the diffetence between the total 

energy of the neutral ground state and the particular excited ionic state (Escf)-

energy is then compared with the ionization energy predicted by Koopmans' theorem 

(Ekt). The difference between these two energies is deHned as the relaxation energy (E^): 

The electron relaxation phenomenon of atoms has been previously studied.™ The 

relationship between the relaxation energy and the Slater model is well explained in that 

work. In sunmiary, the relaxation energy of atoms can be best understood in terms of 

Slater's concept of electron shielding and effective nuclear charges." The origin of the 

relaxation energy can be traced to the different electron shielding in the positive ion 

compared with that in the neutral species. According to Snyder's study,the electron 

relaxation energy is expressed as follows based on the work by Slater and 2^ner.^'^^ 

where is the relaxation energy in eV, fN.„. -h is the number of electrons left in the 

valence shell after ionization according to Slater's grouping of orbitals, and the numerical 

factor of 0.35 (0.30 if n=I) is a factor relating to the shielding of remaining electrons in 

the same valence shell due to removal of an electron. It is found that Slater's screening 

model gives a nice correlation of the basic trends in relaxation energy calculated for 

main-group atoms using equation (2).™ For example, the calculated relaxation energy 

ER - ̂SCF * ̂ KT 

Er — i^Nvalence— 1)1 (1) 
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decreases according to equation (2) when the principle quantum number increases 

between successive atoms. However, two questions remain whether equation (1) is valid 

for transition metal molecules. First, a previous study^' suggests that the ns and np 

electrons should be included in the same shell as nd electrons because the "best atom" 

SCF calculations carried out by Clementi and Raimondi'*^ indicate that the 3d electrons 

shield the 3s and 3p electrons at least as effectively as they shield the other 3d electrons. 

Second, whether electron sharing would be less when an electron is removed from a 

somewhat delocalized orbital needs to be clarified in molecules. For example, the 

following modified equation (2) is proposed^' to calculate the relaxation energy in the 

valence electron ionization: 

where F^ stands for the fractional amount of valence electron density contribution to that 

orbital and is the remaining electron density on that orbital to be relaxed. 

Equation (1) can be applied to correlate the calculated relaxation energies of d 

electrons in transition metal molecules CpM(CO)„ systems. However, due to the low 

symmetry of these molecules, mixing among different states complicates the 

computational results. Attempts to correlate the relaxation energies with component of 

each orbital is not successful. The results will be presented in the following section. 

/0.35F.\2 
EniFi) = (Nvalence- F/) (2) 
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Results and discussion 

Since the geometry of a molecule also affects the total energy, the geometry used 

in calculating the relaxation energy will play an important role in the relaxation energy 

calculations. The first task performed is to determine the most suitable geometries to 

acquire the relaxation energies, especially for those molecules for which crystal structures 

are not available. Therefore, the optimized geometries of CpM(CO)„ (M=V, Nb, Ta, n=4; 

M=Mn, Tc, Re, n=3; M=Co, Rh, Ir, n=2) from ADF (density functional theory) at the Xa 

or GGA levels with or without inclusion of relativistic effects, and at the Hartree-Fock 

level using Gaussian 94 are compared with known crystal structure data. Tables A-1,2, 

and 3 show the selected geometric parameters from the structural optimizations using 

various methods and computational levels, along with the available crystal data. No 

relativistic effect has been applied to the first row transition metal molecules. In general, 

ADF at the Xa level better reproduces the geometries than Gaussian 94 or ADF at the 

GGA level, with or without consideration of relativistic effects. Including relativistic 

effects actually yields the worst geometries for these molecules. 

Therefore, the optimized geometries from Gaussian 94 and non-relativistic ADF 

(LAD and GGA) calculations are used in the following calculations of relaxation energies 

of these molecules. The relaxation energies of these molecules using these geometries 

are compared in Table A-4. It can be seen from the table that a trend similar to that 

observed in the previous study on the atoms^' occurs in which relaxation energies 

increase non-proportionally from groups V to DC and decrease from the first to third row 
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Table A-1. Experimental and theoretically optimized geometries of CpM(CO)„ (M=V, 
Nb, Ta, n=4) with Gaussian 94 and ADF at the Xa or GGA levels with or without 
inclusion of relativistic effects. 

Exp. Hartree-Fock 

CpV(CO), 

Xa GGA Relativistic 

M-CCP(A) 2.281(13) 2.394 2.251 2.343 

M-Cco(A) 1.963(7) 2.083 1.911 1.983 

^Cp'̂ Cp (A) 1.405(6) 1.422 1.424 1.438 

c-0 (A) 1.135(4) 1.141 1.178 1.186 

Cp-M-CO^ C) 120.1(2) 115.6 

CpNbfCO^^ 

118.9 117.1 

M-CCP(A) 2.403 2.500 2.434 2.530 2.516 

M"Cco (A) 2.092 2.163 2.074 2.132 2.130 

CCP-CCP(A) 1.435 1.425 1.427 1.440 1.439 

c-0 (A) 1.128 1.146 1.175 1.188 1.186 

Cp-M-CO C) 121.1 119.0 

CoTafCOL 

122.0 119.6 118.8 

M-CCP(A) 2.357 2.474 2.493 2.569 2.551 

M-CCO(A) 2.081 2.118 2.108 2.167 2.135 

Ccp-Qp (A) 1.426 1.427 1.439 1.439 

c-0 (A) 1.150 1.175 1.187 1.190 

Cp-M-CO C) 121.3 119.3 121.8 120.5 121.0 

f: Cp(centroid)-Rh-C (carbonyl) angle 
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Table A-2. Experimental and theoretically optimized geometries of CpM(CO)„ (M=Mn, 
To, Re, n=3) with Gaussian 94 and ADF at the Xa or GGA levels with or without 
inclusion of relativistic effects. 

Exp. Hartree-Fock 

CpMnfCO^, 

Xa GGA Relativist 

M-Ccp(A) 2.138(3) 2.346 2.149 2.242 

M-CCO(A) 1.793(3) 1.967 1.768 1.825 

Qp-Ccp (A) 1.407(4) 1.423 1.429 1.441 

c-o (A) 1.143(3) 1.137 1.179 1.190 

Cp-M-CO (°) 123.7(2) 121.0 

CpTcfCO^T 

123.3 122.8 

M-Ccp(A) 2.399 2.356 2.443 2.434 

M-CCO(A) 1.973 1.912 1.956 1.941 

Ccp-Ccp (A) 1.428 1.429 1.442 1.442 

c-o (A) 1.146 1.178 1.189 1.190 

Cp-M-CO C) 123.5 

CpRe(CO), 

124.6 124.4 124.4 

M-Ccp(A) 2.284 2.386 2.421 2.507 2.480 

M-CCO(A) 1.894 1.940 1.963 2.009 1.955 

Ccp-Cpp (A) 1.383 1.430 1.430 1.441 1.442 

c-o (A) 1.160 1.152 1.178 1.190 1.196 

Cp-M-CO (°) 125.3 124.0 125.2 124.4 124.2 



Table A-3. Experimental and theoretically optimized geometries of CpM(CO)„ (M=Co, 
Rh, IT, n=2) with Gaussian 94 and ADF at the Xa or GGA levels with or without 
inclusion of relativistic effects. 

Exp. Hartree-Fock Xa GGA Relativistic 

M-Ccp(A) 2.129(6) 2.308 2.106 2.204 

M-CCO(A) 1.697(4) 1.964 1.727 1.777 

^Cp'̂ Cp (A) 1.450(3) 1.424 1.433 1.444 

c-0 (A) 1.191(4) 1.133 1.178 1.189 

Cp-M-CO C) 130.8(4) 131.0 131.7 131.8 

CoRhfCO),* 

M-Ccp(A) 2.258(6) 2.404 2.314 2.438 2.428 

M-CCO(A) 1.854(7) 1.964 1.877 1.927 1.894 

^Cp'̂ Cp (A) 1.420(7) 1.428 1.429 1.440 1.442 

c-o (A) 1.125(9) 1.139 1.174 1.185 1.187 

Cp-M-CO C) 135.0 133.1 133.7 133.3 133.4 

CpMCO), 

M-Ccp(A) 2.375 2.414 2.512 2.482 

M-CCO(A) 1.887 1.942 1.995 1.890 

Ccp-Ccp (A) 1.432 1.431 1.443 1.442 

c-0 (A) 1.148 1.173 1.184 1.192 

Cp-M-CO (°) 134.1 134.6 134.3 134.0 

t: Experimental data is for (Ti'-C5Me5)Rh(CO)2. 
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transition metal molecules. A previous study^' suggests that the calculated relaxation 

energies using Slater's model equation (1) are poor for the d electron iom'zations of 

transition metals, especially when considering the ns and np electrons as being part of the 

valence electrons. It also suggests that Clementi and Raimondi"^ screening factors 

instead of those of Slater's should be used in equation (1) to account for the shielding of 

electrons on the outer valence orbitals. Therefore, in order to avoid deciding what 

electron should be included and what screening factors should be applied in calculating 

relaxation energy, but still to make use of equation (1) in comparing the relaxation energy 

calculated from the Hartree-Fock method with that from Slater's model, the relaxation 

energies of these systems predicted based on equation (1) will be computed using the 

correlation indicated in the equation. For example, by setting the relaxation energy of V 

molecule to the same as that calculated from the Hartree-Fock results in Table A-4, the 

relaxation energies of the corresponding Nb and Ta molecules are calculated according to 

equation (1) by introducing a multiplication facton 

Similarly, the relaxation energies of Group V to Group DC molecules are calculated by 

using a multiplication factor; 

E.(Nb) = Eii(V) 

Eji(groupVn) = ER(groupV) 
N^grwpVIt 1 

and 
'gnwpV 
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ER(groupIX) = ER{groupV)\ 
NgrmiptX X 

NtmufV ~ 1; 

As shown in Table A-S, the correlation is better drawn when using the 

traditionally deHned d electron-count for transition metal molecules/^ For Group V, the 

d-electron count is 4. For group Vn the d-electron count is 6, and for group DC the d-

electron count is 8. All of these calculated relaxation energies using the ASCF 

approximation (Table A-4) show the same trend as those predicted using Slater's model 

(Table A-S). Comparison of these calculated relaxation energies using different 

optimized geometries with the model using equation (1) are shown in Figures 47,48, and 

49. The standard deviations (o„.i) for the results using Gaussian 94 and ADF(Xa and 

GGA) optimized geometries compared with those using equation (I) are 0.49,0.29,0.29, 

respectively. Since this comparison with theoretical prediction of relaxation energy does 

not involve a screening constant, the Hartree-Fock results are used to compute the 

screening constants for the nd electrons in these systems. By using the equation (1), the 

calculated relaxation energies from Hartree-Fock results, the principle quantum number 

n, and the number of remaining d electrons, the screening constant obtained is 0.84 ± 

0.05. This calculated screening constant for remaining nd-electron is greater than Slater's 

rule for the remaining nd electrons (screening constant 0.35). In fact, the remaining d-

electrons are treated as the electron from (n-/) shell like defined in Slater's rule 

(screening constant 0.85). The reason for less screening constant value of every inside 

nd-shell electron than Slater's rule probably lies in the electron delocalization between 



Table A-4, The relaxation energies of CpM(CO)„ calculated using the Gaussian 94 

package at Hartree-Fock level with geometries optimized by Gaussian 94, ADF at the Xa 

level, and ADF at GGA level with BLYP basis set, respectively. (Unit: eV) 

Group V Group Vn Group DC 

Usin^ ^eometrv optimized bv Gaussian 94 

V 3.46 Mn 5.37 Co 7.02 

Nb 1.60 Tc 2.55 Rh 5.18 

Ta 1.27 Re 1.98 Ir 2.98 

Usine eeometrv optimized bv ADF at Xa level 

V 2.90 Mn 4.96 Co 6.87 

Nb 1.44 Tc 2.44 Rh 3.65 

Ta 1.26 Re 2.08 Ir 3.09 

Usin? eeometrv optimized bv ADF at GGA level with BLYP basis set 

V 3.20 Mn 5.25 Co t 

Nb 1.58 Tc 2.51 Rh 3.79 

Ta 1.34 Re 2.14 Ir 3.20 

t: ab initio calculation does not converge for any metal-based ionizations. 
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Table A-5. Theoretical prediction of relaxation energies of CpM(CO)„ using Slater's 

equation (1). (The predicted relaxation energies are corrected to vanadium molecule; 

Unit: eV) 

Group V Group VII Group DC 

Using geometry optimized bv Gaussian 94 

V 3.46 Mn 5.77 Co 8.07 

Nb 1.95 Tc 3.24 Rh 4.54 

Ta 1.25 Re 2.08 Ir 2.91 

Using geometry ootimized bv ADF at Xa level 

V 2.90 Mn 4.83 Co 6.77 

Nb 1.63 Tc 2.72 Rh 3.81 

Ta 1.04 Re 1.74 Ir 2.44 

Using geometry oDtinuzed bv ADF at GGA level with BLYP basis set 

V 3.20 Mn 5.33 Co 7.47 

Nb 1.80 Tc 3.00 Rh 4.20 

Ta 1.15 Re 1.92 Ir 2.69 
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Figure 47. Comparison of relaxation energies calculated using Gaussian 
94 optinuzed geometries with dieoretically predicted relaxation energies 
using equation (1) scaled according to V. 

FromASCF 
From SMar's Model 

Figure 48. Comparison of relaxation energies calculated using ADF at 
Xalpha level optimized geometries with theoretically predicted relaxation 
energies using equation (1) scaled according to V. 
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Figure 49. Comparison of relaxation energies calculated using ADF at 
GGA level optimized geometries with theoretically predicted relaxation 
energies using equation (1) scaled according to V. 
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Table A-6. The principle quantum number replacement in quantum defect. 

n 4 

3.7 

5 

4 

6 

4.2 

metal and ligands. However, attempts to verify equation (2) have been unsuccessful due 

to lack of data Fi. Furthermore, considering the quantum defect,'^ where the principle 

quantum number n is replaced by n* (see Table A-6) for heavy atoms does not produce 

better results as indicated by the standard deviation. 

Density Functional Results 

For comparison, a similar procedure is applied with the density functional 

method. As an example, the relaxation energies calculated with the geometries optimized 

at GGA levels without inclusion of relativistic effects are summarized in Table A-7. 

Compared with the relaxation energies calculated at Hartree-Fock level in Table A-4, the 

most signiOcant difference is that the Koopmans' theorem values are actually smaller 

than the ASCF value, where the opposite is observed using Gaussian 94 at Hartree-Fock 

level. In other words, there is no relaxation energies revealed using density functional 

theory. This violates the Variation Principle. Such different behavior in density 

functional method probably results from the different concept of orbital in Hartree-Fock 

method. This further suggests that the application of Kohn-Sham orbital energy in 

interpretation of photoelectron spectra need further justifications. 
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Table A-7. The relaxation energies of CpM(CO)„ calculated using ADF package at Xa 

level with geometries optimized by ADF at the at GGA level with BLYP basis set, 

respectively. (Unit: eV) 

Using geometry optimized bv ADF at Xa level 

V -2.69 Mn -2.94 Co -3.51 

Nb -2.59 Tc -2.76 Rh -3.41 

Ta -2.52 Re -2.77 Ir -3.36 

Conclusions 

The relaxation energies of CpM(CO)„ systems are calculated in terms of the 

Hartree-Fock model using the ASCF method. The calculated results are then compared 

with theoretical predictions made based on Slater's concept of electron shielding and 

effective nuclear charges. The screen constant obtained for these systems is 0.85 ± O.OS. 

In general, Slater's model still works in d-electron in transition metal molecules. Such 

agreement does not effected by the different basis set used during ab initio calculations at 

Hartree-Fock level. Only formal d electrons should be used in the Slater's model when 

predicting the relaxation energy. 
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Introduction 

This appendix includes a structural report of phenylferrocene solved using direct 

niethods followed by Fourier synthesis in the Molecular Structure Laboratory facility of 

the Department of Chemistry, the University of Arizona. The crystals were obtained from 

acetone by slow evaporation of solvent and determined with SMART 1000 

diffractometer. 

The results reveal that two Cp rings is t^S bonded to iron and a single pendant 

phenyl group bonded to one of the Cp ring. Two Cp rings in ferrocene fragment are 

parallel (0.5° ± 0.3) to each other and almost completely eclipsed (the average rotation is 

-8.3 ° ± 0.1). The angles between two mean planes of Cp and the mean plane of phenyl 

are 11.65° ±0.82 and 11.49°±0.86. The bridging C-C distance is 1.469 ± 0.005 A. 

Structure Report 

Experimental 

Data Collection An orange think plate crystal of Fe|C,eH(4 having approximate 

dimensions of0.03 x 0.28 x 0.37 mm was mounted on a glass Hber in a random 

orientation. Preliminary examination and data collection were preformed with Mo Ka 

radiation (A. 0.71073 A) on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 computer controlled kappa axis 
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diffi^tometer equipped with a graphite crystal, incident beam monochromator. 

Cell constants and an orientation matrix for data collection were obtained from 

least-squares refinement,, using the setting angles of 25 reflections in the range 

2O<20<3O°. The orthorhombic cell parameters and calculated volume are: a= 10.069(1), 

b = 8.211(1), c = 29.701(3) A, V = 2455.8(3)k\ ForZ = 8 andF.W. = 262.14the 

calculated density is 1.42 g/cm^. As a check on crystal quality, o-scans of several intense 

reflections were measured; the width at half-height was 0.34°, indicating moderate crystal 

quality. From the systematic absences of: hkO: h = 2n+l, hOl: l=2n+l, Okl: k=2n+l, and 

from subsequent least-squares refinement, the space group was determined to be Fbca 

(#61). 

The data were collected at a temperature of 23 ± 1 ° using the (d-20 scan 

technique. The scan rate varied from 1 to 7°/min (in omega). Data were collected to a 

maximum 20 of 50.0°. The scan range (omega, in deg.) Was determined as a function of 

0 to correct for the separation of the Ka doublet;the scan width was calculated as 

follows: scan width =0.8 +0.340 tan6. Moving-crystal moving-counter background 

counts were made by scanning an additional 25% above and below this range. Thus the 

ratio of peak counting time to background counting time was 2:1. The counter aperture 

was also adjusted as a function of 0. The horizontal aperture width ranged from 2.4 to 2.9 

nrni; the vertical aperture was set at 2.0 nun. The diameter of the incident beam 

collimator was 0.76 nun and the crystal to detector distance was 21 cm. For intense 

reflections and attenuator was automatically inserted in front of the detector; the 
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attenuator factor was 13.S. 

Data Reduction A total of 2512 reflections were collected, of which 2150 were unique 

and not systematically absent. As a check on crystal and electronic stability 3 

representative reflections were measured every 60 min. The intensities of these standards 

remained constant within experimental error throughout data collection. No decay 

correction was applied. 

Lorentz and polarization correction were applied to the data. The linear 

absorption coefHcient is 12.0 cm ' for Mo Ka radiation. An empirical absorption 

correction based on a series of psi-scans was applied to the data. Relative transmission 

coefficient ranged from 0.813 to 0.999 with an average value of 0.948. 

Structure Solution and Refinement The structure was solved using the Patterson heavy-

atom method'̂ '' which revealed the positions of 17 atoms. Hydrogen atoms were included 

in the reHnement but constrained to ride on the atom to which they are bonded. The 

structure was refined in full-matrix least-squares, where the function minimized was 

Sw(IFol - IFcO^ and the weight w is defined as 4FoVo^(Fo^). 

Scattering factors were taken from Cromer and Waber.'" Anomalous dispersion 

effects were included in Fc'**; the values for Af and Af' were those of Cromer.'" Only 

the 1158 reflections having intensities greater than 3.0 times their standard deviation were 

used in the refinements. The final cycle of refinement included 154 variable parameters 

and converged Oargest parameter shift was 0.00 times its esd) with agreement factors of: 

R = 0.036, R» = 0.044, and S = 1.25. There were 3 correlation coefHcients greater than 
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0.50. The highest correlation coefficient was 0.55 between the structure factor and the 

first temperature factor of Fe. The highest peak in the flnal difference Fourier had a 

height of 0.20(5) eVA '̂*' the minimum negative peak had a height of -0.22(5) eVAl 

Plots of Sw(IFol - IFcl)^ versus Fol, reflection order in data collection, sin QfK and various 

classes of indices showed no unusual trends. 

All calculations were performed on a VAX computer using MoIEN'̂  and an IBM 

RISC 6000-590 using SHELXS-86."" 



Table B-1. Crystal data and structure refinement for phenylferrocene. 
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Identification code 
Empirical formula 
Formula weight 
Temperature 
Wavelength 
Crystal system 
Space group 
Unit cell dimensions 

Volume 
Z 
Density (calculated) 
Absorption coefHcient 
F(000) 
Crystal size 
Theta range for utilized data 
Limiting Lidices 
Reflections utilized 
Independent reflections 
Completeness to theta = 24.97° 
Absorption correction 
Max. and min. transmission 
ReHnement method 
Data f restraints / parameters 
Goodness-of-fit on 
Final R indices [b>2sigma(I)] 
R indices (all data) 
Largest diff. peak and hole 
RMS di^erence density 

efOl 
Cl6H14Fe 
262.12 
293(2)K 
0.71073 A 
Orthorhombic 
Pbca 
a =10.0695(8) A a?=90°. 
b=: 8.2112(6) A p=90°. 
c = 29.701(3) A 7=90°. 
2455.8(3) A3 
8 
1.418 Mg/m3 
1.199 mm"' 
1088 
0.37 X 0,28 X 0.03 mm^ 
2.44 to 24.97°. 
0<=h<=I 1,0<=lc<=9, -35<=1<=0 

2129 
2129 [R(int) = 0.0000] 
99.0% 
Psi-scan 
0.8551 and 0.6988 
Full-matrix least-squares on F^ 
2129/0/154 
1.019 
R1 =0.0399, wR2s 0.0779 
R1 =0.1044, wR2 = 0.0919 
0.226 and-0.244 e.A-3 
0.053e.A-3 



Table B-2. Atomic coordinates (x 10^) and equivalent isotropic displacement 
parameters (A^x l(fi) for pbenylfetrocene. U(eq) is deHned as one third of the trace of the 
orthogonalized UU tensor. 

X y  z U(eq) 

Fed) 5135(1) 1897(1) 4178(1) 49(1) 
C(l) 3685(5) 1194(6) 3750(2) 80(1) 
C(2) 3149(3) 1498(5) 4172(2) 76(1) 
C(3) 3762(4) 447(6) 4481(2) 75(1) 
C(4) 4668(4) -494(5) 4248(2) 81(2) 
C(5) 4631(5) -49(6) 3797(2) 88(2) 
C(6) 6104(3) 3826(4) 3890(1) 49(1) 
C(7) 5441(4) 4295(5) 4293(1) 57(1) 
C(8) 5957(4) 3359(5) 4653(2) 68(1) 
C(9) 6924(4) 2289(5) 4479(2) 71(1) 
C(10) 7016(3) 2570(5) 4010(2) 62(1) 
C(ll) 5897(4) 4524(4) 3441(1) 54(1) 
C(I2) 6769(4) 4200(6) 3090(2) 78(1) 
C(13) 6598(6) 4938(8) 2671(2) 102(2) 
C(14) 5562(7) 5987(7) 2603(2) 106(2) 
C(15) 4702(6) 6308(6) 2945(2) 97(2) 
C(16) 4860(4) 5591(5) 3355(1) 74(1) 



Table B-3. Bond lengths [A] and angles [°] for phenylferrocene. 
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Fe(l)-C(l) 
Fe(l)-C(7) 
Fe(l)-C(5) 
Fe(I)-C(2) 
Fe(l)-C(8) 
Fe(l)-C(4) 
Fe(l)-C(10) 
Fe(l)-C(3) 
Fe(l)-C(9) 
Fe(I)-C(6) 
C(l)-C(2) 
C(l)-C(5) 
C(l)-H(1A) 
C(2)-C(3) 
C(2)-H(2A) 
C(3)-C(4) 
C(3)-H(3A) 
C(4)-C(5) 
C(4)-H(4A) 
C(5)-H(5A) 
C(6)-C(7) 
C(6)-C(10) 
C(6)-C(1I) 
C(7)-C(8) 
C(7)-H(7A) 
C(8)-C(9) 
C(8)-H(8A) 
C(9)-C(10) 
C(9)-H(9A) 
C(10)-H(10A) 
C(ll)-C(12) 
C(ll)-C(l6) 
C(12)-C(13) 
C(12)-H(12A) 
C(13)-C(14) 
C(13)-H(13A) 
C(14)-C(15) 
C(14)-H(I4A) 
C(15).C(16) 
C(15)-H(15A) 

2.020(4) 
2.021(4) 
2.023(4) 
2.027(3) 
2.029(4) 
2.030(4) 
2.034(3) 
2.035(4) 
2.037(4) 
2.047(4) 
1.389(5) 
1.403(6) 
0.9800 
1.402(6) 
0.9800 
1.381(6) 
0.9800 
1.390(6) 
0.9800 
0.9800 
1.422(5) 
1.426(5) 
1.469(5) 
1.416(5) 
0.9800 
1.410(5) 
0.9800 
1.414(5) 
0.9800 
0.9800 
1.387(5) 
1.387(5) 
1.397(6) 
0.9300 
1.367(7) 
0.9300 
1.361(7) 
0.9300 
1.361(6) 
0.9300 
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C(8)-Fe(l)-C(6) 
C(4)-Fe(l)-C(6) 
C(l0)-Fe(l)-C(6) 
C(3)-Fe(l)-C(6) 
C(9)-Fe(l)-C(6) 
C(2)-C(l)-C(5) 
C(2)-C(l)-Fe(l) 
C(5)-C(l)-Fe(l) 
C(2)-C(l)-H(IA) 
C(5)-C(1)-H(IA) 
Fe(l)-C(l)-H(1A) 
C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 
C(l)-C(2)-Fe(l) 
C(3)-C(2)-Fe(l) 
C(1)-C(2)-H(2A) 
C(3)-C(2)-H(2A) 
Fe(l)-C(2)-H(2A) 
C(4)-C(3)-C(2) 
C(4)-C(3)-Fe(l) 
C(2)-C(3)-Fe(l) 
C(4)-C(3)-H(3A) 
C(2)-C(3)-H(3A) 
Fe(l)-C(3)-H(3A) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 
C(3)-C(4)-Fe(l) 
C(5)-C(4)-Fe(l) 
C(3)-C(4).H(4A) 
C(5)-C(4)-H(4A) 
Fe(l)-C(4)-H(4A) 
C(4)-C(5)-C(l) 
C(4)-C(5)-Fe(l) 
C(l)-C(5)-Fe(l) 
C(4)-C(5)-H(5A) 
C(l)-C(5)-H(5A) 
Fe(l)-C(5)-H(5A) 
C(7)-C(6)-C(10) 
C(7)-C(6)-C(ll) 
C(10)-C(6)-C(ll) 
C(7)-C(6)-Fe(l) 
C(l0)-C(6)-Fe(l) 
C(U)-C(6)-Fe(l) 
C(8)-C(7)-C(6) 

68.77(17) 
154.38(19) 
40.89(14) 

164.03(19) 
68.85(16) 

107.7(5) 
70.2(2) 
69.8(3) 

126.1 
126.1 
126.1 
108.0(4) 
69.7(2) 
70.1(2) 

126.0 
126.0 
126.0 
107.9(4) 
69.9(2) 
69.5(2) 

126.0 
126.0 
126.0 
108.5(4) 
70.3(2) 
69.7(3) 

125.7 
125.7 
125.7 
107.8(4) 
70.2(3) 
69.6(3) 

126.1 
126.1 
126.1 
106.7(4) 
126.3(3) 
126.9(4) 
68.6(2) 
69.1(2) 

127.9(2) 
108.4(4) 
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C(8)-C(7)-Fe(l) 69.8(2) 
C(6)-C(7)-Fe(l) 70.5(2) 
C(8)-C(7)-H(7A) 125.8 
C(6)-C(7)-H(7A) 125.8 
Fe(l)-C(7)-H(7A) 125.8 
C(9)-C(8)-C(7) 108.3(4) 
C(9)-C(8)-Fe(l) 70.0(2) 
C(7)-C(8)-Fe(l) 69.2(2) 
C(9)-C(8)-H(8A) 125.8 
C(7)-C(8)-H(8A) 125.8 
Fe(l)-C(8).H(8A) 125.8 
C(8)-C(9)-C(10) 107.7(4) 
C(8)-C(9)-Fe(l) 69.4(2) 
C(10)-C(9)-Fe(l) 69.6(2) 
C(8)-C(9)-H(9A) 126.1 
C(10)-C(9)-H(9A) 126.1 
Fe(l)-C(9)-H(9A) 126.1 
C(9)-C(10)-C(6) 108.8(4) 
C(9)-C(10)-Fe(l) 69.8(2) 
C(6)-C(10)-Fe(l) 70.03(19) 
C(9)-C(10)-H(10A) 125.6 
C(6)-C(10)-H(10A) 125.6 
Fe(l)-C(10)-H(10A) 125.6 
C(12)-C(11)-C(16) 117.4(4) 
C(12)-C(ll)-C(6) 121.2(4) 
C(16)-C(ll)-C(6) 121.4(4) 
C(ll)-C(12)-C(13) 120.5(5) 
C(ll)-C(12)-H(12A) 119.8 
C(13)-C(12)-H(12A) 119.8 
C(14)-C(13)-C(12) 119.9(5) 
C(14)-C(13)-H(13A) 120.0 
C(12)-C(13)-H(13A) 120.0 
C(15)-C(14)-C(13) 119.8(6) 
C(15)-C(14)-H(14A) 120.1 
C(13)-C(14)-H(14A) 120.1 
C(14)-C(15)-C(16) 120.6(5) 
C(14)-C(15)-H(15A) 119.7 
C(16)-C(15)-H(15A) 119.7 
C(15)-C(16)-C(ll) 121.7(4) 
C(15>C(I6)-H(16A) 119.1 
C(11)-C(16)-H(I6A) 119.1 

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms. 
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Table B-4. Anisotropic displacement parameters 10^) forphenylferrocene. The 
anisotropic displacement factor exponent takes the form: 

h^ a*2U" +... + 2 h k a» b* U'̂  ] 

U" U" U" U" U'3 U'2 

Fed) 40(1) 46(1) 61(1) -7(1) 3(1) -2(1) 

C(I) 74(3) 95(4) 70(3) 2(3) -13(3) -33(3) 

C(2) 37(2) 75(3) 118(4) -15(3) 7(3) -2(2) 

C(3) 63(3) 92(4) 71(3) -1(3) 10(2) -30(3) 

C(4) 62(3) 49(2) 131(5) 1(3) -3(3) -11(2) 

C(5) 72(3) 76(3) 116(5) -48(3) 29(3) -26(3) 

C(6) 43(2) 45(2) 57(3) -10(2) 2(2) -9(2) 

C(7) 59(2) 48(2) 64(3) -12(2) 3(2) 2(2) 

C(8) 78(3) 66(3) 59(3) -5(3) -11(2) -14(2) 

C(9) 53(2) 61(3) 99(4) 7(3) -21(2) -7(2) 

C(10) 36(2) 53(2) 96(3) -1(2) 4(2) -3(2) 

C(ll) 55(2) 46(2) 63(3) -12(2) 8(2) -13(2) 

C(12) 80(3) 80(3) 74(3) -20(3) 17(3) -17(2) 

C(I3) 122(5) 112(5) 73(4) -23(4) 32(4) -38(4) 

C(14) 148(6) 102(4) 69(4) 2(4) -4(4) -37(4) 

C(15) 116(4) 93(4) 84(4) 11(3) -22(3) 5(3) 

C(16) 78(3) 75(3) 68(3) 7(3) -3(2) 7(3) 
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Table B-5. Hydrogen coordinates ( x 1(X*) and isotropic displacement parameters (A^ 
10') forphenylferrocene. 

X y z U(eq) 

H(1A) 3438 1740 3468 96 
H(2A) 2460 2302 4242 92 
H(3A) 3581 391 4805 90 
H(4A) 5243 -1333 4379 97 
H(5A) 5165 -525 3554 105 
H(7A) 4749 5129 4317 68 
H(8A) 5680 3432 4969 81 
H(9A) 7437 1490 4652 85 
H(IOA) 7601 1988 3802 74 
H(12A) 7474 3485 3135 94 
H(13A) 7187 4717 2437 123 
H(14A) 5446 6480 2324 128 
H(15A) 4000 7024 2898 117 
H(16A) 4256 5823 3583 88 
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C(2)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(4) 119.1(4) 
C(8)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(4) -125.5(3) 
C(l0)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(4) -47.5(5) 
C(9)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(4) -82.6(3) 
C(6)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(4) 157.4(5) 
C(l)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(2) -37.6(3) 
C(7)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(2) 73.5(3) 
C(5)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(2) -81.7(3) 
C(8)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(2) 115.4(3) 
C(4)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(2) -119.1(4) 
C(l0)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(2) -166.6(4) 
C(9)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(2) 158.3(3) 
C(6)-Fe(l)-C(3)-C(2) 38.3(7) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4).C(5) -0.1(5) 
Fe(l)-C(3)-C(4)-C(5) -59.4(3) 
C(2).C(3)-C(4)-Fe(l) 59.3(3) 
C(l)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(3) -81.4(3) 
C(7)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(3) 38.9(7) 
C(5)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(3) -119.5(4) 
C(2)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(3) -37.8(3) 
C(8)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(3) 74.0(3) 
C(l0)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(3) 158.1(3) 
C(9)-Fe(l)-C(4).C(3) 115.2(3) 
C(6)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(3) -165.8(3) 
C(l)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(5) 38.1(3) 
C(7).Fe(l)-C(4)-C(5) 158.4(5) 
C(2)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(5) 81.7(3) 
C(8)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(5) -166.5(3) 
C(l0)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(5) -82.4(3) 
C(3)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(5) 119.5(4) 
C(9)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(5) -125.2(3) 
C(6)-Fe(l)-C(4)-C(5) -46.3(5) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5)-C(l) 0.1(5) 
Fe(l)-C(4)-C(5)-C(l) -59.7(3) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5)-Fe(l) 59.8(3) 
C(2)-C(l)-C(5)-C(4) -0.1(5) 
Fe(l)-C(l)-C(5)-C(4) 60.1(3) 
C(2)-C(l)-C(5)-Fe(l) -60.2(3) 
C(l)-Fe(l)-C(5)-C(4) -118.7(4) 
C(7)-Fe(l)-C(5)-C(4) -166.2(3) 
C(2)-Fe(l)-C(5).C(4) -81.0(3) 
C(8)-Fe(l)-C(5)-C(4) 41.2(7) 
C(l0)-Fe(l)-C(5)-C(4) 115.7(3) 
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C(6)-Fe(l)-C(9)-C(8) 81.7(3) 
C(l)-Fe(l)-C(9)-C(l0) 42.8(7) 
C(7)-Fe(l)-C(9)-C(l0) -81.5(3) 
C(5)-Fe(l)-C(9)-C(10) 74.7(3) 
C(2)-Fe(l)-C(9)-C(l0) -168.9(4) 
C(8)-Fe(l)-C(9)-C(lO) -119.1(4) 
C(4)-Fe(l)-C(9)-C(l0) 115.5(3) 
C(3)-Fe(l)-C(9)-C(l0) 157.3(3) 
C(6)-Fe(l)-C(9)-C(l0) -37.5(2) 
C(8)-C(9)-C(10)-C(6) 0.2(4) 
Fe(l)-C(9)-C(10)-C(6) 59.3(2) 
C(8)-C(9)-C(10)-Fe(l) -59.2(3) 
C(7)-C(6)-C(10)-C(9) -0.7(4) 
C(U)-C(6)-C(10)-C(9) 178.5(3) 
Fe(l)-C(6)-C(10)-C(9) -59.2(3) 
C(7)-C(6)-C(lO)-Fe(l) 58.4(2) 
C(ll)-C(6)-C(l0)-Fe(l) -122.3(3) 
C(l)-Fe(l)-C(l0)-C(9) -166.4(3) 
C(7)-Fe(l)-C(I0)-C(9) 81.9(3) 
C(5)-Fe(l)-C(10)-C(9) -125.1(3) 
C(2)-Fe(l)-C(10)-C(9) 162.7(6) 
C(8)-Fe(l)-C(I0)-C(9) 37.7(2) 
C(4)-Fe(l)-C(l0)-C(9) -82.9(3) 
C(3)-Fe(l)-C(lO)-C(9) -49.9(5) 
C(6).Fe(l)-C(10)-C(9) 119.9(3) 
C(l)-Fe(l)-C(lO)-C(6) 73.7(3) 
C(7)-Fe(l)-C(10)-C(6) -38.1(2) 
C(5)-Fe(l)-C(10)-C(6) 114.9(3) 
C(2)-Fe(l)-C(10)-C(6) 42.8(7) 
C(8)-Fe(l)-C(10)-C(6) -82.2(3) 
C(4)-Fe(l)-C(l0)-C(6) 157.1(3) 
C(3)-Fe(l)-C(10)-C(6) -169.8(4) 
C(9)-Fe(l)-C(l0)-C(6) -119.9(3) 
C(7)-C(6)-C(ll)-C(12) 167.4(4) 
C(10)-C(6)-C(ll)-C(12) -11.7(6) 
Fe(l)-C(6)-C(ll)-C(l2) -102.7(4) 
C(7)-C(6)-C(ll)-C(16) -9.5(5) 
C(10)-C(6)-C(ll)-C(I6) 171.4(3) 
Fe(l)-C(6)-C(ll)-C(16) 80.3(4) 
C(16)-C(ll)-C(l2)-C(l3) 0.4(6) 
C(6)-C(11)-C(12)-C(13) -176.7(4) 
C(11)-C(12)-C(13)-C(14) -0.1(7) 
C(12)-C(13)-C(14)-C(15) 0.0(8) 



C(13)-C(14)-C(15)-C(16) -0.2(9) 
C( 14)-C(15)-C(16)-C(11) 0.4(8) 
C(12)-C(11)-C(16)-C(15) -0.5(6) 
C(6)-C(ll)-C(l6)-C(l5) 176.5(4) 

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms; 
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Figure SO. One molecule of phenylferrocene showing the label of atoms. 
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C 1 5 ,  

C ^ A  

C 1 0  
C 1 2 ^  C 1 3  

Figure 51. ORTEP diagram of phenylferrocene. 
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